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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Vibration in automobiles is very undesirable as it causes discomfort to the vehicle 
occupants and can also lead to fatigue and failure of the vehicle. Therefore, study and 
analysis of vehicle suspension dynamics has been an integral part of automobile research 
ever since the invention of automobiles. Vehicle vibration is related to the passenger 
comfort, safety and vehicle stability. Many researchers have analysed vehicle vibration 
by considering various models like quarter car, half car and full car models with different 
types of excitation. In continuation, this research investigates the responses of the quarter 
car and a half car model as the vehicle ride performance is generally assessed at the 
design stage by simulating the vehicle response to road excitation. This requires the 
development of a vehicle model to analysis their responses. The disturbances from the 
road are assumed to be constant or step function and the time responses and frequency 
responses of the sprung and unsprung masses have been studied. Simple yet, in practice, 
meaningful state-space formulations of the optimal suspension control problem for a half-
car 2-DOF and 4-DOF vehicle models are given. Using an efficient equivalent 
representation, a complete analytical solution of the system was obtained.  
The problem structure and associated analytical results are used to deduce the 
optimal solution. The optimal solution here is the damping, which has been optimised 
with the given set of fixed parameters. This research provides an insight on the 
suspension dynamics of the two most extensively used models in vehicle dynamics with 
their complete state space realisation, simulated using a code developed in Matlab 
platform. The codes developed in this research can be used to analyse the suspension 
system responses to road inputs. However, accuracy of the results obtained will depend 
on how accurately and effectively the system parameters have been measured. An 
experimental validation can be done for obtaining experimental responses in real 
situation, as it can provide better insight on the system responses and it will be interesting 
to compare responses obtained in both the ways. The models can be coupled with various 
control technologies to check their effectiveness and also to obtain the responses with 
different road excitations. 
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Chapter 1 
 
Introduction 
 
 
 
1.1 General Overview 
 
Vibration, which occurs in most machines, structures, and mechanical components, 
can be desirable and undesirable. Vibrations on the strings of a guitar are desirable 
because it produces a beautiful sound. However, vibration in a vehicle is very 
undesirable as it can cause discomfort to the vehicle occupants. Vibration is 
undesirable, not only because of the unpleasant motion, the noise and the dynamic 
stresses, which may lead to fatigue and failure of the structure, but also because of the 
energy losses and the reduction in performance which accompany the vibrations 
(Buchholz, 2000). Vibration analysis should be carried out as an inherent part of the 
design because of the devastating effects, which unwanted vibrations could have on 
machines and structures. 
Vibrations can be subdivided into: free and forced, undamped and damped, and linear 
and nonlinear vibration. Free vibration is when a system after an initial disturbance, is 
left to vibrate on its own. No external force acts on the system. If a system is 
subjected to an external force, the resulting vibration is known as forced vibration. If 
the frequency of the external force coincides with one of the natural frequencies of the 
system, a condition known as resonance occurs, and the system undergoes 
dangerously large oscillations. Undamped vibration is when no energy is lost or 
dissipated in friction or other resistance during oscillations. On the other hand, when 
energy is lost in this way, it is known as damped vibration. Linear vibration is when 
all the variable forces are directly proportional to the displacement, or to the 
derivatives of the displacement, with respect to time. On the other hand, if any of the 
variable forces are not directly proportional to the displacement or to its derivatives 
with respect to time nonlinear vibration occurs. 
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1.2  Vibration in Automobiles 
 
In recent years, commercial demand for comfortable and quiet vehicles has 
encouraged the industrial development of methods to accommodate a balance of 
performance, efficiency, and comfort levels in new automobiles. Particularly, the 
noise, vibration, and harshness (NVH) characteristics of cars and trucks are becoming 
increasingly important, Buchholz, (2000); Capitani et al., (2000); Debeaux, 
Claessens, and Hu, (2000); Haverkamp, (2000); Kasler, (2000); Wolf and Portal, 
(2000). 
An automobile is made up of many components. These components include 
suspension, engine and its components, chassis, transmission, brakes, etc. and 
represent the many subsystems in a multi-degree of freedom analysis. Vehicle 
vibration is also associated with the vehicle engine mounting system, generally, 
consists of an engine (one of the main vibration sources) and several mounts 
connected to the vehicle structure. The modern engine mounting systems have been 
used to isolate the driver and passenger from both noise and vibration generated by 
the engine. However, there is still a need to improve the performance of engine 
mounting systems for the following two reasons: One reason is that the requirements 
of vibration and noise level isolation for passenger cars. The second reason is that the 
modern car designs have a trend for lighter car bodies and more power-intensive 
engines. Such a weight reduction and increased power requirements often have 
adverse effects on vibratory behaviour, greatly increasing the vibration and noise 
level. Additionally many modern cars are powered by V-Engines which are 
inheritably not balanced. This imbalance causes more vibration. The primary function 
of the engine mounting system is to support the weight of the engine (also called 
power plant). The plan view location of the engine centre of gravity should not only 
be contained within the support base, but the engine weight should also be well 
distributed among the load carrying mounts (Ahmadian et al., (1993); Ashrafiuon and 
Nataraj, (1992); Ivers and Dol, (1991); Flower, (1995); Ford, (1985); Gallas and 
Renzo; (1985)). Research and development activities have focused on the 
transmission of engine-induced vibrations through power train mounts into the 
chassis. Engine and power train mounts are usually designed according to the criteria 
that incorporate trade-offs between vibration isolation and engine movement (Crede 
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and  Ruzicka, 1976; Hartel and Hofmann, 1981; Hartel and  Hofmann, 1982 and 
Hartel and Hofmann, 1983). As the vibration from a power train decreases, road-
induced vibration plays main role in interior vibration of a vehicle. However, it is 
difficult to improve road-induced vibration since not only the input force varies with 
driving speed of a vehicle and road conditions but also vibration energy is transmitted 
to the car-body through many paths. In general, transmitted force to a car-body is 
determined by local stiffness and damping of the joint area where the chassis system 
connects with a car-body. Hence, it is significantly important to study the vehicle sub- 
system dynamics and their interaction with road excitation. 
 
1.3 Vehicle Primary Suspensions 
 
Primary suspension is the term used to designate those suspension components 
connecting the axle and wheel assemblies to the frame of the vehicle. This is in 
contrast to the suspension components connecting the frame and body of the vehicle, 
or those components located directly at the vehicle’s seat, commonly called the 
secondary suspension. There are two basic types of elements in conventional 
suspension systems. These elements are springs and dampers (See Figures 1.9&1.11). 
The role of the spring in a vehicle’s suspension system is to support the static weight 
of the vehicle. The role of the damper is to dissipate vibrational energy and control the 
input from the road that is transmitted to the vehicle. The basic function and form of a 
suspension is the same regardless of the type of vehicle or suspension. Primary 
suspensions will be divided into passive, active adjustable and semiactive systems, as 
will be discussed next. The sectional view of a typical car is shown in Figure 1.1. 
.  
Figure 1.1 Sectional View of the Passenger Car (Reimpell et al., 2001) 
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 By the end of nineteenth century many wagons and carriages were installed 
with metal leaf springs to absorb the shocks induced by road. They were crude by 
modern standards but adequate for low speed animal driven vehicles. Early 
suspensions were similar to those used in carriages. Many cars used single leaf 
springs that were mounted parallel to the front or rear axle and were known as 
transverse springs. To allow the vehicle to be steered properly, kingpins were used to 
transfer the body weight to the wheel as shown in Figure 1.2. It soon become evident 
that high speed vehicles require a firm suspension mechanism and better suspension 
methods were needed. The first major improvement to vehicle ride was made in 
1920s, not by improving suspension but by the use of relatively low pressure wide 
tyres. In early 1930s, many suspension improvements were introduced. The solid 
front axle was replaced by various types of independent front wheel suspensions. 
Soon after, the double wishbone suspension was introduced. This system used upper 
and lower control arms and coils springs instead of leaf springs, see Figure 1.3. This 
arrangement is known as short–long arm (SLA) suspension. In 1940s, most 
manufacturers settled on the SLA front suspension with coil springs and a solid axle 
rear suspension with either coil springs or leaf springs. This system was used almost 
used for next 30 years and is still in use today. The only major changes are use of ball 
joints instead of king pins and on some vehicles, the use of torsion bars instead of 
front coil springs.  
 
Figure 1.2  The front suspensions on early automobiles used a transverse leaf 
spring and king pins (Johanson and Stockel, 2000) 
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Figure 1.3  Independent front suspension system uses coil springs to help dampen 
shocks (Johanson and Stockel, 2000) 
            
Suspensions generally fall into two groups namely: solid axles and independent 
suspensions. Solid Axle is one in which wheels are mounted at either end of a rigid 
beam so that movement of one wheel is transmitted to the opposite wheel causing 
them to steer and camber together. They are commonly used on heavy trucks where 
high load carrying capacity is required. One of such suspension is Solid Axle Spring 
suspension shown in Figure 1.2.  
 On the other hand, independent suspensions allow each wheel to move 
vertically without affecting the movement of other wheel. Nearly all light vehicles are 
fitted with independent suspensions as they provide room for the engine and also 
because of the better resistance to steering vibrations. Many small vehicles feature a 
MacPherson strut front suspension and Trailing-Arm rear axle. Most of the cars at 
present are fitted with Macpherson strut and Double Wishbone Suspension. Prior to 
the dominance of front wheel drive in the 1980s, many everyday cars used Double-
Wishbone front suspension systems or a variation on it. Since that time, the 
Macpherson strut has become almost ubiquitous, as it is simpler and cheaper to 
manufacture. Double-wishbones are usually considered to have superior dynamic 
characteristics, load handling capability and are still found on higher performance 
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vehicles. Some of the most prominently used suspensions are shown in Figures 1.4 to 
1.7. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.4 Multi –Link Rear Suspension of BMW 5 Series (Reimpell et al, 2001) 
 
1- Rear Axle Support, 2- Rubber Mounts, 3- Compliant Mounts, 4 -Hub, 5 –U-Shaped 
Arm, 6-Stabilizer Link, 7-Tranverse Link, 8- Guide Link, 9-Integral Link, 10- guide 
Bearing and 11-Wheel Carrier. 
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Figure 1.5  Modified Trailing arm Suspension System (Reimpell et al, 2001) 
 
1-Trailing Arm, 2-Arm centre, 3 and 4-Control Arms, 5-Subframe, 6 and 7–Rubber 
Bushes, 8- Anti Roll Bar, 9-Springs, 10- Differential, 11- Mini bloc Springs. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.6 Macpherson Strut Suspension (Reimpell et al, 2001) 
 
1-Dust Tube, 2-Control Arm, 3-Tabs, 4-Fixing Points, 5-Anti Roll Bar, 6- Tabs, 7-
Fixing Points, 8-Cross Bar, 9 and 10- Cross Members, 11-Additional Springs, 12- 
Right Dust Tube.     
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Figure 1.7 Semi Trailing- Arm Rear Axle (Reimpell et al, 2001) 
 
1-Subframe, 2, 3,4,5 and 6-Bearing, 7-Cross Bar, 8-Extension Arms, 9-Barrel Shaped 
Hellical Springs, 10- Shock Absorbers and 11- Tilted Shafts. 
 
1.3.1  Passive Suspensions 
 
A passive suspension system is one in which the characteristics of the components 
(springs and dampers) are fixed. These characteristics are determined by the designer 
of the suspension, according to the design goals and the intended application. Passive 
suspension design is a compromise between vehicle handling and ride comfort, as 
shown in Figure 1.8. 
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Figure 1.8  Damping Compromise for Passive Dampers (Chalasani, 1986) 
 
A heavily damped suspension will yield good vehicle handling, but also transfers 
much of the road input to the vehicle body. When the vehicle is travelling at low 
speed on a rough road or at high speed in a straight line, this will be perceived as a 
harsh ride. The vehicle operators may find the harsh ride objectionable, or it may 
damage cargo. A lightly damped suspension will yield a more comfortable ride, but 
can significantly reduce the stability of the vehicle in turns, lane change manoeuvres, 
or in negotiating an exit ramp. Good design of a passive suspension can some extent 
optimise ride and stability, but cannot eliminate this compromise. 
 
1.3.2 Active Suspensions 
 
In an active suspension, the passive damper or both the passive damper and spring are 
replaced with a force actuator, as illustrated in Figure 1.9. The force actuator is able to 
both add and dissipate energy from the system, unlike a passive damper, which can 
only dissipate energy. With an active suspension, the force actuator can apply force 
independent of the relative displacement or velocity across the suspension. Given the 
correct control strategy, this results in a better compromise between ride comfort and 
vehicle stability as compared to a passive system, (See Figure 1.10 for a quarter-car 
model). 
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Figure 1.9  Passive and Active Suspensions (Ahmadian, 1997) 
 
 
Figure 1.10  Passive and Active Suspension Comparison (Chalasani, 1986) 
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Active suspension systems have the added advantage of controlling the attitude of a 
vehicle. They can reduce the effects of braking, which causes a vehicle to nose-dive, 
or acceleration, which causes a vehicle to squat. They also reduce the vehicle roll 
during cornering manoeuvres. Active suspension systems, though shown to be 
capable of improving both ride and stability, do have disadvantages. The force 
actuators necessary in an active suspension system typically have large power 
requirements (typically 3-4 KW). The power requirements decrease the overall 
performance of the vehicle, and are therefore often unacceptable. Another 
disadvantage of active suspension systems is that they can have unacceptable failure 
modes (Flower, 1995). In the case of actuator failure the vehicle would be left 
undamped, and possibly unsprung. This is a potentially dangerous situation for both 
the vehicle and operator. 
 
1.3.3 Semiactive Suspensions 
 
Semiactive suspension systems were first proposed in the early 1970’s. In this type of 
system, the conventional spring element is retained, but the damper is replaced with a 
controllable damper as shown in Figure 1.11. 
 
 
 
     
mass 
 
     
mass 
 
Figure 1.11 Passive and Semiactive Suspensions (Ahmadian, 1997) 
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Whereas an active suspension system requires an external energy source to power an 
actuator that controls the vehicle, a semiactive system uses external power only to 
adjust the damping levels, and operate an embedded controller and a set of sensors. 
The controller determines the level of damping based on a control strategy, and 
automatically adjusts the damper to achieve that damping. 
  
1.3.4  Damper Background 
 
A damper is a device that dissipates energy in the form of heat. Energy is changed to 
heat by forcing a viscous fluid through an orifice. In a vehicle, energy from the road, 
rather than being transmitted to the vehicle, is changed into a temperature rise of the 
fluid inside of the damper. 
Two types of dampers are commonly used in vehicular applications, twin-tube and 
mono tube dampers. Both twin-tube and mono tube dampers typically have bilinear 
damping characteristics. 
This means that the slope of the damper force vs. relative velocity is greater at low 
velocities than it is at high velocities, shown in Figure 1.12. 
 
   
 
 
Figure 1.12 Bilinear Forces vs. Velocity Curve for a Conventional 
Damper   (Poyner, 2001) 
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Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
 All the transportation system be it a car, a truck or a train induce vibrations. 
Vibrations are induced due to the out of balance forces in moving parts within 
transportation systems and external forces acting on it for example atmosphere, terrain 
etc. These vibrations get further modified by the dynamics of the vehicle systems, 
which usually contain a number of resonant structures. Paddan and Grifffin (2002) 
measured the vibration in 14 categories of vehicle including cars, lift trucks, tractors, 
vans and buses. In each vehicle, the vibration was measured in five axes: vertical 
vibration beneath the seat, fore-and-aft, lateral and vertical vibration on the seat pan 
and fore-and-aft vibration at the backrest. The assessment showed that long hours of 
exposure to high level vibration can be harmful to whole body.  
The modern engine mounting systems have been successfully used to isolate the 
driver and passenger from both noise and vibration generated by the engine. However, 
there is still a need to improve the performance of engine mounting systems for the 
two reasons mentioned in Chapter 1: One reason is that the requirements of vibration 
and noise level isolation for passenger cars. The second reason is that the modern car 
designs have a trend for lighter car bodies and more power-intensive engines. 
Vibration isolation performance has been investigated by many researchers and 
various attempts were made in the past to develop a comprehensive vehicle model to 
capture the response of suspension system, in different driving environment. Present 
chapter summaries the findings of researches under taken on vehicle vibration and 
suspension systems modelling. The literature review that follows is to support the 
applications of rigid body dynamic analysis. A Two- Degree of freedom (DOF) model 
is generally used to see the frequency characteristics of the system, effects of 
suspension or the tyres. The automobile has other modes that can be studied with a 
Two- DOF or a multi – DOF system, although here only pitch and bounce modes are 
being investigated with Two- DOF. These models are reasonably efficiently to predict 
the vibrational modes of the vehicle (See Figure 2.2).  The choice of model depends 
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on the immediate interest of the user. The literature on tyre is to show that it is 
justifiable to represent tyre by stiffness, “K”. This chapter is divided broadly into 3 
parts: Vehicle System Modelling, Tyre Properties and followed by the conclusions 
from the prior work and objectives of this study. 
 
 
2.2 Vehicle System Modelling  
 
Hovarth (1975) studied the vehicle system modelling in order to suggest a method of 
obtaining the dynamic response of full vehicle when the dynamic responses and 
characteristics of each component are known. A comparison was made between the 
Finite Element Method (FEM) and Modal Modelling. The mass and stiffness 
properties of the elements are representative of the properties of the real structure at 
the same location in FEM, while in modal modelling the structural component are 
being mathematically represented by its modal characteristics as well as by distributed 
mass and stiffness. In other words Modal Modelling can be used as building blocks 
coupled with mathematical models of the vehicle subsystems to simulate the 
behaviour of the complete vehicle system. To obtain best results, the vehicle was 
divided into 4 subsystems (sprung mass, suspension stiffness & damping, unsprung 
mass and tyre stiffness & damping). This division assured the simplest approach 
necessary to obtain the required results. Hence it was concluded that modal modelling 
could effectively reduce the problem size and cost with no reduction in accuracy as 
compared to Finite element method. However, in this study, interaction between 
vehicle subsystems has been analysed with road excitation using modal modelling. 
 Vibration isolation performance has been investigated by Ghosh and Dinavahi 
(2005) for a vehicle system supported on a damper-controlled variable-spring-
stiffness suspension system. A half-car model has been analysed for different values 
of damping ratio, relative damping ratio, and mass ratio. The semi-active control of a 
half-car model has been investigated with the help of a force generator as well as with 
optimal control theory. The results show that a damper-controlled variable-stiffness 
suspension improves the vibration isolation performance of the suspension system. It 
has been found that a lower damping ratio, a relative damping ratio of unity, and a 
higher mass ratio gives optimum reduction in the transmissibility of motion from road 
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surface to the vehicle body. The semi-active control of a half-car model supported on 
a damper-controlled variable-spring-stiffness suspension can be achieved using a 
force generator or an actuator. The use of a force generator can minimise the power 
required to control the damper.  
 
 
Figure 2.1  2–DOF Model showing Sub-Systems of Suspension. 
 
Modal modelling was further studied by Davis (1972), by fitting the model to 
measure frequency responses. The foundation of modal modelling uses the following 
principle: Vibrational response of any structure can be considered as sum of responses 
of a set of coupled modes. The following vehicle structure modes were examined by 
him: Bounce, pitch, and 2 beaming modes. He concluded that the dynamic behaviour 
of any structure can be completely simulated by a modal model. Modal modelling has 
become very useful as it is important to predict how the vehicle structure interacts 
with its subsystems in order to analyse the total vehicle system response. Davis 
measured the frequency responses of the suspension by modal modelling. In this 
study amplitude response with time, stability with frequency response is analysed 
using two different models with step road input. 
  
 Daberkow and Kreuzer (1999) studied the integration of Solid Modelling 
Computer Aided Design (CAD) systems within a dynamic simulation environment. 
The modelling of a mechanical system by means of a multi-body system is based on 
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the composition of several individual parts like rigid bodies, interconnected by joints, 
springs, dampers and actuators. The applied forces and torques on the rigid bodies are 
the force elements, which include springs, dampers and actuators acting in discrete 
attachment points. Joints with different kinematics properties have several effects on a 
mechanical system. They constrain the motion of the bodies of the system, determine 
the DOF of the multi-body system, and result in constraint forces and torques. In 
order to investigate a system without considering the geometric model, modelling 
method and the solid model construction of the CAD system in use, certain basic 
parameters are needed. The basic parameters needed for system dynamics 
investigations are mass, center of gravity and moments of inertia. The object-oriented 
classes and operations of this new approach are implemented in a system-independent 
multi-body modelling kernel library. The same approach, i.e., the combination of 
modelling method and CAD system is implied while solving half car model (Four-
DOF). 
Huang and Chao (2000) used a quarter-car Two-DOF system to design and 
construct a four-wheel independent suspension to simulate the actions of an active 
vehicle suspension system. They employed the free fuzzy logic control algorithm to 
design a controller for achieving vibration isolation. For satisfying the expectations of 
customers the requirements of ride comfort and driving performance are major 
development objectives of modern vehicles. The suspension system is an important 
factor to the ride comfort and driving capability. The active suspension consists of a 
spring, damper and actuator between the unsprung mass and sprung mass (this will be 
explained later in detail) where the sprung mass is considered as a rigid body. The 
fuzzy logic control algorithm suppressed the sprung mass vibration amplitude due to 
road variation. The vehicle suspension served to suppress the vibration amplitude of 
the vehicle body. This prevented the tyre bouncing from the road surface owing to 
excessive tyre deformation. In order to obtain ride comfort the spring and damping 
forces acting on the body must be compensated for. The control was used to 
compensate for these forces acting on the body. The experimental results showed that 
this control strategy has successfully reduced the oscillation amplitude of the vehicle 
body and improved the ride comfort. In this research only passive system is taken into 
analysis without any control or feedback mechanism.  
A 14- DOF mathematical model was developed and analysed to predict the 
handling dynamics of a 4-wheel vehicle by Speckhart (1973). He did not give any 
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allowance for deflection of any member of assembly. Hence, while deriving the 
dynamic equations for the vehicle, he treated the vehicle as an assembly of rigid 
masses. He suggested that the greatest source of error in predicting the dynamic 
responses of the system is due to the uncertainty in determining exact vehicle 
parameter and performance of tires. This study also determined that small changes in 
suspension design can lead to noticeable difference in handling. As the model was 
rigid, it was not real. In this research the sprung mass and unsprung masses are not 
rigid, keeping the model more close to real situation.  
  In contrast, Simic and Petronijevic (1986) focused on the car body as 
an elastic assembly. The modal vector, driving force, frequency and vibration 
characteristics of the elastic automobile structure determine the frequency response. 
They measured the vibration characteristics of the suspension system under harmonic 
excitation at 5 different points. 
The car body tested was freely supported on four springs. They realized the 
input signals could determine the actual vibration condition of a particular area of a 
car body. The research suggested that possible helpful tools in the process of 
designing and developing the car body are: Shape of vibration modes and location of 
neutral lines. They linked the frequency response of the automobile structure to modal 
vector, driving force, frequency and vibration characteristics. The input here is purely 
road profile. In the past the vehicle’s sprung mass is modeled as a rigid body, but in 
the present research, it is modeled as a linearly deformable body.  
Varadi et al., (1999) studied three-dimensional and computationally 
inexpensive vehicular model. The theory of a Cosserat point was introduced to model 
three-dimensional deformable bodies with large deformations. When the theory of a 
Cosserat point is applied to vehicle dynamics, it is assumed that the sprung mass is 
deformable. “When applied to the sprung mass of a vehicle, it results in a 
mathematical model with relatively few degrees of freedom whose deformation can 
be used to explain the vents arising during a collision”. The methods used for rigid 
body models can be applied to the modelling of the un sprung mass of the vehicle and 
the tyre/road interaction which is implied research also un sprung mass has got 
allowance for deflection.  
 Zhang et al., (1998) investigated how two-beam elements 
suspension/suspension models with rigid vehicle body representation and finite 
element tyres were studied under proving ground conditions. The only difference 
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between the two models was that one used flexible beam elements and the other used 
rigid beams. One of the obvious advantages of conducting rigid body dynamics 
analysis is timing. The main purpose was to show how suspension/suspension 
component flexibility and the consequence of small deformations in these components 
could affect the nonlinear dynamic analysis results. All the compliance/stiffness study 
results showed that there were differences between a suspension/suspension model 
with deformable components and one with only rigid body representation. In 
conclusion, the vehicle dynamic analysis results can be greatly affected by the type of 
suspension/suspension sub-system representation being used. The rigid vehicle body 
structure representation used in this study had definitely some influence on the 
vehicle’s dynamic characteristics and the simulation results. 
 
2.3 Tyre Properties 
 
During driving the characteristics of dynamical interaction between the road and the 
tyre changes dramatically depending on road surface and vehicle velocity. These 
changes must be taken into account to ensure optimal (or sub-optimal) acting of the 
system in every condition (Hac, 1987) and (Filho and Balas, 2002), Loeb et al., 
(1990) examined on the relaxation length of a tyre. Mechanical characteristics of the 
pneumatic tyre have a large influence on the vehicle handling performance and 
directional response. “Kinematic properties are those that occur when the tyre is 
rolling on a surface. The mechanical properties consist of spring-like properties 
measured with the tyre in a stationary condition.” The spring rate of the tyre is tested 
using a Firestone mechanical spring rate test rig. An increasing load is applied to the 
tyre and the resulting deflections are recorded and then plotted. The lateral stiffness is 
determined by calculating the initial slope of this plot. Performing a least squares 
curve fit on the measured data and evaluating the derivative of the resultant equation 
at zero deflection can find the slope. They concluded that the cornering stiffness and 
lateral stiffness of a tyre might be used to estimate the relaxation length. 
 
Chiesa and Rinonapli (1967) studied a new mathematical model developed to 
account for nonlinearities between vehicles and tyres. Lateral and vertical stiffness 
have basic influences on the behavior of the car in sudden and severe maneuvers; 
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therefore, these two properties of the tyre were investigated. They examined the 
behavior of the car in various types of maneuvers at a constant speed. The vertical 
flexibility of the tyres is not constant and tends to reduce with the lateral force 
between the tyre and the road. They increased the number of DOF of the model to 
include the roll of the unsuspended masses and the consequent increase in body roll in 
order to take account in a rigorous manner of this flexibility. The increase in DOF 
occurs because the roll is not opposed by the rigidity of the suspension alone but by a 
lower rigidity. The lower rigidity is due to the effect of the flexibility of the tyres 
being in series with that of the suspensions. The mathematical model is a system of 
seven differential equations. Three of the equations involve lateral, yaw, and roll 
movements of the car and the other four of the equations involve the relative 
movements between the tread of the tyres and the wheel due to lateral flexibility of 
the tyres. An increase in the lateral reaction for equivalent values of tyre slip angle 
and vertical load generally produces considerable improvements on the behavior of 
the vehicle. The negative side to this is that the frequency of oscillations to which the 
vehicle is subjected in the final part of each test is in fact noticeably increased. A 
positive effect was the increase in the lateral elastic rigidity because it produced 
effects of more modest dimensions. Clearly, the lateral elastic rigidity was seen to be 
a factor that damps the oscillations of the vehicle. The task of the driver in holding the 
car on its path is increased if the oscillation of the car were numerous. By balancing 
the increase in the cornering stiffness with a simultaneous increase in the lateral 
elastic stiffness the designer has the possibility of eliminating or reducing this trouble. 
“The calculating procedure and the mathematical model adopted assist in general to 
forecasting the effects of any modification on the parameters of the car or of the tyres 
without actually building the vehicle.” They concluded the evaluation of handling 
characteristics of a vehicle must consider the total dynamic system of the vehicle, 
which is, the sprung and unsprung masses, the suspension system, and the tyres. 
Taylor et al., (2000) investigated the vertical stiffness measured for a radial 
ply agricultural drive tyre using five methods: Load-deflection, non-rolling vertical 
free vibration, non-rolling equilibrium load-deflection, rolling vertical free vibration, 
and rolling equilibrium load-deflection. At all inflation pressures, non-rolling free 
vibration resulted in the highest stiffness, and load-deflection and non-rolling 
equilibrium load deflection results were similar. “The natural frequency was 
measured by timing the small oscillations of each frame while they were suspended 
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from the pivot point. Oscillations were initiated by pushing the frame, which was then 
allowed to move freely”. The range of motion for the tyre increased when the vertical 
load on the tyre was increased. The natural frequency, the mass moment of inertia of 
the frame assembly, and the distance from the pivot point of the frame to the axle 
were required to determine the vertical stiffness for a given condition.  
 
2.4 Motivation 
 
The vehicle dynamic analysis results can be greatly affected by the type of 
suspension/suspension sub-system representation being used. Since the vehicle 
dynamics is concerned with controllability and stability of automobile, it is important 
in the design of a ground vehicle. The modelling of the vehicle with the analysis of 
the dynamic response of the mathematical model has been examined in a large 
number of previous investigations (Genta, 2003 and Takahashi, 2003). In these 
studies, three typical models: (a) Quarter Car Model, (b) Half Car model and (c) Full 
car model, have been developed with researches related to the dynamic behaviour of 
vehicle and its vibration control. The simplest representation of a ground vehicle is a 
quarter-car model with a spring and a damper connecting the body to a single wheel, 
which is in turn connected to the ground via the tyre spring (Robson, 1979; Williams, 
1997 and Yang et al., 2001).  
In the studies of dynamic response of ground vehicle using these mechanical models, 
the spring and damper are usually assumed to be linear components for simplification. 
However, in practice an automobile is a nonlinear system because it consists of 
suspensions, tyres and other components that have nonlinear properties. 
This research is planned for modelling the dynamics of car body (sprung mass) and 
wheel assembly (unsprung mass) in relation to the road disturbances. The 
mathematical analysis of the suspension system will be performed to develop the 
model. Dynamic analysis will be performed, for solving the quarter car model and 
half car model. Later simulation of these models will be performed by developing a 
code based on Matlab platform to get the dynamic responses and check the stability of 
the system. 
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2.5 Conclusions from the Prior Work 
 
On the basis of studies reviewed above, about vehicle dynamics, vehicle modelling 
and tyre modelling, it can be concluded: 
• Literature Review indicates that the comprehensive dynamic analysis of 
suspension system is required in order to obtain the suspension system 
dynamic responses and also to incorporate active elements via control 
algorithms. 
• The 2-DOF and 4-DOF models can be used to predict the suspension system 
accurately and effectively. 
• For representing tyre in mathematical models, it is justified to use stiffness 
“K”. 
• Modal Modelling can be used as an efficient tool for analysing and studying 
the suspension system dynamics. It can be used to simulate the dynamic 
response of the suspension system accurately. 
• It was also noted that a simplified complete dynamic analysis model for 
vehicle suspension system is required for Educational and Training purposes. 
 
 
2.6 Vehicle Axis System, Terminology and Models 
 
In suspension design, the main concern is the movement of the vehicle body (the 
sprung mass) relative to the other moving parts of the suspension and wheels (the 
unsprung masses). So it is usual to place the vehicle axis system at the Centre of 
gravity of the sprung mass as shown in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2  Sprung Mass Axes and Displacements Relevant to Suspension 
Analysis (Smith, 2002) 
Since the sprung mass is treated as a rigid body, it has six degrees of freedom (DOF) 
comprising three translations and three rotations. Only three of these are relevant for 
suspension studies bounce, roll and pitch as shown in Figure 2.2.  
The simplest representation of a ground vehicle is a quarter-car model with a 
spring and a damper connecting the body to a single wheel, which is in turn connected 
to the ground via the tyre spring (Robson, 1979; Williams, 1997; Yang et al, 2001).As 
shown in Figure 2.3, the mass representing the wheel, tyre, brakes and part of the 
suspension linkage mass, is referred to as the unsprung mass. The quarter-car model is 
used only when the heave motion needs to be considered. A half-car model is shown 
in Figure 2.4. It is a two wheel model (front and rear) for studying the heave and pitch 
motion (Moran and Nagai, 1994; Vetturi et al., 1996; Campos et al., 1999). This four 
degree-of-freedom model allows the study of the heave and pitch motions with the 
deflection of tyres and suspensions. Comparing to the full 3-D vehicle model (See 
Figure 2.5), the half-car model is relatively simple to analyse and yet can reasonably 
predict the response of the system (Oueslati and Sankar, 1994).Therefore many 
researchers often use it. A more complex model is the full vehicle model which is a 
four wheel model with seven degree-of-freedom done for studying the heave, pitch 
and roll motions (Ikenaga et al., 2000). In this study a quarter car and a half car model 
have been used for the analysis for the reasons discussed earlier. 
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Figure 2.3  Quarter Car Model (Smith, 2002) 
 
 
 
Figure 2.4  Half Car Model (Smith, 2002) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.5  Full Car Model (Smith, 2002) 
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Table 2.1 Modes of Vibration, and Degrees of Freedom for Various Car Models 
 
Modes  Bounce Heave Pitch  Roll Yaw  DOF 
Quarter Car Model √ √ × ×  × 
2 
Half Car Model √ √ √ × ×  
4 
Full Car Model √ √ √ √ √  
7 
 
 
 
2.7 Objectives 
 
The primary objectives of this study are to: 
 
• Develop a simple code based on Matlab platform to analyse simplified 
vehicle suspension system. 
• Perform the dynamic analysis of suspension using Two and Four Degrees 
of Freedom models. 
• Simulation of these models to analyse the time and frequency response of 
the suspension system by using the developed code to obtain the optimum 
damping value. 
• Verify the stability of the suspension system at the optimum damping 
value obtained. 
 
2.8     Thesis Layout  
This thesis is divided into seven chapters, the structure and contents of which are 
described below; 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
 This chapter is general introduction to the subject of vibration, vehicle 
suspension and its design. 
 
Chapter 2: Literature Review 
 This chapter is a literature review to investigate the effect of vibration on the 
automobile, study of vehicle dynamics and modelling. This chapter also contains the 
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reviews that have investigated vibrational effect on certain components of the 
automobile, as well considering automobile with certain degrees of freedom. 
 
Chapter 3: Vehicle Dynamic System 
 This chapter describes the theory of modelling of 2-DOF and 4- DOF using 
Laplace Transformation and State Space Variables. The modelling is done using 
Laplace Transformation and State Space Variables. 
 
Chapter 4: Time Response Analysis 
This chapter shows the analysis of amplitude of vibration of suspension 
system with time. 
 
Chapter 5: Frequency Response and Stability 
 Chapter 5 discusses the frequency response and stability of the suspension 
system. 
 
Chapter 6: Discussion and Future Recommendations 
 In this chapter the modelling and suspension system analysis have been 
discussed and recommendations for the future work have been included. 
 
Chapter 7: Conclusions & Recommendations for Future Work 
In this chapter, conclusions are drawn and recommendations are made for 
further work. 
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Chapter 3 
 
Vehicle Dynamic Systems 
 
 
 
3.1  Background 
 
As discussed earlier to analyse the suspension dynamics first step is to develop the 
system dynamic equations. So that a definite relation between input and output can be 
obtained. In this chapter the models are derived which will be used in analyzing the 
characteristics of suspension system. Firstly a quarter car model with 2 degrees of 
freedom is used as shown in Figure 3.1. Then formulating all the mathematical equations 
which are required for the dynamic analysis using two modelling techniques namely: 
Laplace Transformation and State Space Modelling. The quarter model is solved fully in 
order to get the characteristic equations for output and input (i.e. sprung mass 
displacement and displacement due to road profile) both with Laplace transformation and 
State Space. Later a half car model with 4 degrees of freedom is analysed. In the chapters 
to follow displacement analysis, frequency analysis and stability analysis are being done 
using the dynamic analysis done in this chapter for building up the mathematical model, 
for each of these dynamic models for final simulation. Standard theory for transfer 
function is explained in next section. 
 
3.2  Transfer Function  
Transfer function compares the input to the system to its output. It is written in the form 
of a frequency or ‘s’ domain rather than the time or ‘D’ domain. A transfer function 
defines the relationship between the inputs to a system and its outputs. The transfer 
function is typically written in the frequency, or ‘s’ domain, rather than the time domain. 
The Lap lace transform is used to map the time domain representation into the frequency 
domain representation. If is the input to the system and is the output from the )(tx )(ty
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system, and the Lap lace transform of the input is and the Lap lace transform of the 
output is , then the transfer function between the input and the output is  
)(sX
)(sY
 
)(
)(
sX
sY  
 The vehicle system, characterized by its transfer function, modifies the input 
representing the surface irregularities to the output representing the vibration of the 
vehicle. The transfer function is defined as ratio of the output to input under steady state 
conditions as shown above (Timoti and Bana, 1968). The importance of transfer 
functions in an analysis, and more so in design, is that they can be determined by 
sinusoidal steady state measurements. It means when the system is stable, its gain and 
phase characteristics can be measured by it sinusoidal response. Consequently, the 
transfer function is an invaluable design tool. 
 
3.2.1        Quarter Car Dynamic Analysis                            
A typical vehicle primary suspension can be modeled as shown in Figure 3.1 
(Figure drawn in AUTOCAD). The model represents a single suspension from one of the 
four corners of the vehicle, this 2 DOF system is often referred to as the “quarter-car” 
model. The input to this model is a displacement input which is representative of a typical 
road profile. The input excites the first degree of freedom (the unsprung mass of a quarter 
of the vehicle, representing the wheel, tyre, and some suspension components) through a 
spring element which represents the tyre stiffness. The unsprung mass is connected to the 
second degree of freedom (the sprung mass, representing the body of the vehicle) through 
the primary suspension spring and damper. This passive model has been used extensively 
for research without considering damping of the tyre, as it complicates the calculations 
and also its effect is small but here it is considered as to make the model as close as 
possible to real model.        
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Figure: 3.1  A Quarter Car Model 
 
The Standard Governing Equations of motion can be written as: 
For Sprung Mass, 
           
0)()( =−+−+ XuXsKsuXsXCssXMs &&&&         ... (1)   
  
 
0)()()()( =−+−−−+−+ XsXuKsXsXuKtuXrXCtsXuXCsuXm &&&&&&               … (2) 
 
 
To study the effect mathematically, transfer function is derived with the above equations 
and relationship between input and output is derived by rearranging and manipulating, 
which is follows: 
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Since from equation (1), it can noted that, 
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Putting this in equation (2) gives: 
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e domain (D domain). In order to transfer this 
  
 
The above equation is written in tim
equation in lap lace form the “D” will be replace by “s”, thus rewriting the equation (5) 
as:           
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This can be written as, 
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Where, 
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quation (6) represents the ratio of sprung mass displacement to road inputs. 
imilarly, 
 
                                                               … (7) 
 
utting this equation in equation (2) and re- arranging, we have 
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KsCDCsCKsBDCsBKsAMsCCsADMsBDMsAD
Xr
Xu
+++++++++
++++++++=
)()()()(
)()(
22345
2334
                        ... (8)       
                                                                                                        
 Equation (8) can be further simplified as: 
 
 
KsCDKsBCCsDKsGCsBDKsFCsGDKsECsFDCsE
KsCDCsCKsBDCsBKsAMsCDCsAMsBMsAD
Xr
Xu
+++++++++
++++++++=
)()()()()(
)()()(
2345
234
         …   (9) 
                                        
This can be further simplified as, 
                         
 
UTDSDRDQDPD
ONDMDLDKDXu ++++=
234
Xr +++++ 2345  
 
Where, 
)(
)(
2 CsDKsMsD
XuCsDKsXs ++
+=
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After lap lace transformation, it can be written as: 
.
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
KsCU
KsBCCsT
KsGCsBS
KsFCsGR
KsECsFQ
CsEP
KsCO
CsCKsBN
CsBKsAMsCM
CsAMsL =
 
UTsSsRsQsPs
ONsMsLsKsXu ++++=
234
                       
Xr +++++ 2345                                                   … (10)         
     
Equations 6 and 10 are used to get response for sprung mass and unsprung mass 
ectively by simulation in Mat lab. The amplitude response, frequency response and 
3.3  State Space Modelling: Quarter Model 
ifferential equations and 
ferential equations. This 
resp
stability factor are analysed in the chapters to be followed. 
 
State space modelling is just another way of presenting d
describing a dynamic system. It uses a set of 1st order dif
modelling method may appear novel to practitioners who are accustomed to thinking in 
terms of frequency response function (or transfer function) but it is not a new way of 
looking at dynamic systems. Physicists and control engineers have been using this 
modelling technique for years. State space modelling enables noise and vibration 
engineers to have access to and put to use a wealth of knowledge and analysis techniques 
from the linear systems discipline, including designing estimators and controllers for 
multi–input–multi–output systems. 
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 3.3.1 State Variables 
The state variables of a dynamic system are the variables making up the smallest set of 
ate of the dynamic system. If at least n variables x1, x2… variables that determine the st
xn are needed to completely describe the behavior of a dynamic system (so that once the 
input is given for 0tt ≤ and the initial state at 0tt = is specified, the future state of the 
system is completely determined), then such n variables are a set of state variables. The 
state variables of a tem are not unique. Moreover, the state variables need not be 
physically measurable quantities. Variables that do not represent physical quantities and 
those that are not measurable can be chosen as state variables. Such freedom in choosing 
state variables is an advantage of the state space methods (Durbin and Koopman, 2004). 
 
3.3.2 State Vector 
 sys
f n state variables are needed to completely describe the behavior of a given system, 
s can be considered the n components of a vector x. Such a 
 I
then these n state variable
vector is called a state vector. A state vector is thus a vector that determines uniquely the 
system state x (t) for any time 0tt ≥  , once the state at 0tt = , is given and the input u (t) 
for 0tt ≥  is specified. 
 
3.3.2 State Space 
n-dimensional space whose coordinate axes consist of the x1 axis, x2 axis… xn axis 
)(
t
Atx =&
Where, 
x(t) = (n×1) state vector where n is the number of states or system order. 
 The 
is called a state space.  
The generic form for state equations is given by following equations (Durbin and 
Koopman, 2004): 
 
)()()(
)()(
DutCxty
tButx
+=
+
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u(t) = (r×1) input vector where r is the number of input functions.  
y(t)= (p×1) output vector where p is the number of outputs. 
A= (n×n) square matrix called the system matrix. 
B= (n×r) matrix called the input matrix. 
C= (p×n) matrix called the output matrix. 
the input and output. 
                    Using the same model as shown in Figure 3.1, it can be written as, 
 
overning Equations of motion: 
XuXsKsuXsXCs &&                                                                   …  (11)        
+−+−+ KtrXuXCtsXuXCsuXm &&&&&&
 
ividing the equation (11) by Ms, we have, 
−+−= &&
, and dividing equation (12)/m gives, 
 
−+−+−+−= &&&&&
 
Substituting Y1= Xs – Xu, in above equations, we have, 
D= (p×r) matrix which represents any direct connection between 
 
  
                                                       
G
For Sprung Mass, 
           
+sXMs && 0)()( =−+−
0)()( =−+− XsXuKsXrXu                     …  (12) )()(
 
 
D
          
    
sX&& )(/)(/ XsXuMsKssXuXMsCs
)(/)(/)(/)(/ XuXsmKsXuXrmKtuXrXmCtuXsXmCsuX&
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 )1()1( Y
Ms
KsY
Ms
CssX& −−= &&                                                                                           … (13) 
 
)()(11 XuXr
m
KtuXrX
m
CtY
m
KsY
m
CsuX& −+−++= &&&&                                                   … (14) 
 
ow to getN 1Y&& , we subtract (14) from (13), we have 
 
)()(111 XuXr
m
KtuXrX
m
CtY
m
Ks
Ms
KsY
m
Cs
Ms
CsYuXsX −−−−⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +−⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +−==− &&&&&&&&&  
 
ince in state space representation, second derivative cannot be used, so integrating this S
equation gives 1Y&  as, 
 
 
1)(1)(11 dYXuXr
m
KtY
m
Ks
Ms
KsuXrX
m
CtY
m
Cs
Ms
CsY ∫ ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ −−⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +−+−−⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +−= &&&  
As  Xu =Xs-Y1 
et integral = Y2, then 
 
L
 
 
)1(12,
)(12
YXsXr
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KtY
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Ms
KsYOr
XuXr
m
KtY
m
Ks
Ms
KsY
+−−⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +−=
−−⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +−=
&
&
 
 
ubstituting Xu=Xs-Y1 inS 1Y& , we have 
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2)1(11 YYXsXr
m
CtY
m
Cs
Ms
CsY ++−−⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +−=&
 
 
Now substituting this derivative of Y1 into the equation of derivative of X1, we have 
 
 
Xr
Msm
CsCtY
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Ms
Ks
m
Ct
m
Cs
Ms
Cs
Ms
CsX
mMs
CsCtsX ⎟⎠
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⎛ −= 211&&                                   … (15) 
 
 
 
 The state variables are Xs, , Y1 and Y2, and in matrix form the above equation is: sX&
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The dynamic system represented by Figure 3.1 is modelled in state space as shown 
above. 
The above matrixes can be written are in the form: 
 
DUCXY
BUAXX
+=
+=&  
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Where, 
 
=X&     , =  and U =  
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B =
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢
⎣
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0
,C =[ ] 0001
 
This mathematical model will be simulated in Matlab to obtain the amplitude and 
frequency responses, as well to perform the stability analysis. 
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3.4 State Space Modelling: Half Car Model 
 
The model of a half-car suspension system is shown in Figure 3.2 (Campos et al., (1999); 
Huang and Lin, (2002, 2003); Smith and Wang, (2002)). The model is represented as a 
linear Four DOF system. It consists of car body (single sprung mass) connected to front 
and rear wheels (two unsprung masses) at each corner. The sprung mass is free to heave 
and pitch. The sprung masses are free to bounce vertically with respect to the sprung 
mass. The suspensions between the sprung mass and unsprung masses are modeled as 
linear viscous dampers and spring elements, while the tyre is modelled as simple linear 
spring without damping characteristic. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2  Half Car Suspension Model 
 
It can be seen in the Figure 3.2 that the displacements of the sprung mass are 
given by: 
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 θθ aXaXX sf −≈−= sin  .. [As θ  is very small]                                        … (16) 
 
θθ aXbXX sr +≈+= sin                                                                            … (17) 
 
The equivalent forces in both wheels can be written as, 
 
fufsffufsfff fXXCXXKF +−−−= − )()( &&                                                   … (18) 
 
rursrrursrrr fXXCXXKF +−−−= )()( &&                  … (19) 
 
Now applying Newton’s second law and taking static equilibrium as the origin for 
both the displacement centre of gravity and for angular displacement of the 
vehicle body, the equation of motion for the heave is: 
 
For Front: 
θ&&&&
&&&
srfursrr
ursrrufsffufsffsfs
aMffXXC
XXKXXCXXKXM
−++−−
−−−−−−=
)(
)()()(
                      … (20) 
 
For Rear: 
θ&&&&
&&&&
sfursr
ursrrufsfufsffsrs
bMfrfXXCr
XXKXXCfXXKXM
+++−−
−−−−−−=
)(
)()()(
                      … (21) 
 
Now applying Newton’s second law again on unsprung masses, the equations of 
motion can be written as: 
 
For Front: 
 
                              … (22) frfuftfufsffufsffuff fXXKXXCXXKXm −−−−+−= )()()( &&&&
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       For Rear: 
                       … (23) rrrurtrursrrursrrurr fXXKXXCXXKXm −−−−+−= )()()( &&&&
 
  The equation of motion for pitch is: 
     [Moment of balance] bFaFJ rf +−=θ&&
 
             Now using equations (3) and (4) we have, 
 
                  
] [])()([ bfXXCXXKaJ fufsffufsff ++−−−−= − &&&&θ rursrrursrr fXXCXXK +−−− )()( &&
θ&&J   faK= rufsf bKXX −− )( fursr aCXX +− )( rfursrrufsf bfafXXbCXX +−−−− )()( &&&&  
 
Now using, , we can write, 2rMJ s=
[1 2rM s
=θ&& faK rufsf bKXX −− )( fursr aCXX +− )( )( ufsf XX && −                          … (24)                       
rfursrr bfafXXbC +−−− )( && ] 
 
 
The system state variables can assign as: 
=1X sfX , Front Sprung Mass Displacement. 
=2X sfX& , Front Sprung Mass Velocity. 
ufXX =3 , Front Unsprung Mass Displacement. 
=4X ufX& , Front Unsprung Mass Velocity. 
,5 srXX =  Rear Sprung Mass Displacement. 
srXX &=6 , Rear Sprung Mass Velocity. 
urXX =7 , Rear Unsprung Mass Displacement. 
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urXX &=8 , Rear Unsprung Mass Velocity. 
 
From the equations (16), (17) and from (20) – (24), the state equations with these 
assigned state variables for half –car suspension system is as follows: 
 
21 XX =&  
 
rfrrrrffff BfAfXBCXBKXBCXBKXACXAKXACXAKX ++++−−++−−= 876543212&  
43 XX =&  
( )[ ]frftfftffff
f
fXKXCXKKXCXK
m
X −+−+−+= 43214 1&  
65 XX =&  
rffrrrffff DfBfXDCXDKXDCXDKXBCXBKXBCXBKX ++++−−++−−= 876543216&  
 
87 XX =&  
( )[ ]rrrtrrtrrrr
r
fXKXCXKKXCXK
m
X −+−+−+= 87658 1& , 
 
J
a
M
A
s
21 += , 
J
ab
M
B
s
−= 1  and 
J
b
M
D
s
21 +=  
 
All these equations can be written in matrix form as: 
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The matrix  is an input matrix. The inputs being active forces (  and ) and road 
disturbances (  and ). While writing a program the active forces have not been 
considered. So Y which is used for simulation can be written as, 
⎥⎥
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   With this mathematical model, the response of all 8 - state variables can be obtained 
using Matlab as discussed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. 
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3.5 Conclusion 
The system dynamic equations for the models considered in this research have been 
developed. A definite relation between output and input for quarter car and half car 
models have been obtained using Laplace and State Space transformation. These 
equations will be used to simulate the system responses in following chapters. State 
Space realisation and Laplace transformation can be effectively used to understand and 
develop system dynamics. 
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 Chapter 4 
Time Response Analysis 
 
4.1  Introduction 
While designing an automobile suspension system that exhibits some specified 
behaviour in response to the road profile. The state variables as explained in  section 
3.3.1 defines the system such that the knowledge of these variables and the input 
functions, along with the equations describing the system dynamics provide the nature 
of future state and the output characteristics of the system. If the present state of the 
switch at time to of the system is known and if an input is applied, we are able to 
determine the future states of the system or sub-system. The most important 
performance aspect of a practical system is its response to known input. A large part 
of the analysis of such systems is therefore devoted to time domain studies because 
we can analyse the system characteristic at every instant of time. The set-up offered is 
a variable configuration simulated system designed for time domain studies of both 
open loop and closed loop systems. Thus time and efforts could be directed towards 
understanding and experimenting with the basic aspects of linear control systems. The 
time response analysis is done by using Matlab software using Lap lace 
Transformation and State Space with 2-DOF and 4-DOF models.  
 
4.2  System Responses 
All the excitation inputs can be mainly categorised into 3 kinds of responses namely; 
 
1) Step Response: Input is a constant value. 
2) Ramp Response: Input is proportional to time (T). 
3) Parabolic Response: Input is proportional to the square of time (Rao et al., 
1993). 
 
The road surfaces vary from one place to another, the road surface is sometime 
bumpy and sometimes there are holes in it. When a passenger car passes through 
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these bumps and holes the excitation input is “Step Response” which leads to 
vertical vibrations in car. Engineers have been designing various shock absorbers 
to restore the steady state position of the car in a shortest possible time. The time 
which the system takes to attain steady state equilibrium position is known as 
“Settling-Time”. It is a very important designing parameter regardless of the 
system being mechanical, electrical, computer or chemical. The shorter the 
settling time of system, more stable is the system. If the settling time of the car is 
in the order to 10 seconds, than it will not have good ride quality. The important 
control parameters which will be used to analyse the results are shown in Figure 
4.1, using arbitrary step input response. 
 
 
Figure 4.1 Step Response 
 
Overshoot (Mp): The amount that the system over-shoots its final-value (steady-
state) or equilibrium value divided by its final-value (usually express in percentage). 
Peak Time (Tp): The time that requires the system to reach the maximum over-shoot 
point.  
Settling-Time (Ts): The time system takes to reach equilibrium to some tolerance 
level.  
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Rising- Time (Tr): This is the amount of time; it takes the system to reach around 
90% of its new set point.  
In this chapter, the amplitude- time response, velocity-time and acceleration-time 
responses have been studied of 2 -DOF and 4-DOF models   using Matlab® software. 
In order to get the optimum time response, the suspension damping (Cs) is varied. The 
true vehicle data have been taken from the work done by Jaitlee, 2002.  The car model 
being Nissan ZX-280 (1991) with simulation data shown in Table 4.1. 
 
 
Table 4.1 Input Data for Quarter Car Model 
Sprung Mass 329 Kg 
Unsprung Mass 31Kg 
Coefficient of Suspension Stiffness 23622 N/m 
Tyre Stiffness 212108 N/m 
Tyre Damping 207 N.s/m 
 
 
4.3 2-DOF Model  
 
Referring to Chapter 3, 2-DOF model is solved by using Laplace Transformation and 
State Space Variables. So the time response analysis for the displacement of sprung 
and unsprung masses are done here using Matlab software. The programs are attached 
in Appendix-A. In order to get the optimised step response, the damping coefficient 
“Cs” has been varied using true vehicle data. The road disturbance or the bump height 
is taken as 10 cm for simulating the response and vehicle is assumed to be moving 
with constant speed. 
 
 
4.3.1 Laplace Transformation 
 
The damping coefficient has been varied from value zero up to the optimum value to 
suggest the range for optimised response. Figures from 4.2 to 4.17 show the 
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displacement characteristic of sprung mass and unsprung mass with time with varying 
“Cs”. 
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Figure 4.2   Amplitude Response Of Sprung Mass at Cs=0 N.s/m 
 
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the amplitude response sprung mass and unsprung mass at 
Cs = 0 N.s/m which means no damping has been implied or no suspension is attached 
to the system. It can be noted that the vehicle will keep oscillating with amplitude 
increasing with time for both body and wheel assembly. This situation is extremely 
undesirable as the vehicle will keep oscillating from the disturbance of the road and 
will cause discomfort to the passenger. Now simulating the response for Cs = 2000 
N.s/m to Cs = 3000 N.s/m, plots were obtained for both sprung and unsprung masses. 
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Figure 4.3  Amplitude Response of Unsprung Mass at Cs=0 N.s/m 
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Figure 4.4  Amplitude Response Of Sprung Mass at Cs=200 N.s/m 
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Figure 4.5  Amplitude Response of Unsprung Mass at Cs=200 N.s/m 
 
With an increase in damping, it is visible from the graphs that the displacement of the 
body and wheel assembly is decreasing. Figures from 4.6 to 4.11 shows that the 
amplitude is decreasing with time from the analysis of the plots obtained, it can be 
visualised that the maximum overshoot (Mp) is high compared to the peak time (tp) 
which is very low. It means that time taken to reach the maximum amplitude of 
displacement is very less. This condition is not acceptable for the optimum comfort 
for the ride and as a result of that the vehicle will continue to oscillate with time 
resulting in discomfort to passenger and undesirable condition for the vehicle 
dynamics which can cause wear and tear of the suspension system. As it is noticed 
further increase the damping value the amplitude of displacement further decreases 
with time as shown in Figures 4.12 to 4.16. However, from the analysis of the plots it 
is clear that the settling time dropping down and coming to about 1 sec in Figure 
4.3.16 for sprung mass and to 0.7 sec for unsprung mass in Figure 4.17. In other word 
it can be seen that there is drop in overshoot time with increase in settling time. The 
graphs also show that this phase of figures meets the requirement for the optimum 
design for vehicle quality ride and provide comfort level to the passenger during its 
travel. 
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Figure 4.6  Amplitude Response of Sprung Mass at Cs=500 N.s/m 
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Figure 4.7  Amplitude Response of Unsprung Mass at Cs=500 N.s/m 
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Figure 4.8  Amplitude Response of Sprung Mass at Cs=1000 N.s/m 
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Figure 4.9  Amplitude Response of Unsprung Mass at Cs=1000 N.s/m 
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Figure 4.10  Amplitude Response of Sprung Mass at Cs=1200 N.s/m 
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Figure 4.11  Amplitude Response of Unsprung Mass at Cs=1200 N.s/m 
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Figure 4.12  Amplitude Response of Sprung Mass at Cs=2000 N.s/m 
 
On increasing the damping coefficient value above 3000 N.s/m it is noted that the 
amplitude of displacement is still decreasing but we can see that the maximum 
overshoot (Mp) is high compared to the peak time (tp) which is very low. This 
condition is not acceptable for the optimum comfort for the ride and as a result of that 
the vehicle will continue to oscillate with time resulting in discomfort to passenger 
and undesirable condition for the vehicle stability. Hence it can be said that the 
damping value for this particular model should be between 2000 N.s/m to 3000 
N.s/m. 
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Figure 4.13  Amplitude Response of Unsprung Mass at Cs=2000 N.s/m 
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Figure 4.14  Amplitude Response of Sprung Mass at Cs=2500 N.s/m 
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Figure 4.15  Amplitude Response of Unsprung Mass at Cs=2500 N.s/m 
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Figure 4.16  Amplitude Response of Sprung Mass at Cs=3000 N.s/m 
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Figure 4.17  Amplitude Response of Unsprung Mass at Cs=3000 N.s/m 
 
4.3.2 State Space Analysis 
 
In this subsection, the time responses are obtained using state space modelling. The 
responses obtained in state space are similar to those obtained in Laplace. The coding 
for the graphs shown below is attached in Appendix A. Here the sprung mass 
displacement and velocity with suspension travel (Y1= Xs – Xu) has been analysed. 
 It is clearly noted that response for sprung mass is exactly similar to those 
obtained with Laplace. With no damping the amplitude of vibration goes on 
increasing and continues to vibrate for long a time as shown in Figures from 4.18 to 
4.23. The settling time and maximum peak of amplitude decreases considerably as 
damping is increased, making the ride comfortable. 
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Figure 4.18  Amplitude Response of Sprung Mass at Cs=0 N.s/m 
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Figure 4.19  Amplitude Response of Sprung Mass at Cs=500 N.s/m 
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Figure 4.20  Amplitude Response of Sprung Mass at Cs=1000 N.s/m 
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Figure 4.21  Amplitude Response of Sprung Mass at Cs=1500 N.s/m 
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Figure 4.22  Amplitude Response of Sprung Mass at Cs=2500 N.s/m 
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Figure 4.23  Amplitude Response of Sprung Mass at Cs=3000 N.s/m 
 
Responses for Sprung Mass Velocity and Y1 have been discussed in Appendix B with 
their Matlab coding in Appendix C. 
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4.4 Four-DOF Modelling 
 
In section 3.4 of Chapter 3 dynamic analyses of half car model was done using state 
space. Here those equations have been used to get the time response of the state 
variables using Matlab. The programs have been attached in the appendix. The state 
variables which are analysed are Front Body displacement, Rear Body displacement, 
Front Wheel Displacement, Rear Wheel Displacement, Front Sprung Mass Velocity, 
Front Unsprung Mass Velocity, Rear Unsprung Mass Displacement, and Rear 
Unsprung Mass Velocity. 
 The data used for simulation of the response is (Huang and Lin, 2004) 
is shown in Table 4.2.  
 
 
Table 4.2 Simulation Input Data for Half Car Model 
 
sM  Kg575  
fm  Kg60  
rm  Kg60  
j  3/769 mKg  
a  m38.1  
b  m36.1  
fK  mN /16812  
rK  mN /16812  
trK  mN /190000  
tfK  mN /190000  
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Figure 4.24 Amplitude Response of Front Sprung Mass at Cf=Cr=0 N.s/m 
 
Figures 4.24 to 4.27 show the amplitude response of front sprung mass at 0 N.s/m, 
500 N.s/m and 1000 N.s/m and 1500 N.s/m damping value. It can be seen that when 
no damping is provided the amplitude of vibration is increasing with time  
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Figure 4.25  Amplitude Response of Front Sprung Mass at Cf=Cr=500 N.s/m 
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 which means passengers will be getting lots of vibrations and also there can be 
damage to the vehicle. After further increasing the damping, amplitude of vibration 
goes on decreasing also resulting decrease in the settling time. 
At 1500 N.s/m damping the peak amplitude is 0.01 with settling time 2.5 
seconds as compared to 0.015 with settling time 2.5 seconds at 1000 N.s/m. It is 
observed that the optimum value of damping coefficient for front suspension lies 
between 1000 N.s/m-1500 N.s/m. 
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Figure 4.26  Amplitude Response of Front Sprung Mass at Cf=Cr=1000 N.s/m 
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Figure 4.27  Amplitude Response of Front Sprung Mass at Cf=Cr=1500 N.s/m 
 
 
Front sprung mass velocity has been analysed in Figures 4.28 and 4.29 at damping 
1000 N.s/m and 1500 N.s/m respectively. Figures 4.31 to 4.34 show the Front 
unsprung mass displacement and velocity at 1000 N.s/m and 1500 N.s/m damping 
value. As visible from the graph the amplitude of displacement is decreasing in both 
the graphs and is in the order of . Also for the velocity response, it is seen  that 
response at damping value 1500N.s/m is better than at 1000 N.s/m because of the 
settling time being less i.e., from graph obtained at damping 1000 N.s/m the settling 
time is more the 0.7 seconds while at 1500 damping the settling time is around 0.45 
seconds. The response is identical to displacement which it should be. The settling 
time being 2.5 seconds at 1500 N.s/m. 
210 −
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Figure 4.28  Amplitude Response of Front Sprung Mass Velocity at Cf=Cr=1000 
N.s/m 
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Figure 4.30  Amplitude Response of Front Sprung Mass Velocity at Cf=Cr=1500 
N.s/m 
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Figure 4.31  Front Unsprung Mass Displacement at Cf=Cr=1000 N.s/m 
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Figure 4.32    Front Unsprung Mass Displacement at Cf=Cr=1500 N.s/m 
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Figure 4.33  Front Unsprung Mass Velocity at Cf=Cr=1000 N.s/m 
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Figure 4.34   Front Unsprung Mass Velocity at Cf=Cr=1500 N.s/m 
 
 
Responses for Rear Sprung Mass Displacement and Rear Sprung Mass Velocity have 
been discussed in Appendix B with their coding in Appendix C. 
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4.5 Comparison of Time Response Analysis with     
 Experimental Data 
 
 
In order to compare the time response with experimental finding, experimental data 
from Jaitlee (2002) was used. In his experimental study, he analysed the vertical 
accelerations of both sprung mass and unsprung mass using two accelerometers. The 
first accelerometer was attached to the left tyre of the car, which moves in vertical 
direction with suspension assembly. The second accelerometer was attached to the top 
nut of the suspension assembly, which holds the suspension assembly with the car 
body (see Figures 4.35 and 4.36). This accelerometer was used to measure both 
vertical accelerations of sprung and unsprung mass of vehicle. He studied the effect of 
damping with normal reaction forces and comfort factor (see Figures 4.37, 4.38 and 
4.39). The study showed that with a decrease of sprung mass, damping effect 
increases. It was also found that with the increase in damping coefficient from 0 - 
1000 N.s/m, the comfort factor decreases almost linearly. While in the range of 1000 
– 2000 N.s/m damping value, comfort factor decreases uniformly and thereafter it 
increases with an increase of damping coefficient. The reaction force behaviour is 
more or less similar to the trend of comfort factor. As no experimentation was 
possible for this study, Jaitlee (2002) results are being used to validate the simulation 
results for quarter car model, as simulation data is the same as of the car used by 
Jaitlee (2002). 
 Comfort factor can be defined as the root mean square of the vertical 
acceleration of the vehicle. In his experimental study, Jaitlee (2002) used three 
different sprung masses (by increasing the number of vehicle occupants). It can be 
noted that in Figure 4.38, the normal force is very high at no damping, but as damping 
is increased, the normal force goes down and then it touches the lowest point for 
damping values 2200 – 3200 N.s/m, followed by little upward trend thereafter. The 
red line show the response for sprung mass = 329 kg, which is same as taken in this 
study. 
 It can also be noted from Figure 4.36 that the response is less than 0.4 in 
between damping value of 2000 – 3000 N.s/m suggesting that this range is optimum 
damping range, which in turn verifies the simulation results. The vertical acceleration 
is minimum during this damping range. Another point that can be noted in Figure 4.38 
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is that, as the sprung mass is increased the comfort factor is decreasing and also at 
high damping coefficient values the comfort factor for different sprung masses will 
vary more. 
The unsprung mass of the vehicle is a fixed value and it cannot be changed under any 
circumstances.  Jaitlee (2002) used three unsprung masses of 22 kg, 31 kg and 40 kg 
for his work. The sprung mass value used for simulation is 31 kg. It can be seen in 
Figure 4.39, that lowering the unsprung mass can improve the comfort factor but in a 
very small range. Also it is clear from the figure that comfort factor is lowest in the 
damping range of 2000 – 3000 N.s/m. 
 In Figures 4.38 to 4.41, the vertical acceleration for sprung mass and unsprung 
mass is shown. Jaitlee (2002), compared the performance of conventional shock 
absorbers with modern gas struts (struts used were of Pedders) and tried different 
arrangement of conventional struts and Pedders Gas struts. He selected the gas strut 
having the damping between 2000 – 3000 N.s/m, as suggested in this study also after 
the simulation. He analysed the vertical acceleration of sprung and unsprung masses 
with different tyre pressure (At 180 kPa and 240 kPa) at constant speeds on different 
types of road (rough and smooth). 
 It can be noted from Figure 4.38, the unsprung mass acceleration on smooth 
road with the conventional suspension is 0.00255 m/s2 and for suspension with 
optimised damping coefficient is 0.002 m/s2 at 180 kPa tyre pressure. Same trend is 
also observed with 240 kPa tyre pressure. It can also be noted that with increase in 
speed the vertical acceleration is also increasing leading to passenger discomfort. 
However, for unsprung mass, this increase is not very significant as compared to 
sprung mass. 
 Analysing the response for sprung mass (see Figures 4.40 and 4.41), it can be 
noted that there is significant reduction in vertical accelerations for both type of 
terrain, when conventional suspension is replaced by the struts having damping in the 
optimised range, i.e., 2000 – 3000 N.s/m as predicted in this study. The simulation 
results for sprung mass vertical acceleration are shown in Figures 4.44 and 4.45. The 
acceleration response has been obtained at 2000=sC  N.s/m and N.s/m 
(The program coding is provided in Appendix A) with three step road inputs 10 cm, 5 
cm and 1 cm. It can be noted that at
3000=sC
2000=sC  N.s/m, the overshoot (magnitude of 
acceleration just after car has encountered a bump) is more than 30 m/s2  and settling 
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time is more than 0.8 seconds and as the bump height is decreased the overshoot 
decreases and settling time decreases to 0.6 seconds which is desirable.  For 
N.s/m for 10 cm bump height, the overshoot is quite high which is 
undesirable as it will cause passenger discomfort and can harm the vehicle as well. As 
the bump height is decreased the overshoot and settling time decreases. Therefore, it 
can be predicted that the optimised damping range for the used simulation data or the 
car used by Jaitlee (2002) is 2000 – 3000 N.s/m. 
3000=sC
 
 
 
Figure 4.35  Position of first Accelerometer (Jaitlee, 2002) 
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Figure 4.36 Position of Second Accelerometer (Jaitlee, 2002) 
 
 
Figure 4.37  Normal Force and Damping for Sprung Mass (Jaitlee, 2002) 
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Figure 4.38 Comfort Factor and Damping for Sprung Mass (Jaitlee, 2002) 
 
 
Figure 4.39 Comfort Factor and Damping for Unsprung Mass (Jaitlee, 2002) 
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 - 240 kPa, - 180 kPa 
Figure 4.40  Vertical Acceleration of Unsprung Mass for Smooth Surface 
(Jaitlee, 2002) 
- 240 kPa, - 180 kPa 
Figure 4.41 Vertical Acceleration of Unsprung Mass for Rough Surface 
(Jaitlee, 2002) 
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 - 240 kPa, - 180 kPa 
Figure 4.42 Vertical Acceleration of Sprung Mass for Smooth Surface 
(Jaitlee, 2002) 
 
 
- 240 kPa, - 180 kPa 
Figure 4.43 Vertical Acceleration of Sprung Mass for Rough Surface 
(Jaitlee, 2002) 
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Figure 4.44 Vertical Acceleration for Sprung Mass at Cs = 2000 N.s/m 
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Figure 4.45 Vertical Acceleration for Sprung Mass at Cs= 3000 N.s/m 
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4.5 Conclusion 
The time responses for the model considered in this research are simulated using 
Matlab platform to optimise the damping value for better ride and passenger comfort. 
This chapter uses the simulation tool of Matlab to obtain the displacement response, 
velocity, and vertical acceleration of sprung and unsprung masses at different 
damping values. It can be said that using Matlab platform responses for lumped mass 
system can be studied effectively. 
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Chapter 5 
Frequency Response and Stability Analysis 
 
 
5.1.1  Introduction 
The frequency response is a representation of the system's response to sinusoidal inputs at 
varying frequencies. The output of a linear system to a sinusoidal input is a sinusoid of 
the same frequency but with a different magnitude and phase. The frequency response is 
defined as the magnitude and phase differences between the input and output sinusoids. 
The frequency response of a system can be viewed via the Bode plot. Bode plot is the 
representation of magnitude and phase. The Bode design methods assume that the system 
is stable in open loop, which can be used to determine closed-loop stability when the 
Bode plots display-confusing information. The standard way of representing the transfer 
function is with two plots: magnitude vs. frequency and phase vs. frequency.   
 
5.1.2  Bode Representation 
A bode plot is represented by G (j xω) where the frequency vector ω contains positive 
frequencies. Bode diagram consist of the magnitude ratio (Amplitude ratio) expressed in 
decibels (dB) plotted against log10 (frequency) with a phase superimposed log10 
(frequency). The Bode plots take each one of the points on the above plot and break it 
down into magnitude and phase (Ogata, 1997) .The magnitude is then plotted as gain in 
decibels and the phase is plotted in degrees. The frequency (on the independent axis) is 
plotted on a logarithmic scale. 
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 A decibel is represented by: 
(20 log 10(|G (j × ω)|)). 
By examining the plots below, the magnitude and phase from the diagrams, the phasor 
representation of the transfer function at any frequency is immediately obvious. It also 
explains that Bode diagrams are done as two graphs showing magnitude and phase so that 
the phasor representation of the transfer function can be easily determined at any 
frequency.  
 
Figure 5.1 Bode Representation 
5.1.3   Reasons for Frequency Response Analysis 
Frequency response analysis is important to us for two primary reasons. First, it is 
required to know the frequency response then the response of the circuit can be predicted 
for any input. Sinusoidal waveforms have the elegant property that they can be combined 
to form other (non-sinusoidal) waveforms the frequency response allows us to understand 
a circuit's response to more complex inputs. The body frame transfers energy from the 
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suspension system to the occupants and the interior.  If there are resonances that are 
generally too high amplitude or in a bad frequency range, it can make for, at best, an 
uncomfortable if not impossible ride. Additionally, resonances affect the ability of the 
fasteners within the vehicle to do their job of holding things together.    
There are three methods of frequency response:  
1) Displacement approach 
2) Velocity approach 
3) Acceleration approach  
 
The choice of displacement velocity or acceleration is usually dependent on the 
frequency range needed. Low Frequency Response (more typically 1-40 Hz) affects 
durability, shake, ride comfort, handling and so on. There are also some noise problems 
that can be caused by these low frequencies. 40 Hz plus gives noise problems, and on the 
body at least, local issues such as booms being amplified by specific panels (Macfarlane 
and Nyquist, 1979). 
5.1.4 Analysis and Results 
 
In this investigation we have used the Bode plots to analyze the frequency response by 
using the Matlab software. To analyse the optimisation for the front suspension the Cs 
value is kept as a variable. The results obtained from the Matlab are attached in the 
appendices. The frequency response analysis has been done for 2-DOF model and 4-DOF 
models. The plots for phase and its magnitude are also drawn. 
 
5.1.4.1 2-DOF Model 
 
The frequency response of the transfer function have been obtained using Matlab 
platform for 2- DOF model. The response is obtained at different damping values as 
being done in the “Time Response Analysis”. 
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From Figure 5.2, where the Cs value is 0, which means that there is no damper 
attached to the system and the system behaves of its own. From the figure we can see that 
the there are two peaks and these peaks are because of the sprung and unsprung mass of 
the vehicle. The first peak is represented by the sprung mass of the vehicle having a 
magnitude of G at a resonance of approximately about 20 dB. 
Figures 5.3 and 5.4, it is noted that as the Cs value is increased the sprung mass 
frequency is decreased dramatically as compared to the unsprung mass frequency that is 
due to the fact that of amplitude ratio at resonance is decreasing. It can be noted that there 
is a decrease in magnitude with time factor. This results in vehicle’s safe travel and safety 
of the passenger in the car from oscillation and vibration point of view. 
From Figure 5.5, it can be seen that the frequency of the sprung mass is 
decreasing to the acceptable level to the passenger comfort level of about approximately -
20 dB. This shows that the value of the Cs is acceptable between the ranges of 1500- 
2500 N.m/s to achieve the passenger’s comfort. There is abrupt improvement in the 
bandwidth of these graphs. 
From Figures 5.5, it can be noted that there is only one peak present instead of the 
two peaks seen earlier. It appears that at higher Cs values ( ) the suspension 
for the car behaves like a tough solid axle not providing the comfort for the passenger and 
this is not desired even for safety for the passenger. The plot shows that lowest magnitude 
for the amplitude ratio at resonance is desirable at all values of Cs. 
3000≥Cs
 Similar plots have been obtained for unsprung mass separately which are shown 
in Figures 5.7 to 5.11. As the value of damping coefficient is increased, “Cs” from 0 
N.s/m to 3000 N.s/m the frequency is decreasing significantly from +5 db to -20 db. 
Solid Axle Behaviour is seen when Cs is increased more than 3000 N.s/m. 
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Figure 5.2  Frequency Response of Sprung Mass at Cs= 0 N.s/m 
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Figure 5.3 Frequency Response of Sprung Mass at Cs= 500 N.s/m 
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Figure 5.4 Frequency Response of Sprung Mass at Cs= 1500 N.s/m 
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Figure 5.5  Frequency Response of Sprung Mass at Cs= 2500 N.s/m 
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Figure 5.6  Frequency Response of Sprung Mass at Cs= 3000 N.s/m 
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Figure 5.7  Frequency Response of Unsprung Mass at Cs= 0 N.s/m 
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Figure 5.8 Frequency Response of Unsprung Mass at Cs= 500 N.s/m 
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Figure 5.9  Frequency Response of Unsprung Mass at Cs= 1500 N.s/m 
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Figure 5.10  Frequency Response of Unsprung Mass at Cs= 2500 N.s/m 
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Figure 5.11  Frequency Response of Unsprung Mass at Cs= 3000 N.s/m 
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5.1.4.2 4-DOF Modelling 
 
The frequency response for a half car model has been analysed in this section. The 
frequency response for Front Sprung and Unsprung masses and Rear Sprung and 
Unsprung masses has been obtained using Matlab. Programs written have been attached 
in Appendix D. 
 From Figures 5.12 to 5.14, it is noted that the frequency response of Front sprung mass. 
Also the peak resonant frequency is about 250 db. However as the damping value is 
increased from 0 N.s/m to 1500 N.s/m, the peak is decreased up to 20 db which is 
acceptable (Gillespie, 1999). Also for the unsprung mass peak resonant frequency is 
decreased from 180db to -15 db as shown in Figures 5.15 to 5.17. 
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Figure 5.12  Frequency Response of Front Sprung Mass at Cf=0 and Cr=0 N.s/m 
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Figure 5.13  Frequency Response of Front Sprung Mass at Cf=1000 and Cr=1000 
N.s/m 
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Figure 5.14 Frequency Response of Front Sprung Mass Cf=1500 and Cr=1500 N.s/m 
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Figure 5.15  Frequency Response of Front Unsprung Mass at Cf=0 and Cr=0 N.s/m 
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Figure 5.16  Frequency Response of Front Unsprung Mass at Cf=1000 and Cr=1000 
N.s/m 
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Figure 5.17  Frequency Response of Front Unsprung Mass at Cf=1500 and Cr=1500 
N.s/m 
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Figure 5.18  Frequency Response of Rear Sprung Mass Cf=0 and Cr=0 N.s/m 
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Figure 5.19  Frequency Response of Rear Sprung Mass at Cf=1000 and Cr=1000 
N.s/m 
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Figure 5.20  Frequency Response of Rear Sprung Mass at Cf=1500 and Cr=1500 
N.s/m 
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Figure 5.21  Frequency Response of Rear Unsprung Mass at Cf=0 and Cr=0 N.s/m 
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Figure 5.22  Frequency Response of Rear Unsprung Mass at Cf=1000 and Cr=1000   
N.s/m 
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Figure 5.23  Frequency Response of Rear Unsprung Mass at Cf=1500 and Cr=1500 
N.s/m 
 
 
 
5.2 Root Locus Method 
 
A vehicle designer can determine whether the design for a control system meets the 
specifications if the desired time response of the controlled variable is known. By 
deriving the differential equations for the control system and solving them, an accurate 
solution of the system's performance can be obtained, but this approach is not feasible for 
other than simple systems. It is not easy to determine from this solution just what 
parameters in the system should be changed to improve the response. A designer wishes 
to be able to predict the performance by an analysis that does not require the actual 
solution of the differential equations. The first thing that a designer wants to know about 
a given system is whether or not it is stable. 
The frequency response approach presented in first half of this chapter gave a 
method of analysis which is readily applied and which circumvents the necessity of 
making full solutions of system equations in order to understand the dynamic nature of a 
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system. The frequency response approach utilizes the steady- state part of the system 
while root locus approach is associated with the transient part of response. A root loci 
plot is simply a plot of the s zero values and the s poles on a graph with real and 
imaginary ordinates. The root locus is a curve of the location of the poles of a transfer 
function as some parameter (generally the gain K) is varied. The locus of the roots of the 
characteristic equation of the closed loop system as the gain varies from zero to infinity 
gives the name of the method.   Such a plot shows clearly the contribution of each open 
loop pole or zero to the locations of the closed loop poles. This method is very powerful 
graphical technique for investigating the effects of the variation of a system parameter on 
the locations of the closed loop poles.   General rules for constructing the root locus exist 
and if the designer follows them, sketching of the root loci becomes a simple matter. The 
closed loop poles are the roots of the characteristic equation of the system.   From the 
design viewpoint, in some systems simple gain adjustment can move the closed loop 
poles to the desired locations.   Root loci are completed to select the best parameter value 
for stability.  A normal interpretation of improving stability is when the real part of a pole 
is further left of the imaginary axis (Dransfield, 1968). 
A control system is often developed into an equation typically: 
                                      
)).......().().((
))....().(.(
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zszszsKsF −−−−
−−−= , 
=)(sD )).......().().(( 321 mpspspsps −−−−  is the characteristic equation of the system. 
 
Normally m>n, 
)(sF = 0 when s = z1, z2... zn. These values of s are called zeros 
F(s) = infinity when s = p 1, p 2....p n...These values of s are called poles.  
Below is shown a root loci plot with a zero of -2 and a pole of (-2 + 2 j ω).   In practice 
one complex pole /zero always comes with a second one mirrored around the real axis 
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 Figure 5.24  Root Loci Plot 
 
From the Root Loci Plots, 
¾ The stability of the system can be studied; 
¾ The effect on response of varying system constants can be studied, and limits of 
such constants can be established. 
 
5.2.1 Root Loci Plots (2- DOF) 
The root locus plots for 2 – DOF model are drawn as shown in Figure 5.25 and 5.26. 
From the plots obtained from the Matlab, we can say that Figure 5.25 and 5.26 where the 
damping coefficient Cs= 2500N.s/m and Cs= 3000 N.m/s respectively looks alike and 
can provide the stability in the operating system and provide comfort for the passenger 
This range is best suitable for a optimum suspension of the car. The two loci are situated 
at the negative real part. The system will be stable as it indicates gain in the negative real 
values. Poles and the zeros are into the negative real axis in order to provide in the 
stability of the system. The plots are drawn at optimum damping values for which the 
time response and frequency response were find acceptable for the system. 
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Further increasing the Cs value, it can be analyzed by graphs show the unacceptable 
passenger comfort and also the loci are much further away from the imaginary axis. 
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Figure 5.25  Root Locus Plot for Suspension at Cs=2500 N.s/m 
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Figure 5.26  Root Locus Plot for Suspension at Cs=3000 N.s/m 
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5.2.2 Root Locus Plots (4- DOF) 
 
The root locus plots for half quarter model are drawn in Matlab as shown in Figures 5.27 
to 5.30. The programs are written in Matlab and are attached in the Appendix D. Figure 
5.27 and Figure 5.28 show the Root Loci Plots for Front suspension system. It can be 
seen that the two graphs are quite similar. The poles and zeroes are moving into negative 
real axis and close to imaginary axis which shows that system is stable. 
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Figure 5.27  Root Locus Plots of Front Suspension System at Cr=Cf=1000 N.s/m 
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Figure 5.28  Root Locus Plots of Front Suspension System at Cr=Cf=1500 N.s/m 
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Figure 5.29  Root Locus Plots of Rear Suspension System at Cr=Cf=1000 N.s/m 
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Figure 5.30  Root Locus Plots of Rear Suspension System at Cr=Cf=1500 N.s/m 
 
 
5.3 Comparison of Frequency Response Analysis with 
Experimental Data 
 
 
The frequency analysis for quarter car model has been validated here in the light of 
experimental work done by from Jaitlee (2002). 
 Any physical structure can be modeled as a number of springs, masses, and 
dampers. Dampers absorb energy, but springs and masses do not. A spring and a mass 
interact with one another to form a system that resonates at their characteristic natural 
frequency. If energy is applied to a spring-mass system, it will vibrate at its natural 
frequency, and the level of the vibration depends on the strength of the energy source as 
well as the absorption or damping inherent in the system. The natural frequency of an 
undamped spring-mass system is given by the following equation: 
 
 
M
Kfn π2
1=            … (1) 
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From this, it is seen that if the stiffness increases, the natural frequency also increases, 
and if the mass increases, the natural frequency decreases. All vibration systems are 
designed to run at frequencies different than its natural frequency, as when the frequency 
of the system coincide with its natural frequency the worst or the highest vibration 
condition will occur, which is known as resonance. 
 
5.3.1 Natural Frequencies of Sprung Mass and Unsprung Mass 
For the mass mounted by two springs; suspension stiffness and tyre stiffness a sin the 
sprung mass of the vehicle, the equivalent stiffness can be written as: 
 
 
ts
ts
eq KK
KKK +
×= , 
 
Then according to equation (1), natural frequency can be written as: 
π2
s
eq
ns
M
K
f = , 
 
Or, π2
)( sts
ts
ns
MKK
KK
f
+
×
=           … (2) 
 
For the car used in this study, ,329KgM s =  the natural frequency for sprung mass using 
simulation data from Table 4.1 can be obtained as: 
 
Hzfns 28.1=  
 
Now, for unsprung mass, the equivalent stiffness for a mass oscillating between two 
springs can be written as: 
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tseq KKK +=  
 
 
π2
m
K
f
eq
nu = , which can be written as, 
 
 
π2
m
KK
f
ts
nu
+
=           … (3) 
 
 
 
Again referring to Table 4.1, and using simulation data, frequency of unsprung mass can 
be obtained as: 
 
Hzfnu 88.13=  
 
Jaitlee (2002) analysed the frequency response for sprung mass and unsprung mass at 
constant speeds on smooth and rough roads (see Figures 4.31 to 4.34) with different tyre 
pressures. As mentioned in Chapter 4, he used different combination of modern gas struts 
(damping range 2000 -3000 N.s/m) with conventional ones and obtained frequency 
responses, which are discussed as follows. 
 Responses for the frequency of Sprung Mass on smooth and rough surface are 
shown in Figures 4.31 and 4.32, it can be noted that velocity does not affect the 
frequency. Also tyre pressure does not affect the frequency response. However, the 
roughness of the road is the most important factor which affects the frequency of the 
sprung mass which can also be seen in Figures 5.31 and 5.34, the peaks in frequency 
response curves decreases as the height of the bump decreases (The program coding is 
provided in Appendix D) 
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 Responses for the frequency of Unsprung Mass on smooth and rough surface are 
shown in Figures 4.33 and 4.34, it can be noted that frequency usually increases with the 
velocity. Tyre pressure does not affect the frequency for unsprung mass as well. The 
roughness of the road is the most affecting factor for the frequency of unsprung mass, as 
frequency increases with rougher roads (see Figure 5.36). 
 Finally, it can be noted that when frequency range is close to resonant range 
highest vertical acceleration occurs which suggest that resonance can be used to relate 
frequency with vertical acceleration.  
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Figure 5.31 Frequency Response of Sprung Mass at Cs= 2000 N.s/m 
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- 240 kPa, - 180 kPa 
Figure 5.32 Frequency Response of Sprung Mass on Smooth Road (Jaitlee, 2002) 
 
 
 
 
- 240 kPa, - 180 kPa 
Figure 5.33 Frequency Response of Sprung Mass on Rough Road (Jaitlee, 2002) 
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Figure 5.34 Frequency Response of Sprung Mass at Cs= 3000 N.s/m 
 
 
 
 
- 240 kPa, - 180 kPa 
Figure 5.35 Frequency Response of Unsprung Mass on Smooth Road (Jaitlee, 2002) 
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Figure 5.36  Frequency Response of Unsprung Mass at Cs= 2000N.s/m 
 
 
 
- 240 kPa, - 180 kPa 
Figure 5.37 Frequency Response of Unsprung Mass on Rough Road (Jaitlee, 2002) 
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5.4 Conclusion 
This chapter investigates the frequency response of sprung and unsprung masses at 
optimum damping range obtained from time response analysis using bodes plot. 
Frequency magnitude along with phase angle has been obtained, followed by the 
validation using experimental data. Also stability of the system at the optimised damping 
value has been investigated using Root Locus Method. 
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Chapter 6 
 
General Discussion  
 
 
6.1 Discussion 
 
 
As mentioned in Chapter 1 & 2, noise, vibration, and harshness characteristics of road 
vehicles are becoming increasingly important (Buchholz, (2000); Capitani, Citti, 
Delogu, Mascellini, and Pilo, (2000); Debeaux, Claessens, and Hu, (2000); 
Haverkamp, (2000); Kasler, (2000); Wolf and Portal, (2000)). The main sources of 
vibration and noise in the automobile are engine induced vibration and vibration due 
to the road inputs. The primary focus of this study was on vehicle vibration due to 
road inputs. 
 
Study and evolution of suspension design has always been an integral part of 
Automobile Technology. Using of automotive suspension has two main reasons to 
make car more comfortable for vehicle occupants and to improve car handling. The 
vehicle suspension system is responsible for driving comfort and safety as the 
suspension carries the vehicle-body and transmits all forces between body and road 
(Reimpell and Stoll, 1989). Ride comfort can be classified as: 1) body acceleration 
attenuation during driving, when a road irregularities cause on the car tyre and 2) 
sprung mass vertical displacement peaks reduction. In addition, it seems to be better 
to take into consideration that human being is most sensitive in frequency range from 
3 to 13 Hz, therefore add on requirement on ride comfort is to attenuate body 
acceleration on these frequencies primarily (Cullman and Wolfel, 2001). Car handling 
can be characterised: 1) as vehicle stability and controllability, thus as rolling and 
pitching reduction during braking, accelerating and driving through curves and 2) as 
tyre adhesion, consequently as change of gravity force acting on car axles.  
 
 The conventional passive suspension typically consists of a spring and a 
damper. Then the suspension has to be soft to improve ride comfort, because 
attenuation of body acceleration caused by the road disturbances is needed. By 
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contrast, for good car handling suspension should be designed under the strict limits 
of passenger comfort and effective vehicle handling during man oeuvres, because 
pitching and rolling through the driver's man oeuvres are undesirable. So the passive 
suspension should be designed as a tradeoff (Simon and Ahmadian, 2002). 
 
 
In vibration, a number of simplifying assumptions have to be made to model any real 
system. For example, a distributed mass may be considered as a lumped mass, or the 
effect of damping in the system may be neglected particularly if only resonant 
frequencies are sought, or a non-linear spring may be considered linear, or certain 
elements may be neglected altogether if their effect is likely to be small. Furthermore, 
the directions of motion of the mass elements are usually restrained to those of 
immediate interest to the analyst. In this research, both tyre and springs are considered 
as linear. For Two –Degree of Freedom analysis damping of tyre is included but for 
Four- Degree of Freedom model, tyre is considered as simple linear spring without 
any damping components. However in real there is non linearity in the properties of 
spring and dampers. 
 
In the present study, a quarter and half car models are used as main modes of the 
vibration can be studied with modal modelling, which is supported by previous 
researches (Davis, 1972; Daberkow and Kreuzer, 1999; Huang and Chao, 2000).  
Many Researchers used quarter car models for various investigations(Robson, 1979; 
Williams, 1997; Yang et al., 2001; Genta, 2003; Takahashi, 2003and Faheem, 
2006).They modeled the tyre represented by  stiffness only, i.e., they ignored the 
damping characteristic of the tyre as its effect on the whole Vehicle Dynamics is less 
and to keep the analysis relatively simple  but here in this research the analysis of 
Quarter Model  has been done by including the dampness of the tyre.  Moran and 
Nagai, 1994; Vetturi et al., 1996; Campos et al., 1999; and Faheem, 2006, analysed 
the half car model (Four –Degree of Freedom Model) but most of  their analysis was 
to investigate the effectiveness of the active control methodologies that they 
employed. Here the analysis is performed to obtain the system responses without 
incorporating any active elements. Although if we add one more input variable along 
with the road input than the same analysis can be used for active suspensions.  This 
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Four- Degree of Freedom model allows the study of the heave and pitch motions with 
the deflection of tyres and suspensions. Comparing to the full 3-D vehicle model, the 
half-car model is relatively simple to analyse and yet can reasonably predict the 
response of the system (Oueslati and Sankar, 1994). 
 
The damping characteristic of the suspension damper has to be optimised in 
accordance with other vehicle dynamics parameter like sprung mass, unsprung mass, 
tyre stiffness and damping, suspension stiffness and road input. So that after 
encountering a bump on the road vehicle does not vibrate with high amplitude and for 
unacceptably longer time giving discomfort to the passenger and also causing failure 
of the vehicle itself. Among these parameters road profile and vehicle velocity can 
vary. However, for simplified analysis and to study the interaction of these system 
parameters road input is taken as constant and vehicle is assumed to be moving with 
constant velocity, while the damping value has been increased in steps to get the 
optimized response. Matlab platform has been used to develop programs to obtain the 
system response. In the engineering field, simulations are very powerful and useful 
tools used to catalyse the design process. The current numerical techniques in 
simulations approximate mathematical equations that are used to describe physical 
behaviour of a dynamic system. With proper utilisation of the computational tools in 
hand, engineers can reduce design time and cost, explore the different conditions and 
determine the operational region of their design. Before a system can be integrated 
into a vehicle, its designers must be confident that the system has met all desired 
specifications. Simulation is a useful tool to get the system response and to obtain 
optimized selected control parameter which is damping coefficient of suspension in 
this research. An optimised damping value means that the damping is enough to 
absorb the high amplitude vibration, so that vehicle becomes stable within a shorter 
time. 
 
In quarter and half car model developed in Chapter 3, the vehicle dynamics of the 
passenger car has been analysed to develop a mathematical model to study the 
suspension system responses at different level of damping, till the optimum response 
of the system is obtained. Apart from the displacement response for the system 
frequency with phase angle response has been consider in the present study, which 
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followed by the stability check at the optimised damping value obtained. A generic 
model has been developed using MATLAB platform to obtain these responses. 
 
This study is motivated to investigate the system response of vehicle suspension 
system in order to suggest optimised damping for the chosen suspension parameters. 
This research presents a complete dynamic analysis of suspension system. Researches 
shows that Two- DOF and Four-DOF models have been used extensively for studying 
and analyzing suspension system as the mathematical equations for vehicle dynamics 
can easily be derived. The choice of DOF depends on the modes to be studied. Like in 
this research Two-DOF model is used to study bounce and heave of sprung mass. 
While Four –DOF model or half car model have been used to study bounce, heave 
and pitch motion, which are important aspects to be studied in vehicle dynamics for a 
suspension system. 
 
 The thesis contains mathematically fully explained Two –DOF and Four-DOF 
models and their Matlab programs have been developed. In this simulation, the 
Simulink file is decoupled from the Matlab m-file that generates the visualization in 
order to reduce computational time. The simulation is run in Simulink with and the 
states of the system are output into the Matlab workspace. The states are then read by 
a Matlab visualization program that renders the different part of the car and shows its 
response to the excitation (Road Input). The visualization program is written in a 
modular form in order to facilitate the integration of all the parts simulated.The 
responses for state variables have been obtained and explained. At present active 
suspensions have been used extensively due to their changeable damping 
characteristic, but using of active component, also requires extensive vehicle 
dynamics knowledge of conventional suspension system. Hence this research proves 
useful as it contains the complete dynamic analysis of suspension system. Apart from 
that, knowledge it contains can be used for further research. 
 
6.2 Suspension Performance Analysis 
 
The effect of suspension damping as analysed earlier can also be investigated further 
with damping ratio “ζ”, which can be defined as; 
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   ζ =  )(2/ sss KMC                                                      … (1) 
Figures 6.1(a) and 6.1(b) shows the sprung and unsprung mass transmissibilities for ζ 
= 0.1, 0.25, 0.5 and 1. Figure 6.1(a) indicates that control of the sprung mass 
resonance requires high level of damping, but results in poor isolation in mid – 
frequency range. On the other hand in Figure 6.1(b) it is seen that wheel hop 
resonance also requires high level of damping for its control, but with the same 
penalties in mid – frequency range. The solution is selecting the damping ratio such 
that it provides good isolation in mid frequency range. An average value of around 0.3 
is commonly adopted for passenger car (Smith, 2002). The damping ratios for the 
models analysed in this research can be obtained using equation (1) as: 
Quarter Car Model:  It was suggested after time and frequency response analysis 
that damping value should be in range of 2000 N.s/m – 3000 N.s/m. Using equation 1, 
it can be calculated that damping ratio lies from 0.35 to 0.5. 
Half Car Model: For half car model, it was found that msNCC fr /.1500==  is 
optimum value of damping. Again using equation damping ratio can be calculated as 
0.24. 
                                       
 
Figure 6.1 (a) Sprung Mass Transmissibility  (b) Unsprung Mass Transmissibility 
(Smith, 2002) 
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6.3 Implication 
 
This study gives a complete insight on the dynamic analysis of suspension system of 
passenger cars. The interactions between sub- systems of the suspension system have 
been studied and their behavior with respect to road input has been analysed. A 
generic model has been developed, so that suspension system as a whole can be 
studied, and the effects of road input can be analysed. Since the model is generic, it 
can be used to analyse different suspensions, only the dynamic parameter for that 
specific suspension will be required for the simulation. Like values of sprung mass, 
unsprung mass, tyre stiffness and damping, suspension stiffness and damping along 
with road input are needed to simulate the system response for that suspension. Also 
if out of these, any six parameters are known or fixed than the optimised value of the 
seventh parameter can be obtained in according to the interest of the user. In this way, 
this research apart from giving the complete analysis of suspension system, also gives 
a tool, which can be used to investigate the primary suspension characteristics. 
 Also control algorithms can be incorporated if another variable with road input 
is used for active force in the analysis, so that the system can be analysed as semi or 
fully active as by the users choice. Hence the effectiveness of the control technology 
employed can also be studied using the code developed in this research. Also the 
models and the codes can be used for training and education purposes in educational 
institutions as well as in the industry. As in this study, general and complete analysis 
of the suspension system of passenger cars has been investigated. 
 
6.4 Conclusion 
 
As discussed above, characteristics of a lumped mass system can be studied 
efficiently using appropriate transformation techniques and then simulating the 
responses to study the structural behavior of system and environment. Primary 
damping of the suspension system can be predicted using the methods studied in this 
research. This research can be extended further to incorporate active components and 
same analysis could be performed to investigate road – vehicle interaction.  
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Chapter 7 
 
Conclusions and Recommendation for Further 
Work 
 
7.1 Conclusions 
 
After literature review, it was concluded that comprehensive dynamic analysis of 
suspension system is required in order to obtain the suspension system dynamic 
responses and also to incorporate active elements via control algorithms. The 
objective of the research was to develop a mathematical model of suspension system 
by doing complete dynamic analysis. Thereafter putting it in Matlab and simulate it 
for obtaining optimized system response. The Two-DOF model dynamics has been 
analysed in detail using Laplace Transformation and State space techniques. The 
mathematical equations were used to develop Matlab programs for obtaining the 
system characteristics. The sprung mass responses were obtained for Two-DOF 
model using Laplace Transformation and State Space Variable in Matlab. The 
responses obtained for Two-DOF shows exactly same nature with both the techniques 
(Bump height being same for both cases i.e.10 cm), that verifies the time response. 
Also the responses were in similar to those obtained by Jaitlee, 2002. Same was the 
case with frequency analysis where exactly identical responses were observed. Later 
for checking the stability of the system the Root Loci plots were drawn and it was 
suggested   after analyzing the time response, frequency response and stability of the 
system that optimized damping coefficient range for the data used is between 2000 
N.s/m -3000 N.s/m. 
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 The Four- DOF model was also solved mathematically deriving all its 
dynamic equations and were transformed into State Space Variable to simulate in 
Matlab. Responses for Front and Rear part of the half car model for all the state 
variables was analysed and studied followed by the stability check. The optimum 
damping range obtained for the used data is found to be in between 1000 N.s/m to 
1500 N.s/m. It was found that suspension system was also stable in this range.  
 
 On the basis of result obtained and analysis of passive suspension system for 
both Two- Degree and Four- Degree of models, it can be concluded: 
 
• Modal Modelling as also suggested by earlier researchers, is effective method 
in predicting system responses due to external excitation. 
 
• Quarter and Half car models can successfully be used to analyse the 
suspension system responses to road inputs but accuracy of the results 
obtained will depend on how accurately and effectively the system parameters 
(e.g. sprung mass, unsprung mass, stiffness and damping) have been 
measured.  
• Using the models analysed in this research, the system responses with 
different road excitation can be obtained with their stability. 
 
• With different set of sprung mass, unsprung and stiffness etc., the suitable 
damping value can be obtained using the code developed in this research and 
it can be checked whether suspension system is stable or not. 
 
 
 
7.2      Recommendations for Further Work 
 
After conducting the work presented here and reviewing the literature available in 
public domain, the following suggestions are made for further study: 
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(a) An experimental validation can be done for obtaining experimental responses in 
real situation, as it can provide better insight on the system responses and it will 
be interesting to compare responses obtained in both the ways. 
 
 
(b) A higher degree of freedom model can be analysed on similar methodology, like 
rolling behavior of the vehicle can be incorporated and to study that with heave, 
bounce and pitch motions. 
 
(c) The models can be coupled with various control technologies to check their 
effectiveness and also to obtain the responses with different road excitations. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
Matlab Algorithm of Time Response Analysis for 
Chapter Four 
 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=0; 
A = Cs * Ct;   
B= Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks; 
G= Ms *Kt + Ms *Ks + m *Ks + Cs *Ct; 
C= Ks *Kt; 
E= Ms *m; 
F= Ms*Ct +Ms*Cs +m*Cs; 
H= tf ([ A B C ],[E F G B C]) 
step(H*.1) 
title('Amplitude Response of sprung mass at Cs = 0 N.s/m') 
xlabel('time(sec)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=0; 
A = Cs * Ct;   
B= Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks; 
G= Ms *Kt + Ms *Ks + m *Ks + Cs *Ct; 
C= Ks *Kt; 
E= Ms *m; 
F= Ms*Ct +Ms*Cs +m*Cs; 
K= Ms*A; 
L=Ms* B+ Cs*A; 
M=Ms*C +Ks*A+Cs*B; 
N=Ks*B+Cs*C; 
O=Ks*C; 
P=Cs*E; 
Q=F*Cs+Ks*E; 
R=G*Cs+Ks*F; 
S=Ks*G +Ks*G; 
T=Ks*B+ C*Cs; 
U=Ks*C; 
 
Z= tf ([ K L M N O ],[P Q R S T U]); 
step(Z*.1); 
title('Amplitude Response of unsprung mass at Cs = 0 N.s/m') 
xlabel('time(sec)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=200; 
A = Cs * Ct;   
B= Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks; 
G= Ms *Kt + Ms *Ks + m *Ks + Cs *Ct; 
C= Ks *Kt; 
E= Ms *m; 
F= Ms*Ct +Ms*Cs +m*Cs; 
H= tf ([ A B C ],[E F G B C]) 
step(H*.1) 
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title('Amplitude Response of sprung mass at Cs = 200 N.s/m') 
xlabel('time(sec)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=200; 
A = Cs * Ct;   
B= Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks; 
G= Ms *Kt + Ms *Ks + m *Ks + Cs *Ct; 
C= Ks *Kt; 
E= Ms *m; 
F= Ms*Ct +Ms*Cs +m*Cs; 
K= Ms*A; 
L=Ms* B+ Cs*A; 
M=Ms*C +Ks*A+Cs*B; 
N=Ks*B+Cs*C; 
O=Ks*C; 
P=Cs*E; 
Q=F*Cs+Ks*E; 
R=G*Cs+Ks*F; 
S=Ks*G +Ks*G; 
T=Ks*B+ C*Cs; 
U=Ks*C; 
 
Z= tf ([ K L M N O ],[P Q R S T U]); 
step(Z*.1); 
title('Amplitude Response of unsprung mass at Cs = 200 N.s/m') 
xlabel('time(sec)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=500; 
A = Cs * Ct;   
B= Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks; 
G= Ms *Kt + Ms *Ks + m *Ks + Cs *Ct; 
C= Ks *Kt; 
E= Ms *m; 
F= Ms*Ct +Ms*Cs +m*Cs; 
H= tf ([ A B C ],[E F G B C]) 
step(H*.1) 
title('Amplitude Response of sprung mass at Cs = 500 N.s/m') 
xlabel('time(sec)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=500; 
A = Cs * Ct;   
B= Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks; 
G= Ms *Kt + Ms *Ks + m *Ks + Cs *Ct; 
C= Ks *Kt; 
E= Ms *m; 
F= Ms*Ct +Ms*Cs +m*Cs; 
K= Ms*A; 
L=Ms* B+ Cs*A; 
M=Ms*C +Ks*A+Cs*B; 
N=Ks*B+Cs*C; 
O=Ks*C; 
P=Cs*E; 
Q=F*Cs+Ks*E; 
R=G*Cs+Ks*F; 
S=Ks*G +Ks*G; 
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T=Ks*B+ C*Cs; 
U=Ks*C; 
 
Z= tf ([ K L M N O ],[P Q R S T U]); 
step(Z*.1); 
title('Amplitude Response of unsprung mass at Cs = 500 N.s/m') 
xlabel('time(sec)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=700; 
A = Cs * Ct;   
B= Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks; 
G= Ms *Kt + Ms *Ks + m *Ks + Cs *Ct; 
C= Ks *Kt; 
E= Ms *m; 
F= Ms*Ct +Ms*Cs +m*Cs; 
H= tf ([ A B C ],[E F G B C]) 
step(H*.1) 
title('Amplitude Response of sprung mass at Cs = 700 N.s/m') 
xlabel('time(sec)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=700; 
A = Cs * Ct;   
B= Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks; 
G= Ms *Kt + Ms *Ks + m *Ks + Cs *Ct; 
C= Ks *Kt; 
E= Ms *m; 
F= Ms*Ct +Ms*Cs +m*Cs; 
K= Ms*A; 
L=Ms* B+ Cs*A; 
M=Ms*C +Ks*A+Cs*B; 
N=Ks*B+Cs*C; 
O=Ks*C; 
P=Cs*E; 
Q=F*Cs+Ks*E; 
R=G*Cs+Ks*F; 
S=Ks*G +Ks*G; 
T=Ks*B+ C*Cs; 
U=Ks*C; 
 
Z= tf ([ K L M N O ],[P Q R S T U]); 
step(Z*.1); 
title('Amplitude Response of unsprung mass at Cs = 700 N.s/m') 
xlabel('time(sec)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=1000; 
A = Cs * Ct;   
B= Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks; 
G= Ms *Kt + Ms *Ks + m *Ks + Cs *Ct; 
C= Ks *Kt; 
E= Ms *m; 
F= Ms*Ct +Ms*Cs +m*Cs; 
H= tf ([ A B C ],[E F G B C]) 
step(H*.1) 
title('Amplitude Response of sprung mass at Cs = 1000 N.s/m') 
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xlabel('time(sec)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=1000; 
A = Cs * Ct;   
B= Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks; 
G= Ms *Kt + Ms *Ks + m *Ks + Cs *Ct; 
C= Ks *Kt; 
E= Ms *m; 
F= Ms*Ct +Ms*Cs +m*Cs; 
K= Ms*A; 
L=Ms* B+ Cs*A; 
M=Ms*C +Ks*A+Cs*B; 
N=Ks*B+Cs*C; 
O=Ks*C; 
P=Cs*E; 
Q=F*Cs+Ks*E; 
R=G*Cs+Ks*F; 
S=Ks*G +Ks*G; 
T=Ks*B+ C*Cs; 
U=Ks*C; 
 
Z= tf ([ K L M N O ],[P Q R S T U]); 
step(Z*.1); 
title('Amplitude Response of unsprung mass at Cs = 1000 N.s/m') 
xlabel('time(sec)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=1200; 
A = Cs * Ct;   
B= Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks; 
G= Ms *Kt + Ms *Ks + m *Ks + Cs *Ct; 
C= Ks *Kt; 
E= Ms *m; 
F= Ms*Ct +Ms*Cs +m*Cs; 
H= tf ([ A B C ],[E F G B C]) 
step(H*.1) 
title('Amplitude Response of sprung mass at Cs = 1200 N.s/m') 
xlabel('time(sec)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=1200; 
A = Cs * Ct;   
B= Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks; 
G= Ms *Kt + Ms *Ks + m *Ks + Cs *Ct; 
C= Ks *Kt; 
E= Ms *m; 
F= Ms*Ct +Ms*Cs +m*Cs; 
K= Ms*A; 
L=Ms* B+ Cs*A; 
M=Ms*C +Ks*A+Cs*B; 
N=Ks*B+Cs*C; 
O=Ks*C; 
P=Cs*E; 
Q=F*Cs+Ks*E; 
R=G*Cs+Ks*F; 
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S=Ks*G +Ks*G; 
T=Ks*B+ C*Cs; 
U=Ks*C; 
 
Z= tf ([ K L M N O ],[P Q R S T U]); 
step(Z*.1); 
title('Amplitude Response of unsprung mass at Cs = 1200 N.s/m') 
xlabel('time(sec)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=1500; 
A = Cs * Ct;   
B= Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks; 
G= Ms *Kt + Ms *Ks + m *Ks + Cs *Ct; 
C= Ks *Kt; 
E= Ms *m; 
F= Ms*Ct +Ms*Cs +m*Cs; 
H= tf ([ A B C ],[E F G B C]) 
step(H*.1) 
title('Amplitude Response of sprung mass at Cs = 1500 N.s/m') 
xlabel('time(sec)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=1500; 
A = Cs * Ct;   
B= Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks; 
G= Ms *Kt + Ms *Ks + m *Ks + Cs *Ct; 
C= Ks *Kt; 
E= Ms *m; 
F= Ms*Ct +Ms*Cs +m*Cs; 
K= Ms*A; 
L=Ms* B+ Cs*A; 
M=Ms*C +Ks*A+Cs*B; 
N=Ks*B+Cs*C; 
O=Ks*C; 
P=Cs*E; 
Q=F*Cs+Ks*E; 
R=G*Cs+Ks*F; 
S=Ks*G +Ks*G; 
T=Ks*B+ C*Cs; 
U=Ks*C; 
 
Z= tf ([ K L M N O ],[P Q R S T U]); 
step(Z*.1); 
title('Amplitude Response of unsprung mass at Cs = 1500 N.s/m') 
xlabel('time(sec)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=2000; 
A = Cs * Ct;   
B= Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks; 
G= Ms *Kt + Ms *Ks + m *Ks + Cs *Ct; 
C= Ks *Kt; 
E= Ms *m; 
F= Ms*Ct +Ms*Cs +m*Cs; 
H= tf ([ A B C ],[E F G B C]) 
step(H*.1) 
title('Amplitude Response of sprung mass at Cs = 2000 N.s/m') 
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xlabel('time(sec)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=2000; 
A = Cs * Ct;   
B= Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks; 
G= Ms *Kt + Ms *Ks + m *Ks + Cs *Ct; 
C= Ks *Kt; 
E= Ms *m; 
F= Ms*Ct +Ms*Cs +m*Cs; 
K= Ms*A; 
L=Ms* B+ Cs*A; 
M=Ms*C +Ks*A+Cs*B; 
N=Ks*B+Cs*C; 
O=Ks*C; 
P=Cs*E; 
Q=F*Cs+Ks*E; 
R=G*Cs+Ks*F; 
S=Ks*G +Ks*G; 
T=Ks*B+ C*Cs; 
U=Ks*C; 
 
Z= tf ([ K L M N O ],[P Q R S T U]); 
step(Z*.1); 
title('Amplitude Response of unsprung mass at Cs = 2000 N.s/m') 
xlabel('time(sec)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=2500; 
A = Cs * Ct;   
B= Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks; 
G= Ms *Kt + Ms *Ks + m *Ks + Cs *Ct; 
C= Ks *Kt; 
E= Ms *m; 
F= Ms*Ct +Ms*Cs +m*Cs; 
H= tf ([ A B C ],[E F G B C]) 
step(H*.1) 
title('Amplitude Response of sprung mass at Cs = 2500 N.s/m') 
xlabel('time(sec)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
 
 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=2500; 
A = Cs * Ct;   
B= Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks; 
G= Ms *Kt + Ms *Ks + m *Ks + Cs *Ct; 
C= Ks *Kt; 
E= Ms *m; 
F= Ms*Ct +Ms*Cs +m*Cs; 
K= Ms*A; 
L=Ms* B+ Cs*A; 
M=Ms*C +Ks*A+Cs*B; 
N=Ks*B+Cs*C; 
O=Ks*C; 
P=Cs*E; 
Q=F*Cs+Ks*E; 
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R=G*Cs+Ks*F; 
S=Ks*G +Ks*G; 
T=Ks*B+ C*Cs; 
U=Ks*C; 
 
Z= tf ([ K L M N O ],[P Q R S T U]); 
step(Z*.1); 
title('Amplitude Response of unsprung mass at Cs = 2500 N.s/m') 
xlabel('time(sec)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=3000; 
A = Cs * Ct;   
B= Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks; 
G= Ms *Kt + Ms *Ks + m *Ks + Cs *Ct; 
C= Ks *Kt; 
E= Ms *m; 
F= Ms*Ct +Ms*Cs +m*Cs; 
H= tf ([ A B C ],[E F G B C]) 
step(H*.1) 
title('Amplitude Response of sprung mass at Cs = 3000 N.s/m') 
xlabel('time(sec)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=3000; 
A = Cs * Ct;   
B= Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks; 
G= Ms *Kt + Ms *Ks + m *Ks + Cs *Ct; 
C= Ks *Kt; 
E= Ms *m; 
F= Ms*Ct +Ms*Cs +m*Cs; 
K= Ms*A; 
L=Ms* B+ Cs*A; 
M=Ms*C +Ks*A+Cs*B; 
N=Ks*B+Cs*C; 
O=Ks*C; 
P=Cs*E; 
Q=F*Cs+Ks*E; 
R=G*Cs+Ks*F; 
S=Ks*G +Ks*G; 
T=Ks*B+ C*Cs; 
U=Ks*C; 
 
Z= tf ([ K L M N O ],[P Q R S T U]); 
step(Z*.1); 
title('Amplitude Response of unsprung mass at Cs = 3000 N.s/m') 
xlabel('time(sec)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=0; 
 
 
 
A= [ 0 1 0 0 ; -(Cs *Ct)/(Ms *m) 0 ((Cs/Ms)*((Cs/Ms)+(Cs/m)+(Ct/m)))-
(Ks/Ms)   -(Cs/Ms);Ct/m  0 -((Cs/Ms)+(Cs/m)+(Ct/m))  1; Kt/m  0  -
((Ks/Ms)+(Ks/m)+(Kt/m))  0]; 
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B= [              0  
            (Ct*Cs)/(Ms*m) 
                  -(Ct/m) 
        -(Kt/m)]; 
C=[1 0 0 0]; 
D=[ 0]; 
sys=ss(A,B,C,D); 
G1 = ss(A,B,C,D); 
step(G1*.1); 
title('Amplitude Response of sprung mass at Cs = 0 N.s/m') 
xlabel('time(sec)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=500; 
 
 
 
A= [ 0 1 0 0 ; -(Cs *Ct)/(Ms *m) 0 ((Cs/Ms)*((Cs/Ms)+(Cs/m)+(Ct/m)))-
(Ks/Ms)   -(Cs/Ms);Ct/m  0 -((Cs/Ms)+(Cs/m)+(Ct/m))  1; Kt/m  0  -
((Ks/Ms)+(Ks/m)+(Kt/m))  0]; 
 
B= [              0  
            (Ct*Cs)/(Ms*m) 
                  -(Ct/m) 
        -(Kt/m)]; 
C=[1 0 0 0]; 
D=[ 0]; 
sys=ss(A,B,C,D); 
G1 = ss(A,B,C,D); 
step(G1*.1); 
title('Amplitude Response of sprung mass at Cs = 500 N.s/m') 
xlabel('time(sec)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=1000; 
 
 
 
A= [ 0 1 0 0 ; -(Cs *Ct)/(Ms *m) 0 ((Cs/Ms)*((Cs/Ms)+(Cs/m)+(Ct/m)))-
(Ks/Ms)   -(Cs/Ms);Ct/m  0 -((Cs/Ms)+(Cs/m)+(Ct/m))  1; Kt/m  0  -
((Ks/Ms)+(Ks/m)+(Kt/m))  0]; 
 
B= [              0  
            (Ct*Cs)/(Ms*m) 
                  -(Ct/m) 
        -(Kt/m)]; 
C=[1 0 0 0]; 
D=[ 0]; 
sys=ss(A,B,C,D); 
G1 = ss(A,B,C,D); 
step(G1*.1); 
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title('Amplitude Response of sprung mass at Cs = 1000 N.s/m') 
xlabel('time(sec)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
 
 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=1500; 
 
 
 
A= [ 0 1 0 0 ; -(Cs *Ct)/(Ms *m) 0 ((Cs/Ms)*((Cs/Ms)+(Cs/m)+(Ct/m)))-
(Ks/Ms)   -(Cs/Ms);Ct/m  0 -((Cs/Ms)+(Cs/m)+(Ct/m))  1; Kt/m  0  -
((Ks/Ms)+(Ks/m)+(Kt/m))  0]; 
 
B= [              0  
            (Ct*Cs)/(Ms*m) 
                  -(Ct/m) 
        -(Kt/m)]; 
C=[1 0 0 0]; 
D=[ 0]; 
sys=ss(A,B,C,D); 
G1 = ss(A,B,C,D); 
step(G1*.1); 
title('Amplitude Response of sprung mass at Cs = 1500 N.s/m') 
xlabel('time(sec)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
 
 
 
 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=2500; 
 
 
 
A= [ 0 1 0 0 ; -(Cs *Ct)/(Ms *m) 0 ((Cs/Ms)*((Cs/Ms)+(Cs/m)+(Ct/m)))-(Ks/Ms)   -(Cs/Ms);Ct/m  0 -
((Cs/Ms)+(Cs/m)+(Ct/m))  1; Kt/m  0  -((Ks/Ms)+(Ks/m)+(Kt/m))  0]; 
 
B= [              0  
            (Ct*Cs)/(Ms*m) 
                  -(Ct/m) 
        -(Kt/m)]; 
C=[1 0 0 0]; 
D=[ 0]; 
sys=ss(A,B,C,D); 
G1 = ss(A,B,C,D); 
step(G1*.1); 
title('Amplitude Response of sprung mass at Cs = 2500 N.s/m') 
xlabel('time(sec)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=3000; 
 
 
 
A= [ 0 1 0 0 ; -(Cs *Ct)/(Ms *m) 0 ((Cs/Ms)*((Cs/Ms)+(Cs/m)+(Ct/m)))-(Ks/Ms)   -(Cs/Ms);Ct/m  0 -
((Cs/Ms)+(Cs/m)+(Ct/m))  1; Kt/m  0  -((Ks/Ms)+(Ks/m)+(Kt/m))  0]; 
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B= [              0  
            (Ct*Cs)/(Ms*m) 
                  -(Ct/m) 
        -(Kt/m)]; 
C=[1 0 0 0]; 
D=[ 0]; 
sys=ss(A,B,C,D); 
G1 = ss(A,B,C,D); 
step(G1*.1); 
title('Amplitude Response of sprung mass at Cs = 3000 N.s/m') 
xlabel('time(sec)'); 
ylabel('Amplitude'); 
 
 
Ms=575 , mf=60 , mr=60 , j=769 ,a =1.38,b = 1.36,Kr =16812, Kf=16812,Cr 
=500,Cf= 500,Ktf= 190000, Ktr =190000; 
 
A= (1/Ms)+((a*a)/j), B= (1/Ms)-((a*b)/j) ,D=(1/Ms) +((b*b)/j); 
 
E =[ 0  1  0  0   0  0  0  0; -A*Kf  -A*Cf  A*Kf   A*Cf   -B*Kr   -B*Cr   B*Kr   B*Cr 
; 0  0  0  1  0   0  0  0; Kf/mf  Cf/mf  -(Kf +Ktf)/mf ...     
    -Cf/mf   0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -B*Kf  -B*Cf  B*Kf  B*Cf  -D*Kr...    
    -D*Cr   D*Kr  D*Cf; 0  0   0  0  0  0  0  1;... 
   0  0  0  0   Kr/mr   Cr/mr  -(Kr + Ktr)/mr   -Cr/mr]; 
F=[ 0            0;0     0; 0    
 0;Ktf/mf   0;0     0;0 
    0; 0     0; 
   0     Ktr/mr]; 
G=[1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ]; 
H= [0 0]; 
sys = ss(E,F,G,H); 
 
G1= ss(E,F(:,1),G,H(:,1)); 
G2= ss(E,F(:,2),G,H(:,2)); 
 
step(G1*.1); 
hold 
step(G2*.1); 
title('Amplitude Response of Front Sprung  Masses at Cf=500 and Cr=500') 
xlabel('time'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
 
Ms=575 , mf=60 , mr=60 , j=769 ,a =1.38,b = 1.36,Kr =16812, Kf=16812,Cr 
=1000,Cf= 1000,Ktf= 190000, Ktr =190000; 
 
A= (1/Ms)+((a*a)/j), B= (1/Ms)-((a*b)/j) ,D=(1/Ms) +((b*b)/j); 
 
E =[ 0  1  0  0   0  0  0  0; -A*Kf  -A*Cf  A*Kf   A*Cf   -B*Kr   -B*Cr   B*Kr   B*Cr 
; 0  0  0  1  0   0  0  0; Kf/mf  Cf/mf  -(Kf +Ktf)/mf ...     
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    -Cf/mf   0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -B*Kf  -B*Cf  B*Kf  B*Cf  -D*Kr...    
    -D*Cr   D*Kr  D*Cf; 0  0   0  0  0  0  0  1;... 
   0  0  0  0   Kr/mr   Cr/mr  -(Kr + Ktr)/mr   -Cr/mr]; 
F=[ 0            0;0     0; 0    
 0;Ktf/mf   0;0     0;0 
    0; 0     0; 
   0     Ktr/mr]; 
G=[1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ]; 
H= [0 0]; 
sys = ss(E,F,G,H); 
 
G1= ss(E,F(:,1),G,H(:,1)); 
G2= ss(E,F(:,2),G,H(:,2)); 
 
step(G1*.1); 
hold 
step(G2*.1); 
title('Amplitude Response of Front Sprung  Masses at Cf=1000 and Cr=1000') 
xlabel('time'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
 
Ms=575 , mf=60 , mr=60 , j=769 ,a =1.38,b = 1.36,Kr =16812, Kf=16812,Cr =0,Cf= 
0,Ktf= 190000, Ktr =190000; 
 
A= (1/Ms)+((a*a)/j), B= (1/Ms)-((a*b)/j) ,D=(1/Ms) +((b*b)/j); 
 
E =[ 0  1  0  0   0  0  0  0; -A*Kf  -A*Cf  A*Kf   A*Cf   -B*Kr   -B*Cr   B*Kr   B*Cr 
; 0  0  0  1  0   0  0  0; Kf/mf  Cf/mf  -(Kf +Ktf)/mf ...     
    -Cf/mf   0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -B*Kf  -B*Cf  B*Kf  B*Cf  -D*Kr...    
    -D*Cr   D*Kr  D*Cf; 0  0   0  0  0  0  0  1;... 
   0  0  0  0   Kr/mr   Cr/mr  -(Kr + Ktr)/mr   -Cr/mr]; 
F=[ 0            0;0     0; 0    
 0;Ktf/mf   0;0     0;0 
    0; 0     0; 
   0     Ktr/mr]; 
G=[1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ]; 
H= [0 0]; 
sys = ss(E,F,G,H); 
 
G1= ss(E,F(:,1),G,H(:,1)); 
G2= ss(E,F(:,2),G,H(:,2));% 
 
step(G1*.1); 
 
step(G2*.1);% 
title('Amplitude Response of Front  Sprung  Masses at Cf=0 and Cr=0') 
xlabel('time'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
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Ms=575 , mf=60 , mr=60 , j=769 ,a =1.38,b = 1.36,Kr =16812, Kf=16812, Cf=500, 
Cr=500,Ktf= 190000, Ktr =190000; 
 
A= (1/Ms)+((a*a)/j), B= (1/Ms)-((a*b)/j) ,D=(1/Ms) +((b*b)/j); 
 
E =[ 0  1  0  0   0  0  0  0; -A*Kf  -A*Cf  A*Kf   A*Cf   -B*Kr   -B*Cr   B*Kr   B*Cr 
; 0  0  0  1  0   0  0  0; Kf/mf  Cf/mf  -(Kf +Ktf)/mf ...     
    -Cf/mf   0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -B*Kf  -B*Cf  B*Kf  B*Cf  -D*Kr...    
    -D*Cr   D*Kr  D*Cf; 0  0   0  0  0  0  0  1;... 
   0  0  0  0   Kr/mr   Cr/mr  -(Kr + Ktr)/mr   -Cr/mr]; 
F=[ 0            0;0     0; 0    
 0;Ktf/mf   0;0     0;0 
    0; 0     0; 
   0     Ktr/mr]; 
G=[1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ]; 
H= [0 0]; 
sys = ss(E,F,G,H); 
 
G1= ss(E,F(:,1),G,H(:,1)); 
G2= ss(E,F(:,2),G,H(:,2));% 
 
step(G1*.1); 
 
step(G2*.1);% 
title('Amplitude Response of Front  Sprung  Masses at Cf=500 and Cr=500') 
xlabel('time'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
Ms=575 , mf=60 , mr=60 , j=769 ,a =1.38,b = 1.36,Kr =16812, Kf=16812, Cf=1000, 
Cr=1000,Ktf= 190000, Ktr =190000; 
 
A= (1/Ms)+((a*a)/j), B= (1/Ms)-((a*b)/j) ,D=(1/Ms) +((b*b)/j); 
 
E =[ 0  1  0  0   0  0  0  0; -A*Kf  -A*Cf  A*Kf   A*Cf   -B*Kr   -B*Cr   B*Kr   B*Cr 
; 0  0  0  1  0   0  0  0; Kf/mf  Cf/mf  -(Kf +Ktf)/mf ...     
    -Cf/mf   0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -B*Kf  -B*Cf  B*Kf  B*Cf  -D*Kr...    
    -D*Cr   D*Kr  D*Cf; 0  0   0  0  0  0  0  1;... 
   0  0  0  0   Kr/mr   Cr/mr  -(Kr + Ktr)/mr   -Cr/mr]; 
F=[ 0            0;0     0; 0    
 0;Ktf/mf   0;0     0;0 
    0; 0     0; 
   0     Ktr/mr]; 
G=[1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ]; 
H= [0 0]; 
sys = ss(E,F,G,H); 
 
G1= ss(E,F(:,1),G,H(:,1)); 
G2= ss(E,F(:,2),G,H(:,2));% 
 
step(G1*.1); 
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step(G2*.1);% 
title('Amplitude Response of Front  Sprung  Masses at Cf=1000 and Cr=1000') 
xlabel('time'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
 
Ms=575 , mf=60 , mr=60 , j=769 ,a =1.38,b = 1.36,Kr =16812, Kf=16812, Cf=1500, 
Cr=1500,Ktf= 190000, Ktr =190000; 
 
A= (1/Ms)+((a*a)/j), B= (1/Ms)-((a*b)/j) ,D=(1/Ms) +((b*b)/j); 
 
E =[ 0  1  0  0   0  0  0  0; -A*Kf  -A*Cf  A*Kf   A*Cf   -B*Kr   -B*Cr   B*Kr   B*Cr 
; 0  0  0  1  0   0  0  0; Kf/mf  Cf/mf  -(Kf +Ktf)/mf ...     
    -Cf/mf   0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -B*Kf  -B*Cf  B*Kf  B*Cf  -D*Kr...    
    -D*Cr   D*Kr  D*Cf; 0  0   0  0  0  0  0  1;... 
   0  0  0  0   Kr/mr   Cr/mr  -(Kr + Ktr)/mr   -Cr/mr]; 
F=[ 0            0;0     0; 0    
 0;Ktf/mf   0;0     0;0 
    0; 0     0; 
   0     Ktr/mr]; 
G=[1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ]; 
H= [0 0]; 
sys = ss(E,F,G,H); 
 
G1= ss(E,F(:,1),G,H(:,1)); 
G2= ss(E,F(:,2),G,H(:,2));% 
 
step(G1*.1); 
 
step(G2*.1);% 
title('Amplitude Response of Front  Sprung  Masses at Cf=1500 and Cr=1500') 
xlabel('time'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
Ms=575 , mf=60 , mr=60 , j=769 ,a =1.38,b = 1.36,Kr =16812, Kf=16812, Cf=1000, 
Cr=1000,Ktf= 190000, Ktr =190000; 
 
A= (1/Ms)+((a*a)/j), B= (1/Ms)-((a*b)/j) ,D=(1/Ms) +((b*b)/j); 
 
E =[ 0  1  0  0   0  0  0  0; -A*Kf  -A*Cf  A*Kf   A*Cf   -B*Kr   -B*Cr   B*Kr   B*Cr 
; 0  0  0  1  0   0  0  0; Kf/mf  Cf/mf  -(Kf +Ktf)/mf ...     
    -Cf/mf   0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -B*Kf  -B*Cf  B*Kf  B*Cf  -D*Kr...    
    -D*Cr   D*Kr  D*Cf; 0  0   0  0  0  0  0  1;... 
   0  0  0  0   Kr/mr   Cr/mr  -(Kr + Ktr)/mr   -Cr/mr]; 
F=[ 0            0;0     0; 0    
 0;Ktf/mf   0;0     0;0 
    0; 0     0; 
   0     Ktr/mr]; 
G=[0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 ]; 
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H= [0 0]; 
sys = ss(E,F,G,H); 
 
G1= ss(E,F(:,1),G,H(:,1)); 
G2= ss(E,F(:,2),G,H(:,2));% 
 
step(G1*.1); 
 
step(G2*.1);% 
title('Amplitude Response of Front  Sprung  Mass Velocity at Cf=1000 and Cr=1000') 
xlabel('time'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
 
 
Ms=575 , mf=60 , mr=60 , j=769 ,a =1.38,b = 1.36,Kr =16812, Kf=16812, Cf=1500, 
Cr=1500,Ktf= 190000, Ktr =190000; 
 
A= (1/Ms)+((a*a)/j), B= (1/Ms)-((a*b)/j) ,D=(1/Ms) +((b*b)/j); 
 
E =[ 0  1  0  0   0  0  0  0; -A*Kf  -A*Cf  A*Kf   A*Cf   -B*Kr   -B*Cr   B*Kr   B*Cr 
; 0  0  0  1  0   0  0  0; Kf/mf  Cf/mf  -(Kf +Ktf)/mf ...     
    -Cf/mf   0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -B*Kf  -B*Cf  B*Kf  B*Cf  -D*Kr...    
    -D*Cr   D*Kr  D*Cf; 0  0   0  0  0  0  0  1;... 
   0  0  0  0   Kr/mr   Cr/mr  -(Kr + Ktr)/mr   -Cr/mr]; 
F=[ 0            0;0     0; 0    
 0;Ktf/mf   0;0     0;0 
    0; 0     0; 
   0     Ktr/mr]; 
G=[0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 ]; 
H= [0 0]; 
sys = ss(E,F,G,H); 
 
G1= ss(E,F(:,1),G,H(:,1)); 
G2= ss(E,F(:,2),G,H(:,2));% 
 
step(G1*.1); 
 
step(G2*.1);% 
title('Amplitude Response of Front  Sprung  Mass Velocity at Cf=1500 and Cr=1500') 
xlabel('time'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
Ms=575 , mf=60 , mr=60 , j=769 ,a =1.38,b = 1.36,Kr =16812, Kf=16812, Cf=1500, 
Cr=1500,Ktf= 190000, Ktr =190000; 
 
A= (1/Ms)+((a*a)/j), B= (1/Ms)-((a*b)/j) ,D=(1/Ms) +((b*b)/j); 
 
E =[ 0  1  0  0   0  0  0  0; -A*Kf  -A*Cf  A*Kf   A*Cf   -B*Kr   -B*Cr   B*Kr   B*Cr 
; 0  0  0  1  0   0  0  0; Kf/mf  Cf/mf  -(Kf +Ktf)/mf ...     
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    -Cf/mf   0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -B*Kf  -B*Cf  B*Kf  B*Cf  -D*Kr...    
    -D*Cr   D*Kr  D*Cf; 0  0   0  0  0  0  0  1;... 
   0  0  0  0   Kr/mr   Cr/mr  -(Kr + Ktr)/mr   -Cr/mr]; 
F=[ 0            0;0     0; 0    
 0;Ktf/mf   0;0     0;0 
    0; 0     0; 
   0     Ktr/mr]; 
G=[0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 ]; 
H= [0 0]; 
sys = ss(E,F,G,H); 
 
G1= ss(E,F(:,1),G,H(:,1)); 
G2= ss(E,F(:,2),G,H(:,2));% 
 
step(G1*.1); 
 
step(G2*.1);% 
title('Amplitude Response of Front  Sprung  Mass Velocity at Cf=1500 and Cr=1500') 
xlabel('time'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
Ms=575 , mf=60 , mr=60 , j=769 ,a =1.38,b = 1.36,Kr =16812, Kf=16812, Cf=1000, 
Cr=1000,Ktf= 190000, Ktr =190000; 
 
A= (1/Ms)+((a*a)/j), B= (1/Ms)-((a*b)/j) ,D=(1/Ms) +((b*b)/j); 
 
E =[ 0  1  0  0   0  0  0  0; -A*Kf  -A*Cf  A*Kf   A*Cf   -B*Kr   -B*Cr   B*Kr   B*Cr 
; 0  0  0  1  0   0  0  0; Kf/mf  Cf/mf  -(Kf +Ktf)/mf ...     
    -Cf/mf   0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -B*Kf  -B*Cf  B*Kf  B*Cf  -D*Kr...    
    -D*Cr   D*Kr  D*Cf; 0  0   0  0  0  0  0  1;... 
   0  0  0  0   Kr/mr   Cr/mr  -(Kr + Ktr)/mr   -Cr/mr]; 
F=[ 0            0;0     0; 0    
 0;Ktf/mf   0;0     0;0 
    0; 0     0; 
   0     Ktr/mr]; 
G=[0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 ]; 
H= [0 0]; 
sys = ss(E,F,G,H); 
 
G1= ss(E,F(:,1),G,H(:,1)); 
G2= ss(E,F(:,2),G,H(:,2));% 
 
step(G1*.1); 
 
step(G2*.1);% 
title('Front Unsprung Mass Displacement at Cf=1000 and Cr=1000') 
xlabel('time'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
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Ms=575 , mf=60 , mr=60 , j=769 ,a =1.38,b = 1.36,Kr =16812, Kf=16812, Cf=1500, 
Cr=1500,Ktf= 190000, Ktr =190000; 
 
A= (1/Ms)+((a*a)/j), B= (1/Ms)-((a*b)/j) ,D=(1/Ms) +((b*b)/j); 
 
E =[ 0  1  0  0   0  0  0  0; -A*Kf  -A*Cf  A*Kf   A*Cf   -B*Kr   -B*Cr   B*Kr   B*Cr 
; 0  0  0  1  0   0  0  0; Kf/mf  Cf/mf  -(Kf +Ktf)/mf ...     
    -Cf/mf   0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -B*Kf  -B*Cf  B*Kf  B*Cf  -D*Kr...    
    -D*Cr   D*Kr  D*Cf; 0  0   0  0  0  0  0  1;... 
   0  0  0  0   Kr/mr   Cr/mr  -(Kr + Ktr)/mr   -Cr/mr]; 
F=[ 0            0;0     0; 0    
 0;Ktf/mf   0;0     0;0 
    0; 0     0; 
   0     Ktr/mr]; 
G=[0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 ]; 
H= [0 0]; 
sys = ss(E,F,G,H); 
 
G1= ss(E,F(:,1),G,H(:,1)); 
G2= ss(E,F(:,2),G,H(:,2));% 
 
step(G1*.1); 
 
step(G2*.1);% 
title('Front Unsprung Mass Displacement at Cf=1500 and Cr=1500') 
xlabel('time'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
 
 
Ms=575 , mf=60 , mr=60 , j=769 ,a =1.38,b = 1.36,Kr =16812, Kf=16812, Cf=1000, 
Cr=1000,Ktf= 190000, Ktr =190000; 
 
A= (1/Ms)+((a*a)/j), B= (1/Ms)-((a*b)/j) ,D=(1/Ms) +((b*b)/j); 
 
E =[ 0  1  0  0   0  0  0  0; -A*Kf  -A*Cf  A*Kf   A*Cf   -B*Kr   -B*Cr   B*Kr   B*Cr 
; 0  0  0  1  0   0  0  0; Kf/mf  Cf/mf  -(Kf +Ktf)/mf ...     
    -Cf/mf   0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -B*Kf  -B*Cf  B*Kf  B*Cf  -D*Kr...    
    -D*Cr   D*Kr  D*Cf; 0  0   0  0  0  0  0  1;... 
   0  0  0  0   Kr/mr   Cr/mr  -(Kr + Ktr)/mr   -Cr/mr]; 
F=[ 0            0;0     0; 0    
 0;Ktf/mf   0;0     0;0 
    0; 0     0; 
   0     Ktr/mr]; 
G=[0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 ]; 
H= [0 0]; 
sys = ss(E,F,G,H); 
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G1= ss(E,F(:,1),G,H(:,1)); 
G2= ss(E,F(:,2),G,H(:,2));% 
 
step(G1*.1); 
 
step(G2*.1);% 
title('Front Unsprung Mass Velocity at Cf=1000 and Cr=1000') 
xlabel('time'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
Ms=575 , mf=60 , mr=60 , j=769 ,a =1.38,b = 1.36,Kr =16812, Kf=16812, Cf=1500, 
Cr=1500,Ktf= 190000, Ktr =190000; 
 
A= (1/Ms)+((a*a)/j), B= (1/Ms)-((a*b)/j) ,D=(1/Ms) +((b*b)/j); 
 
E =[ 0  1  0  0   0  0  0  0; -A*Kf  -A*Cf  A*Kf   A*Cf   -B*Kr   -B*Cr   B*Kr   B*Cr 
; 0  0  0  1  0   0  0  0; Kf/mf  Cf/mf  -(Kf +Ktf)/mf ...     
    -Cf/mf   0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -B*Kf  -B*Cf  B*Kf  B*Cf  -D*Kr...    
    -D*Cr   D*Kr  D*Cf; 0  0   0  0  0  0  0  1;... 
   0  0  0  0   Kr/mr   Cr/mr  -(Kr + Ktr)/mr   -Cr/mr]; 
F=[ 0            0;0     0; 0    
 0;Ktf/mf   0;0     0;0 
    0; 0     0; 
   0     Ktr/mr]; 
G=[0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 ]; 
H= [0 0]; 
sys = ss(E,F,G,H); 
 
G1= ss(E,F(:,1),G,H(:,1)); 
G2= ss(E,F(:,2),G,H(:,2));% 
 
step(G1*.1); 
 
step(G2*.1);% 
title('Front Unsprung Mass Velocity at Cf=1500 and Cr=1500') 
xlabel('time'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=2000; 
s=tf('s'); 
z=((Cs * Ct)*s^2 +(Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks)*s + Ks *Kt)/((Ms 
*m)*s^4 +(Ms*Ct +Ms*Cs +m*Cs)*s^3 +(Ms *Kt + Ms *Ks + m 
*Ks + Cs *Ct)*s^2 +(Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks)*s +Ks *Kt); 
vel=s*z; 
acc=s*vel; 
step(acc*0.1); 
hold; 
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step(acc*0.05); 
step(acc*0.01) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=3000; 
s=tf('s'); 
z=((Cs * Ct)*s^2 +(Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks)*s + Ks *Kt)/((Ms 
*m)*s^4 +(Ms*Ct +Ms*Cs +m*Cs)*s^3 +(Ms *Kt + Ms *Ks + m 
*Ks + Cs *Ct)*s^2 +(Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks)*s +Ks *Kt); 
vel=s*z; 
acc=s*vel; 
step(acc*0.1); 
hold; 
step(acc*0.05); 
step(acc*0.01) 
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APPENDIX B      TIME RESPONSE ANALYSIS 
 
 
B.1 Quarter Car Model 
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Figure B.1  Sprung Mass Velocity at Cs=0 N.s/m 
 
 
 
 
 
Figures B.1 to B.6 show the response of sprung mass velocity. The response decreases 
without any damping on its own but takes unacceptably long time. The settling time is 
too long. 
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Figure B.2  Sprung Mass Velocity at Cs=500 N.s/m 
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Figure B.3  Sprung Mass Velocity at Cs=1000 N.s/m 
 
As we increase the damping coefficient ti 1500 N.s/m, we can see that the maximum 
peak is around 0.7 as compared to 0.8 at Cs=0 with settling time decreasing to only 3 
seconds as shown below. 
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Figure B.4  Sprung Mass Velocity at Cs=1500 N.s/m 
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Figure B.5  Sprung Mass Velocity at Cs=2500 N.s/m 
 
In Figure B.6, the response is obtained at Cs=3000 N.s/m. The peak is increased to 
approximately 0.9 m with settling time decreases to around 1.5.The peak is reached in 
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around 0.2 seconds. In this case the passengers will be feeling the shock for around 1 
second after the car has hit the bump.  
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Figure B.6  Sprung Mass Velocity at Cs=3000 N.s/m 
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Figure B.7  Y1 at Cs=0 N.s/m 
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The response of (Xs-Xu) which is equal to Y1 (the difference between the sprung 
mass displacement and unsprung displacement) has been obtained with time and is 
shown in Figures from B.7 to B.12. With no damping the difference between the 
sprung mass displacement and unsprung mass displacement is in the order of .09 and 
it takes a long time to settle down. As we increased the damping it can be seen that 
the difference decreases which is obvious as both sprung mass displacement and 
unsprung mass displacement decreases as we increased the damping. 
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Figure B.8  Y1 at Cs=500 N.s/m 
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Figure B.9  Y1 at Cs=1000 N.s/m 
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Figure B.10  Y1 at Cs=1500 N.s/m 
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Figure B.11  Y1 at Cs=2500 N.s/m 
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Figure B.12  Y1 at Cs=3000 N.s/m 
 
B.2 Half Car Model 
 
Rear Sprung Mass displacement and velocity responses are shown in Figure B.13 to 
Figure B.16. The amplitude for displacement has a peak of 0.15  with settling time 2.5 
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seconds at 1000 N.s/m while at 1500 N.s/m the peak amplitude is 0.14 with settling 
time being less than two seconds. 
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Figure B.13  Rear Sprung Mass Displacement at Cf=Cr=1000 N.s/m 
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Figure B.14  Rear Sprung Mass Displacement at Cf=Cr=1500 N.s/m 
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Figure B.15  Rear Sprung Mass Velocity at Cf=Cr=1000 N.s/m 
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Figure B.16  Rear Sprung Mass Velocity at Cf=Cr=1500 N.s/m 
 
 
 
Figure B.17 to Figure B.20 shows the Rear Unsprung Mass displacement and velocity 
response at 1000 N.s/m and 1500 N.s/m damping value. 
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Figure B.17  Rear Unsprung Mass Displacement at Cf=Cr=1000 N.s/m 
 
It can be seen both settling time and peak amplitude is less at 1500 N.s/m damping 
value as compared to the responses at 1000N.s/m damping. The settling time and 
displacement at 1000N.s/m are 0.15 and 1 second respectively whiles at 1500 N.s/m 
these values being 0.14 and 0.8 second. 
 The response for the rear unsprung mass velocity at both the damping values 
is quite similar as both having peak amplitude of little more than 4 and settling time 
between 0.4 to 0.5 seconds. 
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Figure B.18  Rear Unsprung Mass Displacement at Cf=Cr=1500 N.s/m 
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Figure B.19 Rear Unsprung Mass Velocity at Cf=Cr=1000 N.s/m 
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Figure B.20  Rear Unsprung Mass Velocity at Cf=Cr=1500 N.s/m 
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APPENDIX C     
 
Matlab Algorithm for Figures Contained in Appendix B 
 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=0; 
 
A= [ 0 1 0 0 ; -(Cs *Ct)/(Ms *m) 0 ((Cs/Ms)*((Cs/Ms)+(Cs/m)+(Ct/m)))-(Ks/Ms)   -(Cs/Ms);Ct/m  0 -
((Cs/Ms)+(Cs/m)+(Ct/m))  1; Kt/m  0  -((Ks/Ms)+(Ks/m)+(Kt/m))  0]; 
 
B= [              0  
            (Ct*Cs)/(Ms*m) 
                  -(Ct/m) 
        -(Kt/m)]; 
C=[0 1 0 0]; 
D=[ 0]; 
sys=ss(A,B,C,D); 
G1 = ss(A,B,C,D); 
step(G1*.1); 
title('Sprung Mass velocity at Cs= 0 N.s/m') 
xlabel('time(sec)'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=500; 
 
 
 
A= [ 0 1 0 0 ; -(Cs *Ct)/(Ms *m) 0 ((Cs/Ms)*((Cs/Ms)+(Cs/m)+(Ct/m)))-(Ks/Ms)   -(Cs/Ms);Ct/m  0 -
((Cs/Ms)+(Cs/m)+(Ct/m))  1; Kt/m  0  -((Ks/Ms)+(Ks/m)+(Kt/m))  0]; 
 
B= [              0  
            (Ct*Cs)/(Ms*m) 
                  -(Ct/m) 
        -(Kt/m)]; 
C=[0 1 0 0]; 
D=[ 0]; 
sys=ss(A,B,C,D); 
G1 = ss(A,B,C,D); 
step(G1*.1); 
title('Sprung Mass velocity at Cs= 500 N.s/m') 
xlabel('time(sec)'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=1000; 
 
 
 
A= [ 0 1 0 0 ; -(Cs *Ct)/(Ms *m) 0 ((Cs/Ms)*((Cs/Ms)+(Cs/m)+(Ct/m)))-(Ks/Ms)   -(Cs/Ms);Ct/m  0 -
((Cs/Ms)+(Cs/m)+(Ct/m))  1; Kt/m  0  -((Ks/Ms)+(Ks/m)+(Kt/m))  0]; 
 
B= [              0  
            (Ct*Cs)/(Ms*m) 
                  -(Ct/m) 
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        -(Kt/m)]; 
C=[0 1 0 0]; 
D=[ 0]; 
sys=ss(A,B,C,D); 
G1 = ss(A,B,C,D); 
step(G1*.1); 
title('Sprung Mass velocity at Cs=1000 N.s/m') 
xlabel('time(sec)'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=1500; 
 
 
 
A= [ 0 1 0 0 ; -(Cs *Ct)/(Ms *m) 0 ((Cs/Ms)*((Cs/Ms)+(Cs/m)+(Ct/m)))-(Ks/Ms)   -(Cs/Ms);Ct/m  0 -
((Cs/Ms)+(Cs/m)+(Ct/m))  1; Kt/m  0  -((Ks/Ms)+(Ks/m)+(Kt/m))  0]; 
 
B= [              0  
            (Ct*Cs)/(Ms*m) 
                  -(Ct/m) 
        -(Kt/m)]; 
C=[0 1 0 0]; 
D=[ 0]; 
sys=ss(A,B,C,D); 
G1 = ss(A,B,C,D); 
step(G1*.1); 
title('Sprung Mass velocity at Cs= 1500 N.s/m') 
xlabel('time(sec)'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=2500; 
 
 
 
A= [ 0 1 0 0 ; -(Cs *Ct)/(Ms *m) 0 ((Cs/Ms)*((Cs/Ms)+(Cs/m)+(Ct/m)))-(Ks/Ms)   -(Cs/Ms);Ct/m  0 -
((Cs/Ms)+(Cs/m)+(Ct/m))  1; Kt/m  0  -((Ks/Ms)+(Ks/m)+(Kt/m))  0]; 
 
B= [              0  
            (Ct*Cs)/(Ms*m) 
                  -(Ct/m) 
        -(Kt/m)]; 
C=[0 1 0 0]; 
D=[ 0]; 
sys=ss(A,B,C,D); 
G1 = ss(A,B,C,D); 
step(G1*.1); 
title('Sprung Mass velocity at Cs= 2500 N.s/m') 
xlabel('time(sec)'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=3000; 
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A= [ 0 1 0 0 ; -(Cs *Ct)/(Ms *m) 0 ((Cs/Ms)*((Cs/Ms)+(Cs/m)+(Ct/m)))-(Ks/Ms)   -(Cs/Ms);Ct/m  0 -
((Cs/Ms)+(Cs/m)+(Ct/m))  1; Kt/m  0  -((Ks/Ms)+(Ks/m)+(Kt/m))  0]; 
 
B= [              0  
            (Ct*Cs)/(Ms*m) 
                  -(Ct/m) 
        -(Kt/m)]; 
C=[0 1 0 0]; 
D=[ 0]; 
sys=ss(A,B,C,D); 
G1 = ss(A,B,C,D); 
step(G1*.1); 
title('Sprung Mass velocity at Cs= 3000 N.s/m') 
xlabel('time(sec)'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=0; 
 
 
 
A= [ 0 1 0 0 ; -(Cs *Ct)/(Ms *m) 0 ((Cs/Ms)*((Cs/Ms)+(Cs/m)+(Ct/m)))-(Ks/Ms)   -(Cs/Ms);Ct/m  0 -
((Cs/Ms)+(Cs/m)+(Ct/m))  1; Kt/m  0  -((Ks/Ms)+(Ks/m)+(Kt/m))  0]; 
 
B= [              0  
            (Ct*Cs)/(Ms*m) 
                  -(Ct/m) 
        -(Kt/m)]; 
C=[0  0 1 0]; 
D=[ 0]; 
sys=ss(A,B,C,D); 
G1 = ss(A,B,C,D); 
step(G1*.1); 
title('Y1  at Cs= 0 N.s/m') 
xlabel('time(sec)'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=500; 
 
 
A= [ 0 1 0 0 ; -(Cs *Ct)/(Ms *m) 0 ((Cs/Ms)*((Cs/Ms)+(Cs/m)+(Ct/m)))-(Ks/Ms)   -(Cs/Ms);Ct/m  0 -
((Cs/Ms)+(Cs/m)+(Ct/m))  1; Kt/m  0  -((Ks/Ms)+(Ks/m)+(Kt/m))  0]; 
 
B= [              0  
            (Ct*Cs)/(Ms*m) 
                  -(Ct/m) 
        -(Kt/m)]; 
C=[0  0 1 0]; 
D=[ 0]; 
sys=ss(A,B,C,D); 
G1 = ss(A,B,C,D); 
step(G1*.1); 
title(‘Y1 at Cs= 500 N.s/m') 
xlabel('time(sec)'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=1500; 
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A= [ 0 1 0 0 ; -(Cs *Ct)/(Ms *m) 0 ((Cs/Ms)*((Cs/Ms)+(Cs/m)+(Ct/m)))-(Ks/Ms)   -(Cs/Ms);Ct/m  0 -
((Cs/Ms)+(Cs/m)+(Ct/m))  1; Kt/m  0  -((Ks/Ms)+(Ks/m)+(Kt/m))  0]; 
 
B= [              0  
            (Ct*Cs)/(Ms*m) 
                  -(Ct/m) 
        -(Kt/m)]; 
C=[0  0 1 0]; 
D=[ 0]; 
sys=ss(A,B,C,D); 
G1 = ss(A,B,C,D); 
step(G1*.1); 
title('Y1  at Cs=1000 N.s/m') 
xlabel('time(sec)'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=1500; 
 
 
A= [ 0 1 0 0 ; -(Cs *Ct)/(Ms *m) 0 ((Cs/Ms)*((Cs/Ms)+(Cs/m)+(Ct/m)))-(Ks/Ms)   -(Cs/Ms);Ct/m  0 -
((Cs/Ms)+(Cs/m)+(Ct/m))  1; Kt/m  0  -((Ks/Ms)+(Ks/m)+(Kt/m))  0]; 
 
B= [              0  
            (Ct*Cs)/(Ms*m) 
                  -(Ct/m) 
        -(Kt/m)]; 
C=[0  0 1 0]; 
D=[ 0]; 
sys=ss(A,B,C,D); 
G1 = ss(A,B,C,D); 
step(G1*.1); 
title('Y1 at Cs= 1500 N.s/m') 
xlabel('time(sec)'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=2500; 
 
 
A= [ 0 1 0 0 ; -(Cs *Ct)/(Ms *m) 0 ((Cs/Ms)*((Cs/Ms)+(Cs/m)+(Ct/m)))-(Ks/Ms)   -(Cs/Ms);Ct/m  0 -
((Cs/Ms)+(Cs/m)+(Ct/m))  1; Kt/m  0  -((Ks/Ms)+(Ks/m)+(Kt/m))  0]; 
 
B= [              0  
            (Ct*Cs)/(Ms*m) 
                  -(Ct/m) 
        -(Kt/m)]; 
C=[0  0 1 0]; 
D=[ 0]; 
sys=ss(A,B,C,D); 
G1 = ss(A,B,C,D); 
step(G1*.1); 
title('Y1 at Cs= 2500 N.s/m') 
xlabel('time'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
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Cs=3000; 
 
 
A= [ 0 1 0 0 ; -(Cs *Ct)/(Ms *m) 0 ((Cs/Ms)*((Cs/Ms)+(Cs/m)+(Ct/m)))-(Ks/Ms)   -(Cs/Ms);Ct/m  0 -
((Cs/Ms)+(Cs/m)+(Ct/m))  1; Kt/m  0  -((Ks/Ms)+(Ks/m)+(Kt/m))  0]; 
 
B= [              0  
            (Ct*Cs)/(Ms*m) 
                  -(Ct/m) 
        -(Kt/m)]; 
C=[0  0 1 0]; 
D=[ 0]; 
sys=ss(A,B,C,D); 
G1 = ss(A,B,C,D); 
step(G1*.1); 
title('Y1 at Cs= 3000 N.s/m') 
xlabel('time'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ms=575 , mf=60 , mr=60 , j=769 ,a =1.38,b = 1.36,Kr =16812, Kf=16812, Cf=1000, Cr=1000,Ktf= 
190000, Ktr =190000; 
 
A= (1/Ms)+((a*a)/j), B= (1/Ms)-((a*b)/j) ,D=(1/Ms) +((b*b)/j); 
 
E =[ 0  1  0  0   0  0  0  0; -A*Kf  -A*Cf  A*Kf   A*Cf   -B*Kr   -B*Cr   B*Kr   B*Cr ; 0  0  0  1  0   0  
0  0; Kf/mf  Cf/mf  -(Kf +Ktf)/mf ...     
    -Cf/mf   0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -B*Kf  -B*Cf  B*Kf  B*Cf  -D*Kr...    
    -D*Cr   D*Kr  D*Cf; 0  0   0  0  0  0  0  1;... 
   0  0  0  0   Kr/mr   Cr/mr  -(Kr + Ktr)/mr   -Cr/mr]; 
F=[ 0            0;0     0; 0    
 0;Ktf/mf   0;0     0;0  
   0; 0     0; 
   0     Ktr/mr]; 
G=[0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 ]; 
H= [0 0]; 
sys = ss(E,F,G,H); 
 
G1= ss(E,F(:,1),G,H(:,1));% 
G2= ss(E,F(:,2),G,H(:,2)); 
 
step(G1*.1);% 
 
step(G2*.1); 
title(' Rear Sprung Mass Displacement at Cf=1000 and Cr=1000') 
xlabel('time'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
 
 
Ms=575 , mf=60 , mr=60 , j=769 ,a =1.38,b = 1.36,Kr =16812, Kf=16812, Cf=1500, Cr=1500,Ktf= 
190000, Ktr =190000; 
 
A= (1/Ms)+((a*a)/j), B= (1/Ms)-((a*b)/j) ,D=(1/Ms) +((b*b)/j); 
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E =[ 0  1  0  0   0  0  0  0; -A*Kf  -A*Cf  A*Kf   A*Cf   -B*Kr   -B*Cr   B*Kr   B*Cr ; 0  0  0  1  0   0  
0  0; Kf/mf  Cf/mf  -(Kf +Ktf)/mf ...     
    -Cf/mf   0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -B*Kf  -B*Cf  B*Kf  B*Cf  -D*Kr...    
    -D*Cr   D*Kr  D*Cf; 0  0   0  0  0  0  0  1;... 
   0  0  0  0   Kr/mr   Cr/mr  -(Kr + Ktr)/mr   -Cr/mr]; 
F=[ 0            0;0     0; 0    
 0;Ktf/mf   0;0     0;0  
   0; 0     0; 
   0     Ktr/mr]; 
G=[0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 ]; 
H= [0 0]; 
sys = ss(E,F,G,H); 
 
G1= ss(E,F(:,1),G,H(:,1));% 
G2= ss(E,F(:,2),G,H(:,2)); 
 
step(G1*.1);% 
 
step(G2*.1); 
title(' Rear Sprung Mass Displacement at Cf=1500 and Cr=1500') 
xlabel('time'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
Ms=575 , mf=60 , mr=60 , j=769 ,a =1.38,b = 1.36,Kr =16812, Kf=16812, Cf=1000, Cr=1000,Ktf= 
190000, Ktr =190000; 
 
A= (1/Ms)+((a*a)/j), B= (1/Ms)-((a*b)/j) ,D=(1/Ms) +((b*b)/j); 
 
E =[ 0  1  0  0   0  0  0  0; -A*Kf  -A*Cf  A*Kf   A*Cf   -B*Kr   -B*Cr   B*Kr   B*Cr ; 0  0  0  1  0   0  
0  0; Kf/mf  Cf/mf  -(Kf +Ktf)/mf ...     
    -Cf/mf   0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -B*Kf  -B*Cf  B*Kf  B*Cf  -D*Kr...    
    -D*Cr   D*Kr  D*Cf; 0  0   0  0  0  0  0  1;... 
   0  0  0  0   Kr/mr   Cr/mr  -(Kr + Ktr)/mr   -Cr/mr]; 
F=[ 0            0;0     0; 0    
 0;Ktf/mf   0;0     0;0  
   0; 0     0; 
   0     Ktr/mr]; 
G=[0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 ]; 
H= [0 0]; 
sys = ss(E,F,G,H); 
 
G1= ss(E,F(:,1),G,H(:,1));% 
G2= ss(E,F(:,2),G,H(:,2)); 
 
step(G1*.1);% 
 
step(G2*.1); 
title(' Rear Sprung Mass Velocity at Cf=1000 and Cr=1000') 
xlabel('time'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
 
Ms=575 , mf=60 , mr=60 , j=769 ,a =1.38,b = 1.36,Kr =16812, Kf=16812, Cf=1500, Cr=1500,Ktf= 
190000, Ktr =190000; 
 
A= (1/Ms)+((a*a)/j), B= (1/Ms)-((a*b)/j) ,D=(1/Ms) +((b*b)/j); 
 
E =[ 0  1  0  0   0  0  0  0; -A*Kf  -A*Cf  A*Kf   A*Cf   -B*Kr   -B*Cr   B*Kr   B*Cr ; 0  0  0  1  0   0  
0  0; Kf/mf  Cf/mf  -(Kf +Ktf)/mf ...     
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    -Cf/mf   0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -B*Kf  -B*Cf  B*Kf  B*Cf  -D*Kr...    
    -D*Cr   D*Kr  D*Cf; 0  0   0  0  0  0  0  1;... 
   0  0  0  0   Kr/mr   Cr/mr  -(Kr + Ktr)/mr   -Cr/mr]; 
F=[ 0            0;0     0; 0    
 0;Ktf/mf   0;0     0;0  
   0; 0     0; 
   0     Ktr/mr]; 
G=[0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 ]; 
H= [0 0]; 
sys = ss(E,F,G,H); 
 
G1= ss(E,F(:,1),G,H(:,1));% 
G2= ss(E,F(:,2),G,H(:,2)); 
 
step(G1*.1);% 
 
step(G2*.1); 
title(' Rear Sprung Mass Velocity at Cf=1500 and Cr=1500') 
xlabel('time'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
 
Ms=575 , mf=60 , mr=60 , j=769 ,a =1.38,b = 1.36,Kr =16812, Kf=16812, Cf=1000, Cr=1000,Ktf= 
190000, Ktr =190000; 
 
A= (1/Ms)+((a*a)/j), B= (1/Ms)-((a*b)/j) ,D=(1/Ms) +((b*b)/j); 
 
E =[ 0  1  0  0   0  0  0  0; -A*Kf  -A*Cf  A*Kf   A*Cf   -B*Kr   -B*Cr   B*Kr   B*Cr ; 0  0  0  1  0   0  
0  0; Kf/mf  Cf/mf  -(Kf +Ktf)/mf ...     
    -Cf/mf   0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -B*Kf  -B*Cf  B*Kf  B*Cf  -D*Kr...    
    -D*Cr   D*Kr  D*Cf; 0  0   0  0  0  0  0  1;... 
   0  0  0  0   Kr/mr   Cr/mr  -(Kr + Ktr)/mr   -Cr/mr]; 
F=[ 0            0;0     0; 0    
 0;Ktf/mf   0;0     0;0  
   0; 0     0; 
   0     Ktr/mr]; 
G=[0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 ]; 
H= [0 0]; 
sys = ss(E,F,G,H); 
 
G1= ss(E,F(:,1),G,H(:,1));% 
G2= ss(E,F(:,2),G,H(:,2)); 
 
step(G1*.1);% 
 
step(G2*.1); 
title(' Rear Unsprung Mass Displacement at Cf=1000 and Cr=1000') 
xlabel('time'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
 
Ms=575 , mf=60 , mr=60 , j=769 ,a =1.38,b = 1.36,Kr =16812, Kf=16812, Cf=1500, Cr=1500,Ktf= 
190000, Ktr =190000; 
 
A= (1/Ms)+((a*a)/j), B= (1/Ms)-((a*b)/j) ,D=(1/Ms) +((b*b)/j); 
 
E =[ 0  1  0  0   0  0  0  0; -A*Kf  -A*Cf  A*Kf   A*Cf   -B*Kr   -B*Cr   B*Kr   B*Cr ; 0  0  0  1  0   0  
0  0; Kf/mf  Cf/mf  -(Kf +Ktf)/mf ...     
    -Cf/mf   0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -B*Kf  -B*Cf  B*Kf  B*Cf  -D*Kr...    
    -D*Cr   D*Kr  D*Cf; 0  0   0  0  0  0  0  1;... 
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   0  0  0  0   Kr/mr   Cr/mr  -(Kr + Ktr)/mr   -Cr/mr]; 
F=[ 0            0;0     0; 0    
 0;Ktf/mf   0;0     0;0  
   0; 0     0; 
   0     Ktr/mr]; 
G=[0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 ]; 
H= [0 0]; 
sys = ss(E,F,G,H); 
 
G1= ss(E,F(:,1),G,H(:,1));% 
G2= ss(E,F(:,2),G,H(:,2)); 
 
step(G1*.1);% 
 
step(G2*.1); 
title(' Rear Unsprung Mass Displacement at Cf=1500 and Cr=1500') 
xlabel('time'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
Ms=575 , mf=60 , mr=60 , j=769 ,a =1.38,b = 1.36,Kr =16812, Kf=16812, Cf=1000, Cr=1000,Ktf= 
190000, Ktr =190000; 
 
A= (1/Ms)+((a*a)/j), B= (1/Ms)-((a*b)/j) ,D=(1/Ms) +((b*b)/j); 
 
E =[ 0  1  0  0   0  0  0  0; -A*Kf  -A*Cf  A*Kf   A*Cf   -B*Kr   -B*Cr   B*Kr   B*Cr ; 0  0  0  1  0   0  
0  0; Kf/mf  Cf/mf  -(Kf +Ktf)/mf ...     
    -Cf/mf   0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -B*Kf  -B*Cf  B*Kf  B*Cf  -D*Kr...    
    -D*Cr   D*Kr  D*Cf; 0  0   0  0  0  0  0  1;... 
   0  0  0  0   Kr/mr   Cr/mr  -(Kr + Ktr)/mr   -Cr/mr]; 
F=[ 0            0;0     0; 0    
 0;Ktf/mf   0;0     0;0  
   0; 0     0; 
   0     Ktr/mr]; 
G=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 ]; 
H= [0 0]; 
sys = ss(E,F,G,H); 
 
G1= ss(E,F(:,1),G,H(:,1));% 
G2= ss(E,F(:,2),G,H(:,2)); 
 
step(G1*.1);% 
 
step(G2*.1); 
title(' Rear Unsprung Mass Velocity at Cf=1000 and Cr=1000') 
xlabel('time'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
 
Ms=575 , mf=60 , mr=60 , j=769 ,a =1.38,b = 1.36,Kr =16812, Kf=16812, Cf=1500, Cr=1500,Ktf= 
190000, Ktr =190000; 
 
A= (1/Ms)+((a*a)/j), B= (1/Ms)-((a*b)/j) ,D=(1/Ms) +((b*b)/j); 
 
E =[ 0  1  0  0   0  0  0  0; -A*Kf  -A*Cf  A*Kf   A*Cf   -B*Kr   -B*Cr   B*Kr   B*Cr ; 0  0  0  1  0   0  
0  0; Kf/mf  Cf/mf  -(Kf +Ktf)/mf ...     
    -Cf/mf   0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -B*Kf  -B*Cf  B*Kf  B*Cf  -D*Kr...    
    -D*Cr   D*Kr  D*Cf; 0  0   0  0  0  0  0  1;... 
   0  0  0  0   Kr/mr   Cr/mr  -(Kr + Ktr)/mr   -Cr/mr]; 
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F=[ 0            0;0     0; 0    
 0;Ktf/mf   0;0     0;0  
   0; 0     0; 
   0     Ktr/mr]; 
G=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 ]; 
H= [0 0]; 
sys = ss(E,F,G,H); 
 
G1= ss(E,F(:,1),G,H(:,1));% 
G2= ss(E,F(:,2),G,H(:,2)); 
 
step(G1*.1);% 
 
step(G2*.1); 
title(' Rear Unsprung Mass Velocity at Cf=1500 and Cr=1500') 
xlabel('time'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
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APPENDIX D  
 
Matlab Algorithm for Frequency and Stability 
Analysis 
 
 
D.1 Frequency Response 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=0; 
A = Cs * Ct;   
B= Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks; 
G= Ms *Kt + Ms *Ks + m *Ks + Cs *Ct; 
C= Ks *Kt; 
E= Ms *m; 
F= Ms*Ct +Ms*Cs +m*Cs; 
H= tf ([ A B C ],[E F G B C]) 
bode(H*.1) 
title('Frequency Response of suspension at Cs = 0 N.s/m') 
xlabel('Frequency (Rad/sec)'); 
ylabel('Magnitude(db)'); 
 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=500; 
A = Cs * Ct;   
B= Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks; 
G= Ms *Kt + Ms *Ks + m *Ks + Cs *Ct; 
C= Ks *Kt; 
E= Ms *m; 
F= Ms*Ct +Ms*Cs +m*Cs; 
H= tf ([ A B C ],[E F G B C]) 
bode(H*.1) 
title('Frequency Response of suspension at Cs = 500 N.s/m') 
xlabel('Frequency (Rad/sec)'); 
ylabel('Magnitude(db)'); 
 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=1500; 
A = Cs * Ct;   
B= Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks; 
G= Ms *Kt + Ms *Ks + m *Ks + Cs *Ct; 
C= Ks *Kt; 
E= Ms *m; 
F= Ms*Ct +Ms*Cs +m*Cs; 
H= tf ([ A B C ],[E F G B C]) 
bode(H*.1) 
title('Frequency Response of suspension at Cs = 1500 N.s/m') 
xlabel('Frequency (Rad/sec)'); 
ylabel('Magnitude(db)'); 
 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=2500; 
A = Cs * Ct;   
B= Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks; 
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G= Ms *Kt + Ms *Ks + m *Ks + Cs *Ct; 
C= Ks *Kt; 
E= Ms *m; 
F= Ms*Ct +Ms*Cs +m*Cs; 
H= tf ([ A B C ],[E F G B C]) 
bode(H*.1) 
title('Frequency Response of suspension at Cs = 2500 N.s/m') 
xlabel('Frequency (Rad/sec)'); 
ylabel('Magnitude(db)'); 
 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=3000; 
A = Cs * Ct;   
B= Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks; 
G= Ms *Kt + Ms *Ks + m *Ks + Cs *Ct; 
C= Ks *Kt; 
E= Ms *m; 
F= Ms*Ct +Ms*Cs +m*Cs; 
H= tf ([ A B C ],[E F G B C]) 
bode(H*.1) 
title('Frequency Response of suspension at Cs = 3000 N.s/m') 
xlabel('Frequency (Rad/sec)'); 
ylabel('Magnitude(db)'); 
 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=0; 
A = Cs * Ct;   
B= Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks; 
G= Ms *Kt + Ms *Ks + m *Ks + Cs *Ct; 
C= Ks *Kt; 
E= Ms *m; 
F= Ms*Ct +Ms*Cs +m*Cs; 
K= Ms*A; 
L=Ms* B+ Cs*A; 
M=Ms*C +Ks*A+Cs*B; 
N=Ks*B+Cs*C; 
O=Ks*C; 
P=Cs*E; 
Q=F*Cs+Ks*E; 
R=G*Cs+Ks*F; 
S=Ks*G +Ks*G; 
T=Ks*B+ C*Cs; 
U=Ks*C; 
 
Z= tf ([ K L M N O ],[P Q R S T U]); 
bode(Z*.1); 
title('Frequency Response of unsprung mass at Cs = 0 N.s/m') 
xlabel('Frequency (Rad/sec)'); 
ylabel('Magnitude(db)'); 
 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=500; 
A = Cs * Ct;   
B= Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks; 
G= Ms *Kt + Ms *Ks + m *Ks + Cs *Ct; 
C= Ks *Kt; 
E= Ms *m; 
F= Ms*Ct +Ms*Cs +m*Cs; 
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K= Ms*A; 
L=Ms* B+ Cs*A; 
M=Ms*C +Ks*A+Cs*B; 
N=Ks*B+Cs*C; 
O=Ks*C; 
P=Cs*E; 
Q=F*Cs+Ks*E; 
R=G*Cs+Ks*F; 
S=Ks*G +Ks*G; 
T=Ks*B+ C*Cs; 
U=Ks*C; 
 
Z= tf ([ K L M N O ],[P Q R S T U]); 
bode(Z*.1); 
title('Frequency Response of unsprung mass at Cs = 500 N.s/m') 
xlabel('Frequency (Rad/sec)'); 
ylabel('Magnitude(db)'); 
 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=1500; 
A = Cs * Ct;   
B= Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks; 
G= Ms *Kt + Ms *Ks + m *Ks + Cs *Ct; 
C= Ks *Kt; 
E= Ms *m; 
F= Ms*Ct +Ms*Cs +m*Cs; 
K= Ms*A; 
L=Ms* B+ Cs*A; 
M=Ms*C +Ks*A+Cs*B; 
N=Ks*B+Cs*C; 
O=Ks*C; 
P=Cs*E; 
Q=F*Cs+Ks*E; 
R=G*Cs+Ks*F; 
S=Ks*G +Ks*G; 
T=Ks*B+ C*Cs; 
U=Ks*C; 
 
Z= tf ([ K L M N O ],[P Q R S T U]); 
bode(Z*.1); 
title('Frequency Response of unsprung mass at Cs = 1500 N.s/m') 
xlabel('Frequency (Rad/sec)'); 
ylabel('Magnitude(db)'); 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=2500; 
A = Cs * Ct;   
B= Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks; 
G= Ms *Kt + Ms *Ks + m *Ks + Cs *Ct; 
C= Ks *Kt; 
E= Ms *m; 
F= Ms*Ct +Ms*Cs +m*Cs; 
K= Ms*A; 
L=Ms* B+ Cs*A; 
M=Ms*C +Ks*A+Cs*B; 
N=Ks*B+Cs*C; 
O=Ks*C; 
P=Cs*E; 
Q=F*Cs+Ks*E; 
R=G*Cs+Ks*F; 
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S=Ks*G +Ks*G; 
T=Ks*B+ C*Cs; 
U=Ks*C; 
 
Z= tf ([ K L M N O ],[P Q R S T U]); 
bode(Z*.1); 
title('Frequency Response of unsprung mass at Cs = 2500 N.s/m') 
xlabel('Frequency (Rad/sec)'); 
ylabel('Magnitude(db)'); 
 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=3000; 
A = Cs * Ct;   
B= Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks; 
G= Ms *Kt + Ms *Ks + m *Ks + Cs *Ct; 
C= Ks *Kt; 
E= Ms *m; 
F= Ms*Ct +Ms*Cs +m*Cs; 
K= Ms*A; 
L=Ms* B+ Cs*A; 
M=Ms*C +Ks*A+Cs*B; 
N=Ks*B+Cs*C; 
O=Ks*C; 
P=Cs*E; 
Q=F*Cs+Ks*E; 
R=G*Cs+Ks*F; 
S=Ks*G +Ks*G; 
T=Ks*B+ C*Cs; 
U=Ks*C; 
 
Z= tf ([ K L M N O ],[P Q R S T U]); 
bode(Z*.1); 
title('Frequency Response of unsprung mass at Cs = 3000 N.s/m') 
xlabel('Frequency (Rad/sec)'); 
ylabel('Magnitude(db)'); 
 
 
 
Ms=575 , mf=60 , mr=60 , j=769 ,a =1.38,b = 1.36,Kr =16812, Kf=16812, Cf=0, Cr=0,Ktf= 190000, 
Ktr =190000; 
 
A= (1/Ms)+((a*a)/j), B= (1/Ms)-((a*b)/j) ,D=(1/Ms) +((b*b)/j); 
 
E =[ 0  1  0  0   0  0  0  0; -A*Kf  -A*Cf  A*Kf   A*Cf   -B*Kr   -B*Cr   B*Kr   B*Cr ; 0  0  0  1  0   0  
0  0; Kf/mf  Cf/mf  -(Kf +Ktf)/mf ...     
    -Cf/mf   0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -B*Kf  -B*Cf  B*Kf  B*Cf  -D*Kr...    
    -D*Cr   D*Kr  D*Cf; 0  0   0  0  0  0  0  1;... 
   0  0  0  0   Kr/mr   Cr/mr  -(Kr + Ktr)/mr   -Cr/mr]; 
F=[ 0            0;0     0; 0    
 0;Ktf/mf   0;0     0;0  
   0; 0     0; 
   0     Ktr/mr]; 
G=[1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ]; 
H= [0 0]; 
sys = ss(E,F,G,H); 
 
G1= ss(E,F(:,1),G,H(:,1)); 
G2= ss(E,F(:,2),G,H(:,2));% 
Bode(G1*.1); 
title('Frequency Response of Front Sprung Mass at Cf=0 and Cr=0'); 
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xlabel('Frequency (Rad/sec)'); 
ylabel('Magnitude(db)'); 
 
 
Ms=575 , mf=60 , mr=60 , j=769 ,a =1.38,b = 1.36,Kr =16812, Kf=16812, Cf=1000, Cr=1000,Ktf= 
190000, Ktr =190000; 
 
A= (1/Ms)+((a*a)/j), B= (1/Ms)-((a*b)/j) ,D=(1/Ms) +((b*b)/j); 
 
E =[ 0  1  0  0   0  0  0  0; -A*Kf  -A*Cf  A*Kf   A*Cf   -B*Kr   -B*Cr   B*Kr   B*Cr ; 0  0  0  1  0   0  
0  0; Kf/mf  Cf/mf  -(Kf +Ktf)/mf ...     
    -Cf/mf   0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -B*Kf  -B*Cf  B*Kf  B*Cf  -D*Kr...    
    -D*Cr   D*Kr  D*Cf; 0  0   0  0  0  0  0  1;... 
   0  0  0  0   Kr/mr   Cr/mr  -(Kr + Ktr)/mr   -Cr/mr]; 
F=[ 0            0;0     0; 0    
 0;Ktf/mf   0;0     0;0  
   0; 0     0; 
   0     Ktr/mr]; 
G=[1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ]; 
H= [0 0]; 
sys = ss(E,F,G,H); 
 
G1= ss(E,F(:,1),G,H(:,1)); 
G2= ss(E,F(:,2),G,H(:,2));% 
Bode(G1*.1); 
title('Frequency Response of Front Sprung Mass at Cf=1000 and Cr=1000'); 
xlabel('Frequency (Rad/sec)'); 
ylabel('Magnitude(db)'); 
 
 
Ms=575 , mf=60 , mr=60 , j=769 ,a =1.38,b = 1.36,Kr =16812, Kf=16812, Cf=1500, Cr=1500,Ktf= 
190000, Ktr =190000; 
 
A= (1/Ms)+((a*a)/j), B= (1/Ms)-((a*b)/j) ,D=(1/Ms) +((b*b)/j); 
 
E =[ 0  1  0  0   0  0  0  0; -A*Kf  -A*Cf  A*Kf   A*Cf   -B*Kr   -B*Cr   B*Kr   B*Cr ; 0  0  0  1  0   0  
0  0; Kf/mf  Cf/mf  -(Kf +Ktf)/mf ...     
    -Cf/mf   0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -B*Kf  -B*Cf  B*Kf  B*Cf  -D*Kr...    
    -D*Cr   D*Kr  D*Cf; 0  0   0  0  0  0  0  1;... 
   0  0  0  0   Kr/mr   Cr/mr  -(Kr + Ktr)/mr   -Cr/mr]; 
F=[ 0            0;0     0; 0    
 0;Ktf/mf   0;0     0;0  
   0; 0     0; 
   0     Ktr/mr]; 
G=[1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ]; 
H= [0 0]; 
sys = ss(E,F,G,H); 
 
G1= ss(E,F(:,1),G,H(:,1)); 
G2= ss(E,F(:,2),G,H(:,2));% 
Bode(G1*.1); 
title('Frequency Response of Front Sprung Mass at Cf=1500 and Cr=1500'); 
xlabel('Frequency (Rad/sec)'); 
ylabel('Magnitude(db)'); 
 
 
 
 
Ms=575 , mf=60 , mr=60 , j=769 ,a =1.38,b = 1.36,Kr =16812, Kf=16812, Cf=0, Cr=0,Ktf= 190000, 
Ktr =190000; 
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A= (1/Ms)+((a*a)/j), B= (1/Ms)-((a*b)/j) ,D=(1/Ms) +((b*b)/j); 
 
E =[ 0  1  0  0   0  0  0  0; -A*Kf  -A*Cf  A*Kf   A*Cf   -B*Kr   -B*Cr   B*Kr   B*Cr ; 0  0  0  1  0   0  
0  0; Kf/mf  Cf/mf  -(Kf +Ktf)/mf ...     
    -Cf/mf   0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -B*Kf  -B*Cf  B*Kf  B*Cf  -D*Kr...    
    -D*Cr   D*Kr  D*Cf; 0  0   0  0  0  0  0  1;... 
   0  0  0  0   Kr/mr   Cr/mr  -(Kr + Ktr)/mr   -Cr/mr]; 
F=[ 0            0;0     0; 0    
 0;Ktf/mf   0;0     0;0  
   0; 0     0; 
   0     Ktr/mr]; 
G=[0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 ]; 
H= [0 0]; 
sys = ss(E,F,G,H); 
 
G1= ss(E,F(:,1),G,H(:,1)); 
 
G2= ss(E,F(:,2),G,H(:,2));% 
 
Bode(G1*.1); 
 
title(' Frequency Response of Front Unsprung Mass at Cf=0 and Cr=0'); 
xlabel('time'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
 
 
Ms=575 , mf=60 , mr=60 , j=769 ,a =1.38,b = 1.36,Kr =16812, Kf=16812, Cf=1000, Cr=1000,Ktf= 
190000, Ktr =190000; 
 
A= (1/Ms)+((a*a)/j), B= (1/Ms)-((a*b)/j) ,D=(1/Ms) +((b*b)/j); 
 
E =[ 0  1  0  0   0  0  0  0; -A*Kf  -A*Cf  A*Kf   A*Cf   -B*Kr   -B*Cr   B*Kr   B*Cr ; 0  0  0  1  0   0  
0  0; Kf/mf  Cf/mf  -(Kf +Ktf)/mf ...     
    -Cf/mf   0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -B*Kf  -B*Cf  B*Kf  B*Cf  -D*Kr...    
    -D*Cr   D*Kr  D*Cf; 0  0   0  0  0  0  0  1;... 
   0  0  0  0   Kr/mr   Cr/mr  -(Kr + Ktr)/mr   -Cr/mr]; 
F=[ 0            0;0     0; 0    
 0;Ktf/mf   0;0     0;0  
   0; 0     0; 
   0     Ktr/mr]; 
G=[0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 ]; 
H= [0 0]; 
sys = ss(E,F,G,H); 
 
G1= ss(E,F(:,1),G,H(:,1)); 
 
G2= ss(E,F(:,2),G,H(:,2));% 
 
Bode(G1*.1); 
 
title(' Frequency Response of Front Unsprung Mass at Cf=1000 and Cr=1000'); 
xlabel('time'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
 
Ms=575 , mf=60 , mr=60 , j=769 ,a =1.38,b = 1.36,Kr =16812, Kf=16812, Cf=1500, Cr=1500,Ktf= 
190000, Ktr =190000; 
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A= (1/Ms)+((a*a)/j), B= (1/Ms)-((a*b)/j) ,D=(1/Ms) +((b*b)/j); 
 
E =[ 0  1  0  0   0  0  0  0; -A*Kf  -A*Cf  A*Kf   A*Cf   -B*Kr   -B*Cr   B*Kr   B*Cr ; 0  0  0  1  0   0  
0  0; Kf/mf  Cf/mf  -(Kf +Ktf)/mf ...     
    -Cf/mf   0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -B*Kf  -B*Cf  B*Kf  B*Cf  -D*Kr...    
    -D*Cr   D*Kr  D*Cf; 0  0   0  0  0  0  0  1;... 
   0  0  0  0   Kr/mr   Cr/mr  -(Kr + Ktr)/mr   -Cr/mr]; 
F=[ 0            0;0     0; 0    
 0;Ktf/mf   0;0     0;0  
   0; 0     0; 
   0     Ktr/mr]; 
G=[0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 ]; 
H= [0 0]; 
sys = ss(E,F,G,H); 
 
G1= ss(E,F(:,1),G,H(:,1)); 
 
G2= ss(E,F(:,2),G,H(:,2));% 
 
Bode(G1*.1); 
 
title(' Frequency Response of Front Unsprung Mass at Cf=1500 and Cr=1500'); 
xlabel('time'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ms=575 , mf=60 , mr=60 , j=769 ,a =1.38,b = 1.36,Kr =16812, Kf=16812, Cf=0, Cr=0,Ktf= 190000, 
Ktr =190000; 
 
A= (1/Ms)+((a*a)/j), B= (1/Ms)-((a*b)/j) ,D=(1/Ms) +((b*b)/j); 
 
E =[ 0  1  0  0   0  0  0  0; -A*Kf  -A*Cf  A*Kf   A*Cf   -B*Kr   -B*Cr   B*Kr   B*Cr ; 0  0  0  1  0   0  
0  0; Kf/mf  Cf/mf  -(Kf +Ktf)/mf ...     
    -Cf/mf   0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -B*Kf  -B*Cf  B*Kf  B*Cf  -D*Kr...    
    -D*Cr   D*Kr  D*Cf; 0  0   0  0  0  0  0  1;... 
   0  0  0  0   Kr/mr   Cr/mr  -(Kr + Ktr)/mr   -Cr/mr]; 
F=[ 0            0;0     0; 0    
 0;Ktf/mf   0;0     0;0  
   0; 0     0; 
   0     Ktr/mr]; 
G=[0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 ]; 
H= [0 0]; 
sys = ss(E,F,G,H); 
 
G2= ss(E,F(:,2),G,H(:,2)); 
 
Bode(G2*.1); 
title(' frequency Response of Rear Sprung at Cf=0 and Cr=0') 
xlabel('time'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
 
Ms=575 , mf=60 , mr=60 , j=769 ,a =1.38,b = 1.36,Kr =16812, Kf=16812, Cf=1000, Cr=1000,Ktf= 
190000, Ktr =190000; 
 
A= (1/Ms)+((a*a)/j), B= (1/Ms)-((a*b)/j) ,D=(1/Ms) +((b*b)/j); 
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E =[ 0  1  0  0   0  0  0  0; -A*Kf  -A*Cf  A*Kf   A*Cf   -B*Kr   -B*Cr   B*Kr   B*Cr ; 0  0  0  1  0   0  
0  0; Kf/mf  Cf/mf  -(Kf +Ktf)/mf ...     
    -Cf/mf   0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -B*Kf  -B*Cf  B*Kf  B*Cf  -D*Kr...    
    -D*Cr   D*Kr  D*Cf; 0  0   0  0  0  0  0  1;... 
   0  0  0  0   Kr/mr   Cr/mr  -(Kr + Ktr)/mr   -Cr/mr]; 
F=[ 0            0;0     0; 0    
 0;Ktf/mf   0;0     0;0  
   0; 0     0; 
   0     Ktr/mr]; 
G=[0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 ]; 
H= [0 0]; 
sys = ss(E,F,G,H); 
 
G2= ss(E,F(:,2),G,H(:,2)); 
 
Bode(G2*.1); 
title(' Frequency Response of Rear Sprung at Cf=1000 and Cr=1000'); 
xlabel('time'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
 
Ms=575 , mf=60 , mr=60 , j=769 ,a =1.38,b = 1.36,Kr =16812, Kf=16812, Cf=1500, Cr=1500,Ktf= 
190000, Ktr =190000; 
 
A= (1/Ms)+((a*a)/j), B= (1/Ms)-((a*b)/j) ,D=(1/Ms) +((b*b)/j); 
 
E =[ 0  1  0  0   0  0  0  0; -A*Kf  -A*Cf  A*Kf   A*Cf   -B*Kr   -B*Cr   B*Kr   B*Cr ; 0  0  0  1  0   0  
0  0; Kf/mf  Cf/mf  -(Kf +Ktf)/mf ...     
    -Cf/mf   0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -B*Kf  -B*Cf  B*Kf  B*Cf  -D*Kr...    
    -D*Cr   D*Kr  D*Cf; 0  0   0  0  0  0  0  1;... 
   0  0  0  0   Kr/mr   Cr/mr  -(Kr + Ktr)/mr   -Cr/mr]; 
F=[ 0            0;0     0; 0    
 0;Ktf/mf   0;0     0;0  
   0; 0     0; 
   0     Ktr/mr]; 
G=[0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 ]; 
H= [0 0]; 
sys = ss(E,F,G,H); 
 
G2= ss(E,F(:,2),G,H(:,2)); 
 
Bode(G2*.1); 
title(' Frequency Response of Rear Sprung at Cf=1500 and Cr=1500'); 
xlabel('time'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
 
 
Ms=575 , mf=60 , mr=60 , j=769 ,a =1.38,b = 1.36,Kr =16812, Kf=16812, Cf=0, Cr=0,Ktf= 190000, 
Ktr =190000; 
 
A= (1/Ms)+((a*a)/j), B= (1/Ms)-((a*b)/j) ,D=(1/Ms) +((b*b)/j); 
 
E =[ 0  1  0  0   0  0  0  0; -A*Kf  -A*Cf  A*Kf   A*Cf   -B*Kr   -B*Cr   B*Kr   B*Cr ; 0  0  0  1  0   0  
0  0; Kf/mf  Cf/mf  -(Kf +Ktf)/mf ...     
    -Cf/mf   0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -B*Kf  -B*Cf  B*Kf  B*Cf  -D*Kr...    
    -D*Cr   D*Kr  D*Cf; 0  0   0  0  0  0  0  1;... 
   0  0  0  0   Kr/mr   Cr/mr  -(Kr + Ktr)/mr   -Cr/mr]; 
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F=[ 0            0;0     0; 0    
 0;Ktf/mf   0;0     0;0  
   0; 0     0; 
   0     Ktr/mr]; 
G=[0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 ]; 
H= [0 0]; 
sys = ss(E,F,G,H); 
 
G2= ss(E,F(:,2),G,H(:,2)); 
 
 
Bode (G2*.1); 
title(' Frequency Response of Rear Unsprung Mass at Cf=0 and Cr=0') 
xlabel('time'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
 
Ms=575 , mf=60 , mr=60 , j=769 ,a =1.38,b = 1.36,Kr =16812, Kf=16812, Cf=1000, Cr=1000,Ktf= 
190000, Ktr =190000; 
 
A= (1/Ms)+((a*a)/j), B= (1/Ms)-((a*b)/j) ,D=(1/Ms) +((b*b)/j); 
 
E =[ 0  1  0  0   0  0  0  0; -A*Kf  -A*Cf  A*Kf   A*Cf   -B*Kr   -B*Cr   B*Kr   B*Cr ; 0  0  0  1  0   0  
0  0; Kf/mf  Cf/mf  -(Kf +Ktf)/mf ...     
    -Cf/mf   0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -B*Kf  -B*Cf  B*Kf  B*Cf  -D*Kr...    
    -D*Cr   D*Kr  D*Cf; 0  0   0  0  0  0  0  1;... 
   0  0  0  0   Kr/mr   Cr/mr  -(Kr + Ktr)/mr   -Cr/mr]; 
F=[ 0            0;0     0; 0    
 0;Ktf/mf   0;0     0;0  
   0; 0     0; 
   0     Ktr/mr]; 
G=[0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 ]; 
H= [0 0]; 
sys = ss(E,F,G,H); 
 
G2= ss(E,F(:,2),G,H(:,2)); 
 
 
Bode (G2*.1); 
Title (' Frequency Response of Rear Unsprung Mass at Cf=1000 and Cr=1000') 
xlabel('time'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
 
 
Ms=575 , mf=60 , mr=60 , j=769 ,a =1.38,b = 1.36,Kr =16812, Kf=16812, Cf=1500, Cr=1500,Ktf= 
190000, Ktr =190000; 
 
A= (1/Ms)+((a*a)/j), B= (1/Ms)-((a*b)/j) ,D=(1/Ms) +((b*b)/j); 
 
E =[ 0  1  0  0   0  0  0  0; -A*Kf  -A*Cf  A*Kf   A*Cf   -B*Kr   -B*Cr   B*Kr   B*Cr ; 0  0  0  1  0   0  
0  0; Kf/mf  Cf/mf  -(Kf +Ktf)/mf ...     
    -Cf/mf   0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -B*Kf  -B*Cf  B*Kf  B*Cf  -D*Kr...    
    -D*Cr   D*Kr  D*Cf; 0  0   0  0  0  0  0  1;... 
   0  0  0  0   Kr/mr   Cr/mr  -(Kr + Ktr)/mr   -Cr/mr]; 
F=[ 0            0;0     0; 0    
 0;Ktf/mf   0;0     0;0  
   0; 0     0; 
   0     Ktr/mr]; 
G=[0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 ]; 
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H= [0 0]; 
sys = ss(E,F,G,H); 
 
G2= ss(E,F(:,2),G,H(:,2)); 
 
 
Bode (G2*.1); 
Title (' Frequency Response of Rear Unsprung Mass at Cf=1500 and Cr=1500') 
xlabel('time'); 
ylabel('Magnitude'); 
 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=2000; 
A = Cs * Ct;   
B= Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks; 
G= Ms *Kt + Ms *Ks + m *Ks + Cs *Ct; 
C= Ks *Kt; 
E= Ms *m; 
F= Ms*Ct +Ms*Cs +m*Cs; 
H= tf ([ A B C ],[E F G B C]) 
bode(H*0.1); 
hold; 
bode(H*0.05); 
bode(H*0.01); 
title('Frequency Response of suspension at Cs = 2000 N.s/m') 
xlabel('Frequency (Rad/sec)'); 
ylabel('Magnitude(db)'); 
 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=3000; 
A = Cs * Ct;   
B= Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks; 
G= Ms *Kt + Ms *Ks + m *Ks + Cs *Ct; 
C= Ks *Kt; 
E= Ms *m; 
F= Ms*Ct +Ms*Cs +m*Cs; 
H= tf ([ A B C ],[E F G B C]) 
bode(H*0.1); 
hold; 
bode(H*0.05); 
bode(H*0.01); 
title('Frequency Response of suspension at Cs = 3000 N.s/m') 
xlabel('Frequency (Rad/sec)'); 
ylabel('Magnitude(db)'); 
 
 
 
 
D.2  Root Locus Analysis 
 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=2500; 
A = Cs * Ct;   
B= Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks; 
G= Ms *Kt + Ms *Ks + m *Ks + Cs *Ct; 
C= Ks *Kt; 
E= Ms *m; 
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F= Ms*Ct +Ms*Cs +m*Cs; 
K= Ms*A; 
L=Ms* B+ Cs*A; 
M=Ms*C +Ks*A+Cs*B; 
N=Ks*B+Cs*C; 
O=Ks*C; 
P=Cs*E; 
Q=F*Cs+Ks*E; 
R=G*Cs+Ks*F; 
S=Ks*G; 
T=Ks*B; 
 
Z= tf ([ K L M N O ],[P Q R S T]); 
rlocus([ K L M N O ],[P Q R S T]); 
grid; 
AXIS([-30 30 -100 100]) 
title('Root locus of suspension system at Cs= 2500 N.s/m') 
 
Ms = 329 , Ks = 23622 , m = 31, Kt= 212108 , Ct= 207; 
Cs=3000; 
A = Cs * Ct;   
B= Cs *Kt + Cs*Ks; 
G= Ms *Kt + Ms *Ks + m *Ks + Cs *Ct; 
C= Ks *Kt; 
E= Ms *m; 
F= Ms*Ct +Ms*Cs +m*Cs; 
K= Ms*A; 
L=Ms* B+ Cs*A; 
M=Ms*C +Ks*A+Cs*B; 
N=Ks*B+Cs*C; 
O=Ks*C; 
P=Cs*E; 
Q=F*Cs+Ks*E; 
R=G*Cs+Ks*F; 
S=Ks*G; 
T=Ks*B; 
Z= tf ([ K L M N O ],[P Q R S T]); 
rlocus([ K L M N O ],[P Q R S T]); 
grid; 
AXIS([-30 30 -100 100]) 
title('Root locus of suspension system at Cs= 3000 N.s/m') 
 
 
Ms=575 , mf=60 , mr=60 , j=769 ,a =1.38,b = 1.36,Kr =16812, 
Kf=16812,Cr =1000,Cf= 1000,Ktf= 190000, Ktr =190000; 
 
A= (1/Ms)+((a*a)/j), B= (1/Ms)-((a*b)/j) ,C=(1/Ms) +((b*b)/j); 
 
E =[ 0  1  0  0   0  0  0  0; -A*Kf  -A*Cf  A*Kf   A*Cf   -B*Kr   -
B*Cr   B*Kr   B*Cr ; 0  0  0  1  0   0  0  0; Kf/mf  Cf/mf  -(Kf 
+Ktf)/mf...      
    -Cf/mf   0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -B*Kf  -B*Cf  B*Kf  B*Cf  -
C*Kr...    
    -C*Cr   C*Kr  C*Cf; 0  0   0  0  0  0  0  1;... 
   0  0  0  0   Kr/mr   Cr/mr  -(Kr + Ktr)/mr   -Cr/mr]; 
F=[ 0            0;0     0; 0     0;Ktf/mf   0;0     
   0     Ktr/mr]; 
G=[1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ]; 
H= [0 0]; 
sys = ss(E,F,G,H); 
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G1= ss(E,F(:,1),G,H(:,1)); 
G2= ss(E,F(:,2),G,H(:,2));% 
 
rlocus(G1); 
 
 
 
  Ms=575 , mf=60 , mr=60 , j=769 ,a =1.38,b = 1.36,Kr =16812, 
Kf=16812,Cr =1500,Cf= 1500,Ktf= 190000, Ktr =190000; 
 
A= (1/Ms)+((a*a)/j), B= (1/Ms)-((a*b)/j) ,C=(1/Ms) +((b*b)/j); 
 
E =[ 0  1  0  0   0  0  0  0; -A*Kf  -A*Cf  A*Kf   A*Cf   -B*Kr   -
B*Cr   B*Kr   B*Cr ; 0  0  0  1  0   0  0  0; Kf/mf  Cf/mf  -(Kf 
+Ktf)/mf...      
    -Cf/mf   0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -B*Kf  -B*Cf  B*Kf  B*Cf  -
C*Kr...    
    -C*Cr   C*Kr  C*Cf; 0  0   0  0  0  0  0  1;... 
   0  0  0  0   Kr/mr   Cr/mr  -(Kr + Ktr)/mr   -Cr/mr]; 
F=[ 0            0;0     0; 0     0;Ktf/mf   0;0     
   0     Ktr/mr]; 
G=[1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ]; 
H= [0 0]; 
sys = ss(E,F,G,H); 
 
G1= ss(E,F(:,1),G,H(:,1)); 
G2= ss(E,F(:,2),G,H(:,2));% 
 
rlocus(G1); 
 
 
Ms=575 , mf=60 , mr=60 , j=769 ,a =1.38,b = 1.36,Kr =16812, 
Kf=16812,Cr =1000,Cf= 1000,Ktf= 190000, Ktr =190000; 
 
A= (1/Ms)+((a*a)/j), B= (1/Ms)-((a*b)/j) ,C=(1/Ms) +((b*b)/j); 
 
E =[ 0  1  0  0   0  0  0  0; -A*Kf  -A*Cf  A*Kf   A*Cf   -B*Kr   -
B*Cr   B*Kr   B*Cr ; 0  0  0  1  0   0  0  0; Kf/mf  Cf/mf  -(Kf 
+Ktf)/mf...      
    -Cf/mf   0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -B*Kf  -B*Cf  B*Kf  B*Cf  -
C*Kr...    
    -C*Cr   C*Kr  C*Cf; 0  0   0  0  0  0  0  1;... 
   0  0  0  0   Kr/mr   Cr/mr  -(Kr + Ktr)/mr   -Cr/mr]; 
F=[ 0            0;0     0; 0     0;Ktf/mf   0;0     
   0     Ktr/mr]; 
G=[0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 ]; 
H= [0 0]; 
sys = ss(E,F,G,H); 
 
G1= ss(E,F(:,1),G,H(:,1));% 
G2= ss(E,F(:,2),G,H(:,2)); 
 
rlocus(G2); 
 
 
 
Ms=575 , mf=60 , mr=60 , j=769 ,a =1.38,b = 1.36,Kr =16812, 
Kf=16812,Cr =1500,Cf= 1500,Ktf= 190000, Ktr =190000; 
 
A= (1/Ms)+((a*a)/j), B= (1/Ms)-((a*b)/j) ,C=(1/Ms) +((b*b)/j); 
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E =[ 0  1  0  0   0  0  0  0; -A*Kf  -A*Cf  A*Kf   A*Cf   -B*Kr   -
B*Cr   B*Kr   B*Cr ; 0  0  0  1  0   0  0  0; Kf/mf  Cf/mf  -(Kf 
+Ktf)/mf...      
    -Cf/mf   0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -B*Kf  -B*Cf  B*Kf  B*Cf  -
C*Kr...    
    -C*Cr   C*Kr  C*Cf; 0  0   0  0  0  0  0  1;... 
   0  0  0  0   Kr/mr   Cr/mr  -(Kr + Ktr)/mr   -Cr/mr]; 
F=[ 0            0;0     0; 0     0;Ktf/mf   0;0     
   0     Ktr/mr]; 
G=[0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 ]; 
H= [0 0]; 
sys = ss(E,F,G,H); 
 
G1= ss(E,F(:,1),G,H(:,1));% 
G2= ss(E,F(:,2),G,H(:,2)); 
 
rlocus(G2); 
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ABSTRACT 
                                                          
† Corresponding author 
This paper investigates the responses of the quarter car and a half car model as the vehicle 
ride performance is generally assessed at the design stage by simulating the vehicle 
response to road excitation. This requires the development of a vehicle model to analysis its 
responses. The disturbances from the road are assumed to be constant or step function and 
the time responses and frequency responses of the sprung and unsprung masses have been 
studied. Simple yet, in practice, meaningful state-space formulations of the optimal 
suspension control problem for a half-car 2-D and 4-D vehicle model are given. Using an 
efficient equivalent representation, a complete analytical solution of the system was 
obtained. The optimal solution here is the damping, which has been optimised with the 
given set of fixed parameters. This paper provides an insight on the suspension dynamics of 
the two most extensively used models in vehicle dynamics with their complete state space 
realization, simulated using Matlab platform. 
 
Keywords: Quarter Car Model, Half Car Model, Sprung Mass, Unsprung Mass. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The performance of the suspension system is typically rated as to provide improved 
passenger comfort and avoid hitting it suspension travel limits. The main target of the 
suspension system is to isolate the car body from the road disturbances. According to 
Pollard and Simon (1984), the ride comfort can be defined according to axis and angular 
acceleration of front and rear car body, therefore the numerical axis and angular 
acceleration must be minimise in order to attain higher ride comfort. In this paper, a 
simulation code was developed based on MATLAB platform to analyse the system 
responses, namely displacement and frequency for sprung masses and unsprung masses and 
to suggest the optimised damping for the specific car data used for simulations. As the 
vehicle dynamics is concerned with controllability and stability of automobile, it is 
important in the design of a ground vehicle. The modelling of the vehicle with the analysis 
of the dynamic response of the mathematical model has been examined in a large number 
of previous investigations (Genta, 2004). In these studies, three typical models (7 Degree of 
Freedom Full car model, 4 Degree of Freedom Half Car Model, and 2 Degree of Freedom 
Quarter Car Model have been developed with researches related to the study of dynamic 
behaviour of vehicle and its vibration control which are shown in Figure 1.          
The simplest representation of a ground vehicle is a quarter-car model with a spring and a 
damper connecting the body to a single wheel, which is in turn connected to the ground via 
the tyre spring, see (Williams, 1997 and Yang et al. 2001). As shown in Fig. 1(a), the mass 
representing the  moving parts such as wheel, tyre, brakes and part of the suspension 
linkage mass, is referred to as the unsprung mass and the  relatively fixed parts such as car 
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body mass is known as sprung mass. The quarter-car model is used only when the heave 
motion needs to be considered. A half-car model is shown in Fig. 1(b). It is a two wheel 
model (front and rear) for studying the heave and pitch motions (Moran and Nagai, 1994; 
Vetturi et al, 1996 and Campos et al, 1999). This four degree-of-freedom model allows the 
study of the heave and pitch motions with the deflection of tyres and suspensions. Quarter 
Car and Half Car model have been used for this analysis. This paper focuses on 
mathematical modelling of suspension system, and its dynamic analysis to identify the 
inputs and state variables. Secondly, the paper also focuses on optimisation of the damping 
coefficient of the suspension system for desired performance characteristics. 
 
   
                            (a)                                    (b)                                   (c) 
Figure 1.  (a) Quarter Car, (b) Half Car and (c) Full Car (Hall, 2002) 
 
2. SYSTEM MODEL AND DYNAMICS 
The model of a quarter car and half-car suspension systems are shown in Figure 2(a) and 
Figure 2(b) (Campos et al, 1999; Huang and Lin, 2002, 2003 and Smith and Wang, 2002). 
The vehicle suspension models are represented as a linear system. They consist of a single 
sprung mass (car body) connected to two unsprung masses (front and rear wheel assembly 
masses) at each comer. The sprung mass is free to heave and pitch, while the unsprung 
masses are free to bounce vertically with respect to the sprung mass. The suspensions 
between the sprung mass and unsprung masses are modeled as linear viscous dampers and 
spring elements, while the tyres are modeled as simple linear springs without damping 
components in half car model while in quarter car model damping is also included for tyre. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Simplified quarter car model (a) and half car model (b) 
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2.1 QUARTER CAR ANALYSIS 
The governing equations for the quarter model dynamic analysis are shown in Eqs. (1) to 
(3),  
           
0)()( =−+−+ XuXsKsuXsXCssXMs &&&&  …       (1)  
0)()()()( =−+−−−+−+ XsXuKsXsXuKtuXrXCtsXuXCsuXm &&&&&& ..    (2) 
These can be written in state space as, 
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2.2 HALF CAR ANALYSIS 
The half car suspension dynamics has been represented in Matrix form as, 
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   The matrix  is an input matrix. The inputs are active forces (  and ) and road 
disturbances are  and . While writing a program the active forces have not been 
considered. So, Y which is used for simulation can be written as, 
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With this mathematical model, the response of all 8 - state variables can be obtained using 
Matlab.  
 
3. SIMULATION RESULTS 
The simulation data has been taken such real values of the suspension system parameters, 
as to obtain responses as close to real conditions [for more details see (Jaitlee, 2002 and 
Huang & Lin, 2004)]. The simulation data for quarter car model is: =329 Kg, =31 
Kg, = 23622 N/m,  = 212108 N/m, Ct = 207 N.s/m, in   this study (Jaitlee, 2002), 
the experimental work was performed to obtain the dynamic responses of the suspension 
which are identical to the responses obtained in this
Ms m
Ks Kt
paper, and data for half car model selected for this study is (Huang and Lin, 2004), = 1.38 
m, = 1.36 m, = = 16812 N/m, = = 190000 N/m,  = 575 Kg , = 
= 60 Kg, =768 Kg/m
a
b fK rK trK tfK sM rm
fm J 3. The simulation time is selected in such a way that peak and 
settling of the response can be studied properly. The other simulation factors for the quarter 
car and half car models are: simulation time = 3 s, 2.5 s and road input = 10 cm, 10 cm 
respectively.  
 
3.1 QUARTER CAR MODEL 
The amplitude response of the sprung mass at Cs= 2000, 2500 and 3000 N.s/m is shown in 
Figure 3. It can be noted that amplitude is decreasing with respect to time. Also the settling 
time is dropped to around 1.2 seconds. So, there is drop in overshoot with decrease in 
settling time. If the damping is increased further, it is seen that settling time is decreasing 
with very less drop in overshoot, which is undesirable for good ride and handling of the 
vehicle. Responses for unsprung mass were also simulated damping value ranging between 
2000 - 3000 N.s/m as shown in Figure 4. It was suggested that for used parameters of half 
car model the optimum range of the damping is between 2500 -3000 N.s/m. Also 
Frequency response was derived in this damping range as shown in Figure 5. When 
damping value is large Cs > 3000 N.s/m, the amplitude ratio equals to natural frequency of 
Sprung mass which is desirable, but the bandwidth is large which means small rise time and 
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small settling time, and suspension will behave like a solid bar instead of absorbing shock 
loads. But at Cs = 2000 N.s/m bode diagram has got reasonable bandwidth and amplitude 
ratio. So it is the optimized damping value. 
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Figure 3.  Amplitude Response of   Quarter 
Car Model Sprung Mass. 
Amplitude Response of Unsprung Mass 
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Figure 4.  Amplitude Response of Quarter Car 
Model for Unsprung Mass 
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Figure 5.  Frequency Responses for Sprung Mass for Quarter Car Model. 
 
3.2 HALF CAR MODEL 
As discussed in section 2, the entire 8- state variable for half car dynamics can be simulated 
to suggest optimal damping value for the suspension. In Figures 6 and 7, the responses of 
only 4- state variables (Front Sprung and Unsprung Masses & Rear Sprung and Unsprung 
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Masses) are obtained at = = 1500 N.s/m. As it can be seen, the responses are 
identical because =  and = . It was found at this damping value there is 
drop in peak amplitude with decrease in settling time. 
rC fC
rm fm rfX rrX
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Figure 6. Amplitude Responses for Front   
Sprung and Unsprung Masses for Half 
Car Model 
 Rear Sprung Mass and Unsprung Mass Displacement 
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Figure 7.   Amplitude Responses for Rear 
Sprung  and Unsprung Mass 
 
 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions were made for the work presented here: 
• Quarter and Half car models can successfully be used to analyze the suspension 
system responses to road inputs but accuracy of the results obtained will depend on 
how accurately and effectively the system parameters have been measured (Eg. sprung 
mass, unsprung mass, stiffness and damping). 
• Using the models analyzed in this work, the system responses with different road 
excitation can be obtained. 
• With different set of sprung mass, unsprung and stiffness etc, the suitable damping 
value can be obtained.
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NOMENCLATURES 
 where,  – Sprung mass,  – Unsprung mass, – Coefficient of suspension 
stiffness,  – Suspension Damping,  – Tyre stiffness, – Tyre damping, – 
Sprung mass displacement, – Unsprung mass displacement,
Ms m Ks
sC Kt Ct Xs
Xu Xr  – Road displacement. 
where, - front body displacement, - rear body displacement, -front wheel 
displacement, - rear wheel displacement,
sfX srX ufX
urX X - displacement of centre of gravity, - 
rear road disturbance, - front road disturbance, - distance between centre of gravity 
and front axle,b - distance between centre of gravity and rear axle, - equivalent force in 
front wheel, - equivalent force in rear wheel, - front force input, - rear force 
input, - front spring stiffness, -rear spring stiffness, - rear tyre stiffness, - 
front tyre stiffness, - sprung mass, - rear unsprung mass, - front unsprung 
mass, 
rrX
rfX a
fF
rF ff fr
fK rK trK tfK
sM rm fm
θ - angle of pitch, - rear damping coefficient, - front damping coefficient, - 
rear tyre damping coefficient, -Front Tyre Damping coefficient, -Centroidal moment 
of inertia of sprung mass, 
rC fC trC
tfC J
r -Radius of Gyration. 
 
 
